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This work examined the physicochemical properties of aviation fuels and their impact on 
combustion performance in relevant applications for existing and emerging engine architecture 
with a particular focus on next generation alternative jet fuels (AJF). The Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Center of Excellence for Alternative Jet Fuels and Environment (ASCENT) 
identified fuel property variability and low temperature, lean fuel environments as key to AJF 
integration. To accomplish these goals, a national archive of jet fuel property and test data was 
established as a starting point to collect disparate jet fuel research that has been completed over 
recent decades. With this assembled data collection, statistical analyses were conducted on the 
dataset to establish new physicochemical property correlations for AJFs and to identify fuel 
features to target in subsequent experimental testing. This testing revealed further insights into 
unique autoignition phenomena, pertinent to supporting the expansion of AJF integration into 
current aviation fuel systems. Chemical kinetics simulations and reaction chemistry evaluations 
supplemented this experimental data and allowed a deeper analysis into the influence of fuel 
composition on resulting performance. This new knowledge can accelerate AJF development by 
facilitating efforts to streamline existing fuel certification processes through an enhanced 
understanding of the relations between fuel makeup and performance to optimize fuel blending 
strategies.  
In the initial stage of this effort, the Alternative Jet Fuel Test Database (AJFTD) was 
developed as a centralized knowledgebase for the aviation research community. Fuel test data, 
technical reports, and chemical kinetic mechanisms from academic, government, and industry 
research groups were assembled into this data repository. It contains pertinent approval testing and 
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specification property results for conventional and approved alternative jet fuels. To facilitate the 
analysis of this data, a non-relational (NoSQL) database was constructed that contains unique 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files for each fuel classified by a singular identification number 
(POSF) as assigned by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) or other fuel testing information 
for fuels lacking a POSF designation. The multi-year AFJTD project continues to evolve, serving 
as a valuable resource to disseminate aviation data from development to end-use. 
With the data processed into a more readily accessible format, new analyses on the 
considerable collection of jet fuel test data were performed that were previously unattainable. This 
included statistical analyses of the variability present in conventional and alternative jet fuels for 
specification properties. These property distributions illustrate both the existing jet fuel landscape 
and the differences across approved AJF types. This can inform future efforts to annex additional 
AJFs and provide guidelines to evaluate new fuels against the current fuel experience base. New 
AJF thermophysical relations were developed utilizing AJFTD resources to provide property 
estimations as a starting point for fuel pre-screening efforts. The relations focused on specification 
properties, providing a method for early identification of fuels with high certification likelihood 
while also identifying fuels with problematic features. These variability and correlation analyses 
demonstrate the need for AJF continued testing to create robust datasets for use in such evaluations. 
Following the evaluation of physicochemical properties and fuel variability, experimental 
tests and kinetic simulations were done to further examine fuel features of particular interest for 
AJF blending and performance in key environments. Fuel testing involved rapid compression 
machine (RCM) and shock tube (ST) experiments to evaluate fuel autoignition phenomena. 
Testing focused on low to intermediate temperatures for fuel lean to stoichiometric conditions at 
varying pressure rates, relevant to engine applications. These conditions highlighted unique multi-
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stage ignition profiles, varying negative temperature coefficient (NTC) trends, and key fuel 
reactivity differences. The experimental results prompted further inquiry, and chemical kinetics 
simulations were conducted to elucidate the principal reaction chemistry responsible for the 
observed ignition properties. The combined experimental testing and autoignition modeling data 
provided key insight into the influence of chemical composition on resulting fuel performance for 
both neat and blended conventional and alternative jet fuels.   
In summary, the following work has made a wealth of relevant jet fuel data accessible to 
the aviation and combustion research communities and has generated novel property relations with 
a focused examination of unique alternative fuel autoignition. The establishment of the first 
national archive of jet fuel testing data is a major step towards enabling the advanced development 
and deployment of alternative fuels into current operations. Using this database, physicochemical 
property correlations were determined to identify relations across fuel composition and 
combustion characteristics in an effort to elucidate factors that can predict engine testing results. 
Current conventional fuel data was analyzed and new thermophysical relations for AJFs were 
developed to better assess the variability across fuel categories. This knowledge can then facilitate 
pre-screening efforts of fuels currently in the development pipeline. Finally, novel fuel testing and 
autoignition analyses expanded the current knowledge of fuel performance in unique combustion 
conditions. These combined efforts deepen the critical understanding of the relationship between 
prominent fuel physical and chemical characteristics and key combustion performance parameters. 
This research enables future development and integration of alternative fuel options. Successful 
deployment of these fuels will help to secure domestic energy resources, mitigate fuel price 
volatility, provide skilled jobs to the national economy, lessen the environmental impact of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
With the continued growing need for energy dense liquid transportation fuels, it has 
become increasingly vital to develop environmentally and economically sustainable alternative 
energy options. A diversified energy supply provides a multitude of pathways to meet energy 
demands while increasing energy security, supporting environmental goals, and providing 
affordable solutions. Advanced research into alternative energy resources addresses technical, 
political, social, and environmental concerns to effectively meet these objectives. Recent years 
have witnessed continued interest across various industries in utilizing alternative fuels with the 
emergence of several new alternative jet fuel (AJF) categories. Both public and private sectors 
seek alternative, bio-derived “drop-in” fuels to replace conventional, petroleum-based energy 
sources. AJFs can be broadly categorized by processing method and include Fischer-Tropsch (FT), 
Alcohol to Jet (ATJ), Synthesized Iso-Paraffins (SIP), Synthetic Kerosene with Aromatics (SKA), 
and Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids (HEFA).  
While there are several driving factors for this interest, primary incentives include a desire 
to protect fuel consumers against economic uncertainty, develop secure domestic energy supplies, 
and ameliorate the negative environmental impact from using traditional fossil fuels [1], [2]. With 
high price volatility in the global fuel market, fuel producers and customers want to secure 
predictable fuel sources independent of external suppliers, additionally supporting domestic 
skilled job growth. The second key driver for AJF development, energy security, is reflected in 
government mandates that set clear requirements for various military branches to secure alternative 
energy. To address concerns over the increasingly unstable sourcing of crude oil for transportation 
fuels, the Department of Defense (DoD) put in place measures to advance the development of 
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alternative fuels from domestic resources. Not only does this minimize supply interruption risks 
due to international conflicts, but it also alleviates budgetary uncertainty associated with volatile 
fuel prices. Recent government directives mandate that a portion of DoD liquid fuels be sourced 
from bio-based fuels, increasing domestic energy independence and simplifying the logistics trail 
for fuel consumption in the United States. Specifically, the United States Navy (USN) seeks to 
have 50% renewable sourced energy by 2020 [1]. These mandates require an examination of 
alternative fuels in various operating conditions to ensure that performance meets required 
specifications. The government realizes the advantage in having secure domestic energy resources, 
immune to international conflicts that can disrupt supplies and create further challenges. Finally, 
some AJFs have the potential to provide environmental benefits by reducing fossil fuel usage and 
their associated harmful emissions. As shown in a recent report, conventional jet fuel blending 
with HEFA in a 50:50 (by volume) blend reduces emissions from aircraft at cruise conditions by 
greater than half and up to 70% [3]. For these reasons, research continues to grow in evaluating 
alternative transportation fuels that can meet performance requirements while being economically 
viable and environmentally beneficial. 
To advance the goals of AJF integration, this work established a national database of 
relevant jet fuel test data that guided further studies of AJF properties and performance. Increased 
accessibility to conventional and alternative jet fuel test data made possible through the Alternative 
Jet Fuel Test Database (AJFTD) is a key contribution of this work to the greater scientific 
community. Subsequent evaluations utilized this data set to examine the physicochemical variation 
of conventional and alternative jet fuels and the resulting influence of compositional variability on 
autoignition characteristics particularly in the low temperature operating regime. The 
compositional variability of AJFs derives from the diverse feedstock sources and production 
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processes used in fuel synthesis. This research focused on physicochemical features across fuel 
types and how these characteristics are represented in combustion performance. To address fuel 
specification requirements, the significance of AJF property variation was determined 
quantitatively. As AJF fuels are designed for blending with conventional fuels, both neat and 
blended fuel studies were completed to evaluate performance with varying blend stock levels. The 
impact of these results is then discussed as it relates to AJF certification for use in current aerospace 
architecture.  
1.2 Background 
Fuel producers seek to develop drop-in AJFs that can be blended with conventional fuels 
and used in current engine architectures, reducing switching costs of updating engine systems, fuel 
lines, storage facilities, and delivery equipment while minimizing risks associated with separating 
incompatible fuels and systems. Current AJF specifications set maximum blending limits to ensure 
compatibility in operating systems. Before obtaining blending approval, new AJFs must undergo 
rigorous assessment from property evaluation to rig testing, a cost and time intensive process for 
producers that discourages greater investment in AJF development.  
Recent research has focused on advancing the understanding of the relations between fuel 
physical and chemical properties and resulting combustion performance to help streamline the 
certification of emerging AJFs. With the development of AJFs from various feedstocks and 
processing methods, new approval processes have been developed to accommodate the changing 
jet fuel landscape. As a part of the approval process, AJFs have been employed in test flights for 
both military and commercial aircraft to validate their use in various applications. These flights 
are the result of concerted efforts across many independent groups within the aviation industry. 
Several multi-stakeholder initiatives have emerged in recent years in response to the growing 
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interest and need for AJFs in the jet fuel supply chain. Recent international agreements regarding 
the monitoring and reporting of aviation industry greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have further 
spurred global interest and demand for a reliable supply of high performance AJFs. Current AJF 
approval procedures hinder this expansion as they can be economically prohibitive due to their 
lengthy evaluation process requiring high volumes of testing fuel and access to specialized 
equipment.  
Therefore, in addition to addressing the needs for established AJF production and supply 
networks, national and international multi-group coalitions support advanced AJF research to 
better understand fuel performance and property relations across novel fuel categories. This 
research can then facilitate fuel approval with pre-screening of fuel candidates and reduced fuel 
testing requirements. With a more streamlined process, both fuel producers and consumers can 
benefit from increased access to safe, quality alternative fuel options as they seek to meet emission 
reduction goals and support secure fuel supplies. This work has created a platform to disseminate 
relevant fuel data, critical to these approval efforts while providing an evaluation of the current 
fuel landscape with regard to property variability and its impact on combustion performance at 
threshold operating conditions for AJFs and their blends.     
1.3 AJFTD Development & Data Analysis 
In the civilian sector, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) established a Center of 
Excellence for Alternative Jet Fuels and Environment (ASCENT) to study the integration of 
alternative jet fuels in the commercial aviation domain [4]. ASCENT seeks to advance 
sustainability research for the aviation industry through various ongoing projects at 16 U.S. 
research universities and over 60 private sector stakeholders. The aims of this aviation research 
coalition include: meeting next generation environmental and energy goals such as noise reduction, 
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air quality improvement, and energy efficiency gains; advancing pathways for the large scale 
production of sustainable aviation fuels (SAF); and enabling data based solutions to the combined 
environmental, economic, and performance needs of the aviation industry. To support these 
efforts, a national archive of jet fuel property and test data was established as a starting point to 
collect disparate jet fuel research that has been completed over recent decades. The Alternative Jet 
Fuel Test Database (AJFTD) was developed and is maintained at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign (altjetfuels.illinois.edu). This site provides a centralized knowledgebase to the 
aviation research community with a repository of conventional and alternative fuel test data. 
Extensive fuel testing managed by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) over past decades 
provided a majority of the fuel property data with additional data from both military and 
commercial fuel reporting programs. The AFJTD is in collaboration with the National Jet Fuel 
Combustion Program (NJFCP) and supported by other federal agencies including NASA, the DoD, 
Transport Canada, and the EPA.  
Fuel test data, related technical reports, and chemical kinetic mechanisms from various 
academic, government, and industry research groups were assembled into this data repository. It 
contains pertinent approval testing and specification property results for conventional and 
approved alternative jet fuels. To facilitate the analysis of this data, a non-relational (NoSQL) 
database was constructed that contains unique JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files for each 
fuel record classified by a singular identification number (POSF) as assigned by AFRL or other 
fuel testing information for fuels lacking a POSF designation. The multi-year AFJTD project 
continues to evolve, serving as a valuable resource to disseminate aviation data from fuel 
development to end-use performance and emissions. 
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The completed work for the AJFTD included the development of a NoSQL document 
database to increase accessibility to fuel testing and property data. This provides a flexible format, 
removing the need for a fully structured data schema as required by more traditional object 
relational mapping databases such as MySQL. With a dynamic data schema, one can easily add 
data records that contain new fields or categories without requiring a full restructuring of the 
database. This format lends itself to the type of data anticipated for AJFs as testing methods evolve 
and new processes are developed for fuel analysis. By translating the data for fuels currently 
contained on the database site to this new format, one can easily compute and extract fuel statistics, 
providing readily accessible information on fuel properties for selected fuels or fuel categories. 
With more efficient query execution available through the document database structure, the site 
can quickly scan all documents and employ statistical analysis tools to output useful information. 
The AJFTD has over 25,000 fuel records in JSON documents, and new data are directly added to 
the database in JSON format. AFRL fuel testing facilities continually evaluate new fuels and 
airports monitor conventional fuel properties supplied on site, providing ongoing data streams for 
the AJFTD. 
1.4 Physicochemical & Thermophysical Variability Evaluation 
With this assembled data collection, statistical analyses were conducted on the dataset to 
establish physicochemical property correlations for AJFs and to identify fuel features to target in 
subsequent experimental testing. Evaluations of the variability present in conventional and 
alternative jet fuels for fuel specification properties inform future efforts to annex additional AJFs 
by providing guidelines to evaluate new fuels against the current fuel experience base. New AJF 
thermophysical relations were developed utilizing AJFTD resources to provide property 
estimations as a starting point for fuel pre-screening efforts. These correlation analyses 
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demonstrate the need for continued testing of AJFs to create robust data resources for use in such 
evaluations and illustrate differences in the existing fuel landscape and across approved AJF types.  
Civil aviation jet fuel approval is governed by three main ASTM International 
specifications: D1655, D7566, and D4054. These specifications establish property values that jet 
fuels must meet to ensure satisfactory performance and safety. D1655 focuses on kerosene-type 
jet fuels considered (Jet A and Jet A-1), while D7566 covers requirements for AJFs to be blended 
with D1655 approved fuels. Finally, D4054 guides novel fuel and fuel additive qualification and 
approval for use in aviation engines. Stakeholders from various groups in the aviation fuel sector 
work to develop fuel specifications. Through these specifications, they define which fuels qualify 
as drop-in fuels. AJF producers focus on developing drop-in fuels to ensure engine compatibility 
and mitigate risks of fuel mixing. If unaccounted for, changes in fuel usage could result in 
hazardous operations for engine systems designed to use fuels with particular properties. Flight 
tests over recent decades of alternative fuels blended with conventional jet fuel have affirmed the 
drop-in viability of these fuels.  
Five AJFs have been annexed under ASTM D7566:  FT, HEFA, SIP, SKA, and ATJ, which 
differ in feedstock and processing methods. Generally, AJFs contain normal (n-) and branched 
(iso-) alkanes with little to no heteroatoms or aromatics with the exception of SKA. Fischer-
Tropsch (FT) fuels utilize syngas (CO + H2) derived from various fossil fuel and bio-derived 
feedstocks. The Fischer-Tropsch process involves catalytic conversion reactions to produce 
paraffins and olefins from this syngas, which are then processed via additional refinery steps. 
Hydroprocessed esters and fatty acids (HEFA) fuels have feedstocks that include renewable lipid 
sources, which are hydroprocessed to remove oxygen followed by additional processing steps 
similar to FT. Synthesized iso-paraffins (SIP) fuels include those produced from hydroprocessing 
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of fermented sugars from renewable sources such as sugar cane. The SKA category of fuels is also 
termed SPK/A, Synthesized Paraffinic Kerosene plus Aromatics, differs from FT fuels as SKA 
fuels have aromatics deliberately added to increase aromatic content, an important factor in 
ensuring the proper volume swell of elastomer seals utilized in current in fuel systems. This is 
achieved via alkylation of non-petroleum derived light aromatics, such as benzene, with FT 
derived olefins. The final class of AJF is alcohol to jet, ATJ, produced by the processing of alcohol 
through dehydration, oligomerization, hydrogenation, and fractionation steps. 
As discussed, there are several pathways for AJF production that include various 
feedstocks and processing methods contributing to physicochemical variability. Conventional jet 
fuel primarily contains n-paraffins ranging from C8 to C16. Within AJF categories, there can be 
significant variability in fuel composition due to feedstock and processing methods. Some AJFs 
have a narrow cut with mostly C8-C12 hydrocarbons while others have a much wider cut spanning 
C8-C16, similar to conventional fuels.  
Fuel component structure, chain length, and carbon number may all influence fuel 
properties and resulting performance to varying degrees. Fuel cetane number, an indicator of 
ignition propensity, is highly dependent upon fuel structure, rather than being solely dependent 
upon processing route. Highly-branched iso-paraffins have relatively low cetane values, while 
weakly-branched iso-paraffins have much higher values. Aromatics increase fuel density and are 
of immense importance to aircraft fuel subsystems to ensure satisfactory swelling of elastomer 
seals such as those used in o-ring seals. AJFs lack aromatics and could pose a hazard to fuel system 
lines if not appropriately blended with conventional fuels. AJFs are required to be blended with 
conventional fuels containing aromatics, and the resulting blends contain sufficient aromatic 
content to ensure proper seal swelling. Density is another critical fuel property as it determines a 
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plane’s fuel payload. Some neat AJF blend stocks are lower than the specification minimum for 
density and must be blended with conventional fuels to satisfy density requirements. Net heat of 
combustion reflects fuel energy content, important when considering aircraft flying range for a 
given fuel payload. With limited fuel payloads, there is a risk of reduced flying ranges for planes 
fueled with lower net heat of combustion fuels, posing serious safety hazards if unaccounted for. 
For the property variability analyses, fuels were selected based on data availability, 
inclusion in relevant approval reports, and any instances reported in literature. Previous reports 
suggested that overall trends for property-temperature relations were qualitatively similar across 
fuel types, indicating that fuel properties are independent of processing method. In this study, a 
quantitative analysis of the observed trends found that significant variance occurs in most of the 
examined fuel properties. Thermophysical relations for AJFs were established and used to compute 
95% confidence interval expected property value ranges. Of the thermophysical relations reported, 
only viscosity and density are currently set in ASTM specifications. From these results, although 
significant variation was found for AJFs as compared to conventional fuels, expected property 
ranges remain within specification requirements.  
Understanding fuel variability can guide current discussions focused simplifying the AJF 
approval process by limiting approval to final fuel blend component composition rather than 
feedstock and processing considerations. Employing conservative blending limits such as a 10% 
by volume cap, much lower than the current 50% blending limit for annexed AJFs, is one such 
measure. This low blending level controls possible property variability, as alternative fuels 
introduced at reduced ratios would have little discernable impact on fuel properties or 
performance. This route would avoid extensive rig testing to reduce both the overall length and 
cost of approval. AJF producers and investors favor such approaches as they seek to limit risks 
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associated with developing AJFs and would be opened to larger markets. Beyond these 
conservative limits, fuel producers will want to understand how AJF blend stock ratios impact 
overall blend properties, and this will be an important area of future research. Fuel analysis tools 
that make use of composition-property relations can provide reliable fuel blend property 
predictions to support AJF integration and stimulate further development. As novel fuels are 
integrated, specification requirements will evolve to reflect new knowledge relating fuel properties 
and performance metrics. As fuel research continues down many pathways, it will be critical for 
certification procedures to stay abreast of the latest analysis methods to enable time and cost 
effective approval to meet the growing need for viable AJFs.  
1.5 Alternative & Conventional Fuel Autoignition Performance 
Alternative fuels from various feedstocks and processing routes can vary significantly in 
their physicochemical properties. To effectively integrate these novel fuels into current energy 
systems, a detailed understanding of fuel composition and combustion characteristics is required. 
The final component of this research sought to understand the impact of chemical structures on 
fuel autoignition. Expanding upon the previous AJF property analyses, experimental and modeling 
autoignition evaluations were conducted for both neat alternative and conventional fuels and their 
blends. The measured autoignition properties of these fuels were supplemented with chemical 
kinetic models to provide insight into key reaction chemistry at low temperature and lean fuel 
conditions. The performance results and subsequent chemical kinetic examinations further 
elaborate upon the impact of fuel compositional variability that was previously determined.  
This work focused on threshold operating conditions present at low to intermediate 
temperatures under stoichiometric to lean fuel mixtures for engine relevant pressure ranges. These 
conditions occupy the edges of stable engine operations, regions sensitive to changing ignition and 
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reaction processes that are critical for lean blowout and startup operations (low temperature, lean 
mixture). Low temperature combustion presents an environment with unique chemical reactivity, 
critical for engine operations at startup and non-ideal conditions. Particularly in low temperatures 
and lean mixture conditions, multi-stage ignition and negative-temperature coefficient (NTC) 
phenomena are observed. Measured ignition data, obtained through rapid compression machine 
(RCM) and shock tube (ST) experiments, was used to evaluate kinetic modeling simulations 
employing simplified fuel surrogates.  
The ignition behavior similarities and differences across fuels is attributed to varying 
concentrations of fuel components, whose structure and size impact global rates of low-
temperature reactivity. Conventional fuels contain significant amounts of non-alkane species, 
mainly aromatics, whereas alternative fuels have negligible amounts of non-alkane species. 
Variations exist within AJF fuel categories depending on the end user requirements. Fuel 
composition was analyzed using gas chromatography and mass spectrometer (GC/MS) data to 
relate performance characteristics and fuel chemometrics, highlighting performance changes in 
response to fuel compositional variation. The measured total ion chromatograms (TIC) revealed 
fuel chemical composition, which was then used to select components of the simplified blends for 
use in kinetic simulations. These kinetic models were then used to further analyze dominant 
reaction chemistry occurring at unique autoignition regions.  
Chemical kinetic mechanisms were employed to provide further insight into the unique 
autoignition phenomena observed in both experimental and simulation results. There are a number 
of chemical kinetics models available for use in the literature. The models varied greatly in their 
total number of reactions and species, ranging from detailed to simplified models. Surrogate 
simulation results are examined in comparison to the measured experimental pressure traces. As 
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mechanisms are developed for particular conditions, it is often difficult to fairly assess their 
validity outside of their design conditions. In evaluating mechanisms, several were used to run 
preliminary cases, from which a mechanism was selected for further study. These selections not 
only considered overall ignition trend predictions and ignition delay (ID) times but also availability 
of appropriate surrogate species for selection. It was not a priority to match ID times precisely, but 
rather see that unique autoignition features are accurately captured for further reaction chemistry 
analysis. While mechanisms generally replicated the general ignition delay trends, they failed to 
accurately capture ID times. As these mechanisms are typically developed to model particular 
experimental conditions, it was expected that some differences in measured ID times would occur. 
The main concern was to reproduce multi-stage ignition and NTC behavior, as the results could 
then be used for subsequent reaction chemistry analyses.  
Heat release rates (HRR) were evaluated to elucidate the strength of the varying ignition 
events and the relative distributions of heat release across multi-stage ignition. Ongoing heat 
release as the reaction proceeds determines subsequent ignition events, impacting second stage ID 
times that are sensitive to the intermediate temperatures resulting from first stage heat release. 
Differences in the distribution of heat release across ignition events was observed between 
conventional and alternative fuels with alternative fuels having more evenly distributed heat 
release across ignition events. At richer fuel conditions, the simulations present a single heat 
release rate (HRR) peak corresponding to the single stage ignition observed in experimental 
pressure trace results. There is no significant difference among the fuels and their blends at the 
richer fuel mixtures with regard to HRR values. 
To better understand species evolution for multi-stage ignition at lean mixture conditions, 
selected species were tracked at key points during ignition. Peak carbon monoxide (CO) occurs 
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just after second stage ignition with formaldehyde (CH2O) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
generally plateauing between first and second stage ignition and dropping off sharply during the 
main (second stage) ignition event. H2O2 consumption during and after the main ignition event is 
likely due to increased temperatures, which allows for the homolysis of H2O2 à 2OH as is evident 
in the sharp decrease in H2O2 coinciding with a similar increase in OH during the main ignition.  
After the main ignition, there is a period of less intense heat release, the third ignition stage.  For 
richer mixture conditions, similar results are observed across alternative and conventional fuels, 
with all tracked species reaching peak concentration just prior to main ignition and dropping off 
to equilibrium levels following ignition.  
Examining the species profiles, CO and hydrogen (H2) reactions appeared to be the major 
source of this final heat release. Delays in ignition for conventional fuels were mainly due to 
aromatics, known to scavenge radicals and inhibit reactivity. Looking more closely at the dominant 
reactions in these ignition events, opposing production and destruction reactions were found to 
contribute to the multi-stage delayed ignition in lean mixtures at low temperatures. This delay from 
competing reactions is unique for lean cases and can be attributed to the CO presence as the other 
species tracked do not exhibit the slight increase in concentration prior to third stage ignition as 
seen for CO. Overall, the reactions are dominated by production, reacting from CO2, OH, and H. 
Further analysis suggests several reactions potentially responsible for this unique ignition trend, 
namely CO oxidation through CO + OH à CO2 + H and CO + HO2 à CO2 + OH, resulting in a 
mild third stage ignition for lean mixture conditions. OH radicals are then consumed during the 
final third stage ignition destruction reactions. Finally, CO and H2 reactions appear to be the main 
cause of third stage ignition. Additional examination of H2 production and destruction reactions 
reveals similar reactions occurring in conventional and alternative jet fuels, with CO−H2−O2 
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kinetics dominating the final stage oxidation kinetics. Reaction chemistry analysis for CO and H2 
production and destruction preceding and during the third stage ignition during lean combustion 
suggested similar reactions occurring in both conventional and alternative fuels. 
The simulation results provide insight into the intricacies of ignition features observed at 
lean, low-temperature conditions. The kinetic models accurately capture the unique, multi-stage 
ignition observed in experimental results for the lean, low temperature combustion. Lacking more 
stable aromatic components, lightly branched alternative fuels generally exhibit enhanced 
reactivity as compared to more highly branched conventional fuels. Increased fractions of heavily 
branched alkanes delay ignition via branching interference with favored six ring transitions during 
isomerization reactions. Despite these varying fuel reactivities, the results indicate the overall 
performance similarities, supporting the use of blends in current operations.  
1.6 Challenges & Outlook 
Following the evaluation of physicochemical properties and fuel variability, experimental 
tests and kinetic simulations were done to further examine fuel features of particular interest for 
AJF blending and performance in key environments. Experimental testing focused on combustion 
conditions relevant to applications in present and emerging engine architecture. This testing 
revealed further insights into unique autoignition phenomena, pertinent to supporting the 
expansion of AJF integration into current aviation fuel systems. Chemical kinetics simulations and 
reaction chemistry evaluations supplement this experimental data and allowed a deeper analysis 
of the influence of fuel composition on resulting performance. Fuel testing involved rapid 
compression machine (RCM) and shock tube (ST) experiments to evaluate fuel autoignition 
phenomena. Testing focused on low to intermediate temperatures for fuel lean to stoichiometric 
conditions at varying pressure rates, relevant to engine applications. These conditions highlighted 
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unique multi-stage ignition profiles, varying negative temperature coefficient (NTC) trends, and 
key fuel reactivity differences. The experimental results prompted further inquiry, and chemical 
kinetics simulations were conducted to elucidate the principal reaction chemistry responsible for 
the observed ignition properties.   These reactions suggest that CO−H2−O2 oxidation kinetics are 
the driving force for the third stage ignition observed in multi-stage fuel autoignition. The 
combined experimental testing and autoignition modeling data provided key insight into the 
influence of chemical composition on resulting fuel performance for both neat and blended 
conventional and alternative jet fuels.   
This new knowledge can accelerate AJF development by facilitating efforts to streamline 
existing fuel certification processes through an enhanced understanding of the relations between 
fuel makeup and performance to optimize fuel blending strategies. In summary, the following work 
has made a wealth of relevant jet fuel physicochemical accessible to the aviation and combustion 
research communities and has generated novel composition-property correlations with a focused 
examination of unique alternative fuel performance. The establishment of the first national archive 
of jet fuel testing data is a major step in enabling the advanced development and deployment of 
alternative fuels into current operations. Correlations for physicochemical properties and 
autoignition indicators were obtained to identify relations across fuel characteristics and resulting 
combustion performance in an effort to elucidate factors that can predict engine testing results. 
Understanding the variability across fuel categories facilitates screening efforts of fuels currently 
in the development pipeline. Finally, novel fuel testing and autoignition analyses expanded the 
current knowledge of fuel performance in unique combustion conditions. These combined efforts 
deepen the crucial understanding of the relationship between prominent fuel physical and chemical 
characteristics and key combustion performance parameters.   
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
The past decade has witnessed the development of various AJFs in response to several key 
causes, namely: economic incentives, energy security, and environmental considerations. Fuel 
price volatility drives fuel producers and customers to identify secure fuel sources, less sensitive 
to global factors. Aviation fuel price volatility in late 2018 cut into airline industry profits, with 
fuel costs increasing 40% from the prior year, further incentivizing production of AJFs [5]. US 
government mandates reflect the desire to strengthen energy security and require various military 
branches to employ alternative energy sources. These national mandates provide crucial support 
to advance fuel research across the country, significantly contributing to the fundamental science 
and applied engineering work necessary to implement these new fuels. Additionally, AJFs may 
offer environmental benefits as shown in a recent report where conventional and AJF blends 
reduced aircraft cruise emissions 50-70% [3]. Additional reports have shown significant reductions 
in non-volatile particulate matter, soot, for FT fuels both neat and blended with JP-8 [6]. 
Approved ‘drop-in’ AJFs are blended with conventional fuels and used in current aircraft 
systems. This minimizes fuel system incompatibility risks and reduces system update switching 
costs. AJF evaluation involves extensive physicochemical property and full-scale rig testing. This 
cost and time intensive process discourages wider AJF development. As AJF development 
expands, more mature systems will lead to increasingly cost competitive alternative options that 
satisfy requirements for energy density and autoignition performance with potentially 
advantageous environmental benefits. The successful adoption of Alternative Jet Fuels (AJF) 
depends on many stakeholders along the various points of the AJF supply chain. AJFs are not only 
produced from established fossil fuel sources but also from bio-derived, renewable feedstocks, 
further increasing the complexity of the fuel supply chain and logistics. To compete with 
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established fuel resources that benefit from existing production and delivery infrastructure, novel 
AJFs must have optimized processing facilities and consumer delivery points in relation to 
feedstock production to remain cost competitive. 
One of the driving forces that supports the continued development of AJFs is the desire to 
increase diversification of energy sources beyond conventional petroleum sources due to the 
limited spare productive capacity and market volatility [7]. In the long term, successful integration 
of AJFs can improve fuel supply reliability and energy security by increasing the geographic range 
from which to source fuels, providing energy flexibility in response to natural disasters and other 
unexpected supply disruptions. Additionally, developing domestic AJF production facilities will 
enhance national energy security through a reduced dependence on foreign energy sources from 
regions prone to conflict. Economic growth resulting from job creation and transportation 
infrastructure development will provide regional benefits in areas where feedstocks are grown and 
processed into AJFs. Another driver for AJF is the potential for reduced fuel price volatility as fuel 
consumers (airlines) can enter into long-term contracts with AJF suppliers to establish price and 
demand guarantees, providing stability for both producers and buyers. Finally, studies have 
confirmed the environmental benefit potential of AJFs, with aircraft cruise emissions reduced by 
50% – 70% utilizing a 50/50 blend of conventional and HEFA AJF [3]. 
The aim in developing AJFs is to produce “drop-in” fuels that are fully interchangeable 
with petroleum-derived conventional fuels throughout the fuel use cycle from refinery equipment, 
through transportation systems, and finally in aircraft fueling lines. Utilizing the same 
infrastructure avoids the high capital costs associated with the construction of expensive fuel 
processing facilities and reduces the generation of redundant refinery plants when shared systems 
could have been used. Considered “bolt-on” technologies, these AJF production systems are easily 
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added to current facilities to maximize the use of existing resources. For AJFs to be considered 
drop-in fuels, characteristics must meet the range of petroleum-based fuels properties. These 
properties cover safety concerns (freezing point, flash point), performance needs (heating value, 
density), fuel system compatibility (aromatic content, electrical conductivity), and other areas to 
ensure AJFs can be seamlessly integrated with conventional fuels. 
Current production levels of AJFs represent less than 1% of total global jet fuel demand 
[8]. Unlike electric land-based transportation options, liquid hydrocarbon fuels will continue to 
power aviation for the near term future. Commercial electric aircraft are unlikely within the next 
twenty years, and therefore, the demand will remain for energy dense liquid fuels. To be considered 
a sustainable fuel option in place of conventional jet fuels, AJFs must meet certain requirements. 
The first is that the fuel is sustainable, able to be produced through a process that is balanced 
ecologically to minimize natural resource depletion and reduce lifecycle carbon footprint. The fuel 
must also be sourced from a non-fossil fuel feedstock and undergo alternative processing. Finally, 
the fuel must meet or exceed the technical specification requirements of aviation fuel and be drop-
in ready for use in existing aircraft without modification of fuel supply and engine systems. Fuels 
meeting these requirements can be considered Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF). The Roundtable 
on Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB) produced additional comprehensive sustainability standards 
for biofuels.  
As some AJFs have been shown to provide emission reductions with use, these fuels offer 
a mitigation strategy to meet new greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction obligations under the 
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), which was 
adopted in 2016 by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). AJFs can help minimize 
the carbon footprint and diversify fuel supplies for airlines, addressing both environmental and 
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economic concerns. In February 2017, ICAO approved the first global CO2 certification standard 
for new aircraft that will come into effect in 2020 and sets emission limits based on aircraft size 
and weight. 
To advance SAF deployment, there are several national and international initiatives in 
place or proposed for the near-term future. The ICAO Alternative Fuels Task Force seeks to 
establish fuel sustainability standards that account for land use changes when carbon is released in 
the environment following deforestation for energy cropland as well as the impact on food and 
water supplies. The Sustainable Aviation Fuel Users Group consists of 28 member airlines 
committed to using AJFs that comply with RSB SAF qualifications. 
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has also set an industry target of a 
50% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 relative to 2005 levels [11]. IATA prioritizes the 
development of practices and policies with stakeholders to mitigate detrimental environmental 
impacts that inform regulatory groups, international policy makers about emerging environmental 
and process solutions to current transportation challenges. IATA also seeks fuel 
efficiency improvements of 1.5% per year from 2009 to 2020 while capping net aviation CO2 
emissions from 2020 to achieve carbon-neutral growth. These ambitious targets can be achieved 
through improvements of technology that include the use of AJFs, operational efficiency, and 
infrastructure to modernize air traffic control systems. IATA seeks to “ensure proportionate and 
coherent environmental policies are implemented” by governments globally to facilitate cost-
effective environmental sustainability improvements [12]. From IATA reports, 2016 saw 
commercial aviation serving 3.8 billion passengers, moving 53.9 million metric tons of goods 
valued at $5.5 trillion, providing 67.7 million jobs, and involving $3 trillion in economic activities. 
Estimates predict that in less than twenty years, the global aviation industry will provide 90 million 
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jobs and handle $6 trillion in economic activities. With this continued growth, AJFs can provide a 
significant benefit to meeting the CO2 emission reduction targets while delivering an expanded 
fuel supply for consumers.    
Table 1 describes some of these initiatives and the program participants. Through these 
coordinated efforts between industry, government, and research partners, AJFs can hope to achieve 
wider spread use globally in coming years. These programs have identified goals focusing on the 
development of sustainable alternative aviation fuel industries in their respective countries. First 
generation biofuels generated an intense ‘food vs. fuel’ dilemma created by increased food costs 
and land competition with food crops from corn based ethanol [9]. Learning from the lessons of 
first generation biofuels, these multi-partner initiatives focus on second generation biofuels and 
utilize sustainable crops as feedstock. By prioritizing these feedstocks, they hope to minimize the 
resulting environmental impact from land use changes and avoid competition with food 
production. The European programs outline a strategy to comply with the requirements of the 
European Union Renewable Energy Directive that sets a requirement of least 10% of liquid fuels 
to be from renewable sources in the transport sector by 2020 [10]. Many also aim to reduce GHG 
emissions with the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), which remains the 
world’s first and largest carbon market covering 31 countries. This program utilizes a cap and trade 
program through which companies are capped to a total allowed emissions level. They may then 
trade additional allowances to reduce their emissions if they exceed their cap.  If they have 
sufficiently reduced their levels below their cap amount, they may keep for a subsequent year or 
sell any remaining emission allowances. The ICAO Alternative Fuels Task Force seeks to establish 
fuel sustainability standards that account for land use changes when carbon is released in the 
environment following deforestation for energy cropland as well as the impact on food and water 
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supplies. The Sustainable Aviation Fuel Users Group consists of 28 member airlines committed to 
using AJFs that comply with RSB SAF qualifications. 
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has also set an industry target of a 
50% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 relative to 2005 levels [11]. IATA prioritizes the 
development of practices and policies with stakeholders to mitigate detrimental environmental 
impacts that inform regulatory groups, international policy makers about emerging environmental 
and process solutions to current transportation challenges. IATA also seeks fuel 
efficiency improvements of 1.5% per year from 2009 to 2020 while capping net aviation CO2 
emissions from 2020 to achieve carbon-neutral growth. These ambitious targets can be achieved 
through improvements of technology that include the use of AJFs, operational efficiency, and 
infrastructure to modernize air traffic control systems. IATA seeks to “ensure proportionate and 
coherent environmental policies are implemented” by governments globally to facilitate cost-
effective environmental sustainability improvements [12]. From IATA reports, 2016 saw 
commercial aviation serving 3.8 billion passengers, moving 53.9 million metric tons of goods 
valued at $5.5 trillion, providing 67.7 million jobs, and involving $3 trillion in economic activities. 
Estimates predict that in less than twenty years, the global aviation industry will provide 90 million 
jobs and handle $6 trillion in economic activities. With this continued growth, AJFs can provide a 
significant benefit to meeting the CO2 emission reduction targets while delivering an expanded 
fuel supply for consumers.    
Table 1. Current multi-stakeholder initiatives to advance AJF integration 
Initiative Location Partners 
Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
Users Group (SAFUG) 
International Air China, AeroMexico, Air France, Air New Zealand, 
Alaska Airlines, ANA, British Airways, Cargolux, Cathay 
Pacific, Etihad, GulfAir, JAL, Jet Blue, KJM, Lufthansa, 
Qantas, Qatar Airways, SAS, Singapore Airlines, South 
African Airways, United, Virgin America, Virgin Atlantic, 
Virgin, and others 
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Table 1. (cont.)   
Initiative Location Partners 
Commercial Aviation 
Alternative Fuels Initiative 
(CAAFI) 
United States FAA, Airlines for America, Airports Council International, 
Aerospace Industries Association 
Midwest Aviation Sustainable 
Biofuels Initiative (MASBI) 
United States United Airlines, Boeing, Honeywell UOP, Chicago 
Department of Aviation, Clean Energy Trust, USDA, U.S. 
Department of the Navy 
Northwest Advanced 
Renewables Alliance (NARA) 
United States Pennsylvania, Washington, Montana, and Oregon State 
Universities, Alaska Airlines, Gevo, Universities of Idaho, 
Minnesota, Montana, Washington, Wisconsin, and Utah, 
U.S. Forest Service, and others  
Sustainable Aviation Fuels 
Northwest (SAFN) 
United States Boeing, Alaska Airlines, Portland International Airport, 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Spokane  
International Airport, Washington State University, Climate 
Solutions 
BioFuelNet Canada (BFN) Canada Government of Canada, McGill University, and over 150 
other partners 
Brazilian Biojetfuel Platform 
(BBP) 
Brazil Brazilian Association of Airlines (ABEAR), Brazilian 
Biodiesel and Biojetfuel Union (UBRABIO), Boeing, GE, 
GOL Airlines, Curcas Diesel 
Sustainable Aviation United Kingdom Airport Operators Association, ADS, Airbus, Boeing, 
British Airways, NATS, Virgin Atlantic 
Initiative towards Sustainable 
Kerosene for Aviation 
(ITAKA) 
EU EU Commission, Services and Studies for Air Navigation 
and Aeronautical Safety (SENASA), Airbus, École 
Politechnique Fédérale  de Lausanne, Embraer, 
Manchester  Metropolitan University, Neste, SkyNRG 
European Advanced Biofuels 
Flightpath (EUABF) 
EU EU Commission, Airbus, Air France, KLM, Biomass 
Technology Group, British Airways, Lufthansa, Neste, 
Honeywell UOP 
Aviation Initiative for 
Renewable Energy in 
Germany (AIREG) 
Germany Air Berlin, Bauhaus Luftfahrt, Boeing, Deutsche Energie-
Agentur, Lufthansa 
Bioport Holland Holland KLM, SkyNRG, Schiphol Airport, Neste Oil, Port of 
Rotterdam, Dutch State  Secretary of Infrastructure and 
the Environment,  Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs 
Bioqueroseno Spain Spanish Ministries of Industry, Tourism and Commerce, 
Transport, Environment and Agriculture, IDEA, AESA, 
OBSA, Airbus, Camelina Company España, Tecbio, 
Repsol, Cepsa, UOP, Tecnalia, CLH, Iberia, and others 
Nordic Initiative for 
Sustainable Aviation (NISA) 
Nordic European 
Countries 
SAS, Finnair, Icelandair, Air Greenland, Atlantic Airways, 
Copenhagen Airport, Swedavia, Avinor, Finavia, Isavia, 
Transport authorities of Denmark, Sweden, and Finland, 
Airbus, Boeing, IATA, and others 
Gardermoen Biohub Norway SkyNRG Nordic, Avinor, Statoil, Scandinavian Airlines 
(SAS), KLM, Lufthansa, Neste, Air BP 
Biojet Abu Dhabi (BAD) United Arab 
Emirates 
Etihad Airways, Boeing, Takreer, Total, Masdar Institute 
of Science and Technology 
Initiatives for Next Generation 
Aviation Fuels (INAF) 
Japan International Airport, Japan Petroleum Exploration 
(JAPEX) 
 
Coal-derived FT jet fuel has produced by Sasol and used daily in South Africa for over 
twenty years. It was originally approved in 1998 under DEF STAN 91-91, the European equivalent 
of ASTM D1655 for standard specification for aviation turbine fuel. Since 2008, AJFs have been 
used in commercial test flights with the first regularly scheduled AJF use in January 2016 at the 
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Oslo Airport in Norway. Table 2 lists a timeline of milestones in AJF integration into commercial 
aviation systems. Notably, United Airlines was the first to begin AJF into regular flight operations 
in its San Francisco to Los Angeles daily flight route beginning in March 2016. This venture is 
partnered with Fulcrum BioEnergy and AltAir and utilizes a retrofitted refinery in Paramount, CA 
using Honeywell technology to process agricultural residues and oils from nearby sources. The 
AltAir fuel received the RSB sustainability certification and has been shown to have a carbon 
intensity that is lower than conventional petroleum jet fuel by 65% to 85% [13].  
Table 2. Timeline of AJF milestones 
Date Event 
2008 Virgin Atlantic completes first commercial biojet test flight 
2011-2015 22 airlines completed over 2,500 commercial passenger flights with up to 50% biojet 
(cooking oil, jatropha, camelina, algae, sugarcane) 
Jan. 2016 Regular SAF supply started at Oslo 
Producer: Neste 
Supplier: SkyNRG and Air BP 
Mar. 2016 United started daily flights with SAF from LAX 
Producer: Fulcrum Bioenergy 
Supplier: AltAir  
Nov. 2018 Chicago O’hare Fly Green Day: eight airlines used ATJ/ Jet A blend 
Producer: Gevo 
Supplier: Air BP 
Dec. 2018 150,000+ commercial flights using SAF 
 
United currently has 55% of the industry’s biofuel commitments, purchasing up to 15 
million gallons from AltAir over three years that can fuel 12,500 daily flights between Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. It utilizes a 30/70 blend of AJF to conventional jet fuel. They are also working 
with Fulcrum Sierra Biofuels to build SAF refineries near national airport hubs with production 
capacities of nearly 1 billion gallons over ten years, three times the fuel amount United uses per 
year. Additional current AJF offtake agreements are listed in Table 3. Alaska Airlines has also 
taken part in trials with HEFA, ATJ, and forest residuals fuel in partnership with Boeing and the 
Port of Seattle in an effort to supply all flights departing from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
with sustainable aviation fuel blends. In 2011, Alaska Airlines completed 75 commercial flights 
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using a HEFA waste oil fuel blend. In 2016, Alaska Airlines was the first to fuel two passenger 
flights using a 20% Gevo ATJ blend, using approximately 1,500 gallons for the flights departing 
from Seattle with final destinations in San Francisco and Washington, D.C. This fuel was produced 
from a South Dakota field corn feedstock that was grown employing sustainability best practices 
to minimize resource use and maximize crop yield [14]. A major challenge for the adoption of 
AJFs remains the high price point as compared to conventional fuels. As production systems 
mature and technologies improve, costs have gone done but still vary anywhere from $2/gallon to 
over $10/gallon depending on fuel production, performance, and feedstock assumptions [15]. 
Additional near-term challenges include the high cost of ensuring compliance with additional 
technical requirements for AJFs in contrast to the established procedures for transport, delivery, 
and certification of conventional fuels. As the AJF supply chains have not yet matured, there are 
higher costs associated with the lower economies of scale achievable for AJFs. Still, AJFs have 
the opportunity to provide GHG emissions savings over the production lifecycle from feedstock 
collection, refining, transportation, and end use as compared to the extraction, refinement, 
delivery, and end use for conventional fuel. 
Table 3: Ongoing AJF Offtake Agreements 
Producer Consumer Terms 
AltAir Fuels United Airlines 5 million gallons/ year from 2016 
AltAir Fuels World Fuel Services, Gulfstream 
Aerospace 
3 years, 30/70 blend 
AltAir Fuels SkyNRG, KLM 3 years, enabling LAX flights 
Fulcrum Sierra 
BioFuels 
Cathay Pacific 375 million gallons/ year 
Fulcrum Sierra 
BioFuels 
United Airlines 90-180 million gallons/ year, 10 years 
Red Rock Biofuels Southwest Airlines, FedEx 3 million gallons/ year 
Total, Amyris Cathay Pacific 48 A350 deliveries, 10% blend 
Hawaii BioEnergy Alaska Airlines Supply from 2018 
Gevo Lufthansa Up to 40 million gallons, 5 years (MOU) 
Neste SkyNRG, Oslo Airport, KLM, 
Scandinavian Airlines, Lufthansa 
Bioport on demand 
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With the approval of HEFA in 2011, Aeromexico, Finnair, KLM, and Lufthansa 
successfully completed passenger flights with blends of up to 50% HEFA fuels from bio-derived 
or waste oil sources. The international CORSIA program that was developed by ICAO and adopted 
in 2016, recently went into effect. As of Jan 1, 2019, participants under this plan are required 
“monitor, verify and report their emissions on all international flights” for the first year to establish 
a baseline level [16]. All operators with greater than 10,000 tons of CO2 annual emissions will 
have to report emissions on a yearly basis. From this baseline level, a cap per aircraft operator will 
be established that must be met in subsequent years through reduction efforts or the purchase of 
carbon offsets, or emissions units, for CO2 emissions exceeding 2020 levels. This offset is not 
meant to detract from or replace efforts to advance technology, operations, and infrastructure 
improvements for the aviation industry. The offset system also allows for operators to reduce their 
emissions by compensating through a reduction in emissions elsewhere in their operations outside 
of airline travel from strategies such as utilizing wind energy to support ground operations. This 
is to address the difficulty in further emissions reductions when feasible efforts have been 
exhausted, providing a broad range of offset options. A mixture of national or regional CO2 taxes, 
offsetting mechanisms, emissions trading systems, and other carbon pricing mechanisms would 
result in complex and costly compliance for operators. Additionally, taxing systems would not 
guarantee that any emission reduction would occur as a result if operators can afford the emissions 
penalties. Therefore, the international aviation industry favors one system to address CO2 
emissions to simplify accountability and the administrative burden, avoiding extra taxation from 
local (national or regional) emissions mitigation schemes.   
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To ensure the adoption of the first stage of the program, there have been over 20 global 
workshops with over 200 airlines taking part. So far, 73 governments have signed on for CORSIA, 
which covers 88% of global aviation travel. Globally, air transport accounts for 2% of 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions, with 859 million tons of CO2 emitted in 2017 from civil aviation. 
Current estimates project that under CORSIA, aviation will offset an additional 2.6 billion tons of 
CO2 from 2021 to 2035. While aviation accounts for a small percentage of global anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions, advancements and lessons learned from these efforts to address current 
environmental challenges can be then utilized in other industries. Advancements in aircraft design 
employing lightweight composite materials and advanced engine systems have increased fuel 
efficiency by 20% in new aircraft as compared to the previous generations [17]. Fuel cost savings 
heavily incentivize airlines to pursue fuel efficiency improvements, also resulting in CO2 
emissions reduction through lowered fuel usage. Recently, this is an especially relevant top priority 
for airlines as fuel costs rose drastically in late 2018 by 40%, cutting into operating profits as fuel 
is the main operating cost and represents nearly 30% of airline operating expenses [5],[18]. In 
addition to fuel savings, new aircraft designs provide a 15% noise footprint reduction that helps 
comply with the new 2018 standard to reduce noised by 7 effective perceived noise decibels 
(EPNdB) [19]. Improved engine designs also provide other emission reductions for monitored 
species including NOx, CO, SOx, unburned HCs, and particulate matter (PM). 
Several factors that must be considered when evaluating the various AJF feedstocks 
including resource availability, production costs, delivery logistics, and overall environmental 
impact from sourcing to end use.  Coal and natural gas derived AJFs benefit from ready 
availability, low procurement costs, developed extraction methods, established supply chains, and 
existing markets and pricing mechanisms. However, their life-cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) 
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footprint may not meet sustainability requirements if not properly mitigated. Bio-derived AJFs 
that use plant oils and animal fats may offer improved life-cycle GHG emissions. For plant oils, 
the detrimental impact of land-use change must be factored in if crops require mass forest clearing 
and do not utilize existing cropland or marginal use land. There is significant uncertainty in land-
use change (LUC) impact analyses, and the life-cycle analyses for AJFs are still evolving processes 
highly dependent on selected feedstock and processing route. These projects would be enhanced 
by utilizing recent modeling advancements from programs such as the Global Trade Analysis 
Project, Forest and Agricultural Sector Optimization, and Food and Agricultural Policy Research 
Institute. By expanding the dataset, direct and indirect LUC effects can be more accurately 
captured to identify areas for production improvements and risk mitigation. Some of the feedstocks 
are also costly to produce, while cheaper oil feedstocks such as Jatropha and Camelina do not yet 
have the advantage of established markets and pricing mechanisms for mitigating supply chain 
and purchasing agreement risks. Feedstock costs and transportation make up over 80% of overall 
costs, as some oils like animal tallow must be heated in transport above 65°F to prevent enzymatic 
activity and bacteria growth. Biomass feedstocks include energy crops (switchgrass, miscanthus), 
agricultural residues (corn stover), and woody biomass (wood chips). Due to their low bulk 
density, these feedstocks require a large storage volume and have high transportation costs, but 
they benefit from being by-products of other agricultural crops. They also would require new 
markets to access economically beneficial contract and supply chain infrastructure. Finally, 
municipal solid wastes would provide a route to reduce needed landfill capacity but suffer from an 
inconsistent supply stream that must be addressed in the processing steps. 
Several factors impact the complex economics of AJF production. Energy markets are 
continuously evolving, reflecting the fast-changing dynamics of alternative energy industries as 
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they compete with established industries for the same resources. Also, the cost of conventional jet 
fuel alters the competitiveness of AJF as higher conventional fuel prices spur AJF demand while 
lower prices for conventional fuels make AJF economically unviable.  With regard to technology, 
as the processes available for producing AJFs mature, costs will decrease. However, for many 
nascent technologies, the high capital costs remain a significant barrier to AJF cost-
competitiveness. Immature supply chains also lead to lower economies of scale and higher costs 
for AJFs that compete with developed conventional fuel systems. To support AJFs in these early 
stages, policy measures that incentivize AJF development can greatly influence economics of 
alternative fuels. Regulation can benefit alternative fuel production by incentivizing development 
and use through emission requirements and reduction credits. Currently, the Renewable Fuel 
Standard does not require a biofuel contribution from aviation, but AJF producers would benefit 
from tradable credits under this system. Additionally, military support for the development of 
alternative energy supplies will advance this technology for civilian efforts as well.  
The subsequent sections will take a deeper look at the challenges and opportunities for 
AJFs from a fuel certification and performance standpoint. Much research in the AJF field has 
examined the feasibility of novel production routes and life-cycle analyses from technical, 
economic, and environmental perspectives. However, there remains great potential for streamlined 
AJF development and integration with a more robust understanding of the relations between fuel 
characteristics and performance. Finally, while outside the scope of this work, any long term 
sustainable solution that incorporates AJFs must consider and address the social impact of such 
system changes. Effective management of governance issues must protect the health and safety of 
workers, consumers, and those impacted by fuel production.    
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CHAPTER 3: AJFTD DEVELOPMENT & DATA ANALYSIS 
In developing the Alternative Jet Fuel Test Database (AJFTD), there was a desire to move 
beyond the file-exchange format into a more readily accessible database structure. After evaluating 
various database structures for their respective strengths and challenges in terms of data schema 
flexibility, security and maintenance measures, and ease of use for populating and analyzing new 
data, the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format was selected in combination with a NoSQL 
(DynamoDB) hosting service. By utilizing a standard JSON format, future research collaborations 
would be facilitated such as working with Europe’s JETSCREEN program, a multi-national effort 
involving many universities and OEMs to study the aviation fuels in operation in Europe.  
To convert the thousands of fuel records into a machine readable format, various methods 
were utilized including PDF extraction software that enabled scanned fuel analysis reports stored 
as images to be stored as .xlsx or .csv files. Once in this format, Python code was used to extract 
the desired data and output the results into a new JSON file. Fuel data obtained from the Air Force 
Research Laboratory (AFRL) assigns a unique identification number (POSF) to each fuel that was 
tested at AFRL facilities. The POSF acronym stood for a, now defunct, fuel testing group at AFRL, 
but the acronym and associated numbers continue to be used. Therefore, the POSF number was 
used for the AJFTD as the primary key to identify a fuel when available. When a POSF number 
was not provided for a fuel, such as for the fuel testing records from the Metron Aviation project 
or the Petroleum Quality Information Systems (PQIS) annual fuel reports, other identifiers were 
used to clearly assign each fuel record a unique primary key by which the data could still be 
effectively categorized. The remaining fuel variables are stored in the document as a field/value 
pair, with field definitions varying based on the available fuel data for a particular fuel.  
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With the fuel data conversion process outlined, a server to house the now converted fuel 
data was needed. The traditional relational database utilizes structured query language (SQL) 
through which data is defined and manipulated. SQL is versatile and widely used in database 
systems, however, it is restrictive in that in requires a predefined schema to determine the data 
structure before one can work with it. All subsequent data that is added to the database must follow 
the same schema, requiring significant upfront structuring. Future structural changes to the data 
schema are disruptive and difficult to implement. However, SQL systems, with their inherent table 
base structure, are effective for multirow operations like those used in large scale accounting 
systems. They are vertically scalable and load increases are achieved by increasing server 
processing (CPU, RAM, SSD). A non-relational (NoSQL) database provides a dynamic schema 
that accepts unstructured data. This document based structure uses data records that can be created 
without first defining the data schema and can be stored in many ways (column oriented, graph 
based, key value store, etc.), allowing for unique structures within the dataset and new field 
additions as needed. Documents are stored in data collections, analogous to the tables in relational 
databases and only need a unique _id field to serve as the primary key to locate a particular record. 
In choosing a database structure, the highly variable nature of fuel data mandated a NoSQL format 
database. NoSQL is horizontally scalable, meaning that load increases are achieved by adding 
more servers. Unlike the traditional SQL databases which require that all data entries maintain the 
same data schema (i.e. composed of the same tests and property measurements), a NoSQL database 
removes this forced structure requirement. This allows the database to store the fuel data regardless 
of which test and performance results are associated with a particular fuel. For example, a widely 
used fuel such as Jet A can have hundreds of tests attributed to it while an alternative fuel that was 
only used in testing a few properties of interest may have only a handful of property measurements. 
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Balancing the needs of simple maintenance, robust security, flexible structure, and fast querying, 
a DynamoDB server was chosen. While more cumbersome to code from directly within the 
database environment, the DynamoDB server delivers the key features of security and maintenance 
provided by the Amazon Web Services (AWS) staff on the Illinois campus, facilitating the 
integration of the database into the AJFTD user accessed site (altjetfuels.illinois.edu).  
In developing the AJFTD database, meetings were held to discuss the priorities of the 
various stakeholders involved including fuel producers and consumers. As the database developed, 
interest grew in ensuring that the database could facilitate collaborations with related programs 
such as Europe’s Jetscreen initiative. This program shares similar goals with the NJFCP in seeking 
to better analyze combustion performance of jet fuels. The Jetscreen program seeks to develop a 
platform to integrate new design tools and experimental based validations. These features can then 
be used to assess the risks and benefits of alternative fuels and optimize their use in terms of 
maximizing energy density and environmental benefits. These multi-partner programs aim to 
provide fuel development tools for fuel producers, aircraft manufacturers, and engine and fuel 
system OEMs. These tools can assess fuel compatibility with current fuel and combustion based 
on fuel composition and properties. Employing both conventional and alternative fuels that target 
extreme fuel properties in these analyses allows for composition-property relations to be more 
fully understood with regard to properties that are particularly sensitive to specific fuel 
characteristics or hydrocarbon classes. These composition-based models can then be used to 
provide predictive property estimations. They can also serve to better streamline the AJF approval 
process through systematic fuel prescreening analyses while suggesting optimal fuel blends for a 
given set of operating targets. Having the data available in an easily accessible database structure 
accelerates new fuel comparisons with conventional fuel data of fuels currently in use. If AJF 
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testing and certification is improved, the related investment costs and risks will be reduced, 
enhancing AJF awareness and use globally. 
3.1 Fuel Distributions 
The fuel data collected and housed in the AJFTD served as the primary resource for the 
following specification property distribution analyses. The database facilitated accelerated 
processing of over 25,000 fuel records including airport fuel data reported from the Metron 
Aviation fuel analysis project, the 2013 fuel sampling report, and AFRL fuel property test data. 
The Metron Aviation project extended from 2015 through 2017, collecting fuel test reports 
documented in a Certificate of Analysis (COA) from over a dozen domestic airports that reported 
data from 2014 to 2017. The airports include: Detroit Metropolitan (DTW), Washington Dulles 
(IAD), Las Vegas McCarran (LAS), Oakland (OAK), Portland (PDX), Reno-Tahoe (RNO), San 
Diego (SAN), Seattle-Tacoma (SEA), San Francisco (SFO), Sacramento (SMF), and New York 
City airports (NY-area) including John F. Kennedy, LaGuardia, and Newark Liberty. Fuel testing 
procedures varied by airport, but many include the specifications as outlined in D1655 for 
properties such as volatility, thermal stability, density, and freezing point. Conventional jet fuel is 
brought from fuel refineries through various routes including pipelines, barges, rail systems, and 
truck delivery to airports, where it is then stored onsite in storage tanks until delivery to individual 
aircraft via fuel pipe systems or fueling trucks. When a batch of fuel is delivered to the airport, it 
is kept in separate receiving tanks until it has been sampled for fuel testing. Once it has passed the 
required fuel tests, it can then be added to the main supply tanks for each individual airline or the 
airport’s fixed-base operator (FBO). The airlines or FBO are typically responsible for selecting 
which fuel inspection tests are included in the COA, therefore, these analyses can vary across 
individual fuel buyers and over time as needs evolve. As a baseline, most COAs include tests 
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termed the ‘8-point test’ which covers fuel color, API gravity, flash point, copper strip corrosion, 
freeze point, water reaction tests, distillation temperatures, and the water separation index which 
indicates when surface active agents are present at harmful levels in jet fuel [20]. Beyond this 
baseline testing level, COAs varied both in tests completed and the format by which test results 
were recorded and stored with airports providing data in .xls or PDF files, which could include 
scanned images of handwritten test results and faxed report copies. Due to the vast inconsistencies 
in both completed fuel tests and data storage methods, converting the data into the more accessible 
JSON format and storing the resulting data records on a flexible NoSQL database structure enabled 
efficient data analysis.   
One of the important fuel chemical characteristics is distillation profile, also called 
distillation curve. The distillation profile defines fuel volatility and the cut of the fuel, with wider 
distillation curves representing wide cut fuels. The distillation profile also reflects fuel spray 
evaporation, with flat distillation curve fuels having earlier droplet evaporation that generates a 
more symmetric vapor cloud less impacted by gravity effects [21]. Figure 1 displays the 
importance of being able to visually process fuel data extracted from the Metron project. On the 
left, the original mean distillation curves clearly indicate a consistent discrepancy for Portland 
(PDX). After closer inspection, it was determined that the error resulted from Portland recording 
distillation temperature values in °C that were then stored as °F without proper conversion of the 
recorded values. With the erroneous data records easily tracked, after making this conversion, the 




Figure 1.  Metron Aviation airport distillation curves for original (left) and corrected (right) PDX data 
Table 4 shows mean distillation temperatures for all surveyed airport fuels from Metron 
Aviation. There remains a significant difference in the mean initial boiling point (IBP) for Seattle 
(SEA), with a mean value of 256.7°F, approximately 57°F (18%) lower than the mean IBP of the 
remaining airports at 313.8°F that all have individual mean IBP values between 309°F and 319°F.  
Table 4. Mean distillation temperatures for all Metron airport fuel data 
Percent  
Recovered [%] 















 *Includes SEA data after 01/20/16 
 
Upon closer inspection, one can identify unexpected low IBP values recorded at SEA for 
the period between 08/01/2015 through 01/20/2016, shown in Figure 2, that have a mean IBP of 
186°F. Excluding these dates, the mean IBP for SEA is 303.5°F, agreeing with the other airport 
data. Unlike the PDX data, if unit conversions are performed on the SEA data in the earlier 
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timeframe to adjust from °C to °F, the new mean IBP is 367.3°F, too high for what would be 
expected for conventional fuels. Thus, data reporting errors are likely the cause of this discrepancy 
in the earlier reporting period. 
 
Figure 2. SEA fuel sampling distillation curve recovery temperatures from 07/28/15 to 11/29/16 
 
Five properties were selected for further investigation from the Metron dataset. A summary 
of these properties and their importance on aircraft performance and safety is shown in Table 5. 
These properties were chosen as they reflect key specification properties and were well represented 
in the recorded data across the airports sampled.  
Table 5. Selected ASTM property descriptions for Metron Aviation airport fuel data 
Fuel Property ASTM Test Spec Limit Property Importance 
Density @ 15°C D4052 775–840 kg/m3 - Determines fuel payload, fuel metering, and aircraft range   
Flash point D56 > 38.0°C (100°F) - Fuel flammability and handling safety  
Freezing point D2386 < −40.0°C (-40.0°F) < −47.0°Cb (-52.6°F) - Fuel fluidity at low temperatures 
Kinematic viscosity @ -20°C D7042 < 8.0 mm2/s - Engine system lubrication, atomization 
Net heat of combustion D240 > 42.8 MJ/kg (18404 BTU/lb) 
- Fuel energy density, fuel metering, and 
aircraft range 
bFuel freezing point specification for Jet A-1 
 
In Figure 3, distributions for the airports reporting flash point values are shown with values 
beyond the upper and lower limits shown as outliers. The figure on the left shows the original flash 



















point data, highlighting the unit discrepancies for three of the reporting airports (Detroit – DTW, 
Washington Dulles – IAD, and Las Vegas – LAS). Similar to the unit inconsistencies for PDX 
distillation data, when these airport values are converted from °F to °C, their values agree with the 
remaining airports. The inconsistent use of °F or °C when reporting fuel temperature data leads to 
the data issues observed, emphasizing the importance of standardizing fuel testing across 
independent groups. While some airports (IAD, Reno – RNO, and Sacramento – SMF), have fairly 
consistent flash point data without any outliers or skewness, these airports also have three of the 
smallest sample sizes as indicated by the number in parentheses below each airport code. 
Conversely, the New York City airports (NY-area), which include John F. Kennedy (JFK), 
LaGuardia (LGA), and Newark (EWR), contain over 12,000 data points for flash point tests, 
resulting in a more tightly constrained distribution with a smaller inner quartile range and therefore 
more outliers laying outside 1.5 times the IQR.  
 
Figure 3. Flash point distributions by airport for original (left) and corrected DTW, IAD, and LAS (right) values 
In Figure 4, property distributions have been plotted for each airport that recorded values 
for kinematic viscosity. Similar to the previous discussions, one can quickly identify erroneous 
values in the dataset that are unreasonable for kinematic viscosity in the figure on the left. In this 
case, we see outliers in the New York City area airports, with values recorded at +/- 40 mm2/s 
when reasonable values are positive and in the range of 3-6 mm2/s at -20°C with the D1655 
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specification max at 8 mm2/s taken at -20°C. After correcting this data to account for unit 
conversion factors and removing the reported negative value, one can see the mean NY-area values 
are in line with the other airports in the figure on the right. Again, due to the high sample size from 
the NY-area airports, a more restricted IQR results in a greater number of outliers compared to the 
wider spread of some other airports. 
 
Figure 4. Kinematic viscosity distributions by airport for original (left) and corrected (right) values 
In Figure 5, we can see a comparison of the compositional attributes for fuel aromatic 
content, with the mean volume percent for airports ranging from 15.6% for DTW to 19.4% for 
IAD.  There are some notably higher aromatic content data points, particularly for DTW, LAS, 
and RNO with a value of 25% aromatic content reported at DTW for a sample from 02/24/17, at 
the ASTM D7566 specification limit for aromatic content. Of particular interest are the low values 
recorded at RNO and SEA. Typically, AJFs would be expected to have similarly low aromatic 
content, and after further inspection, we see that the low aromatic content data all were recorded 
between August and November of 2015 at SEA. Without any further fuel sample identifying 
information, we cannot determine if these fuels belonged to flight demonstrations of AJF blends 
that were completed at SEA during 2015 and 2016. The singular low aromatic content value for 
RNO was recorded on 04/09/15, but again, with no further identifying information, the reason for 
this value is not clear.  
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Figure 5. Aromatic content distributions by airport 
In Figure 6, one can quickly identify incorrect heat of combustion values recorded at 
Detroit (DTW) that are in the range of 1x107 Btu/lb, several orders of magnitude larger than what 
would be considered reasonable values for heat of combustion for fuels reported in Btu/lb. Upon 
closer inspection, unreasonable values were also reported for Portland (PDX), which had heat of 
combustion values around 43 Btu/lb, a value that would be appropriate if recorded in MJ/kg. After 
correcting the DTW data by a factor of 1x103 and converting the units of PDX data from MJ/kg to 
Btu/lb, the reported values were in line with expected heat of combustion for jet fuels. Outliers 
still remain for the airports with larger datasets, while the mean values are shown along with other 
property data in Table 6.  
 
Figure 6. Heat of combustion distributions by airport for original (left) and corrected DTW (right) values 
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Figure 7 displays the density distributions for the airport data, again highlighting an area 
of reporting unit error for Detroit (DTW) data. When unit correction factors are applied to convert 
the recorded data from g/cm3 to the standard kg/m3, the DTW density values are reasonable for 
what is expected for jet fuels.  
  
Figure 7. Density distributions by airport for original (left) and corrected DTW (right) values 
The examples above demonstrate the need for both standardization in fuel property data 
reporting as well as the value in establishing a data repository that facilitates fast data queries. 
Additional mean property data for the airports is given in Table 6. When many of the values were 
originally computed, significant discrepancies in unit reporting were discovered once the data had 
been processed. For example, Portland (PDX) originally had a significantly lower net heat of 
combustion of 16080 BTU/lb, over 13% lower than the mean value when including PDX data. 
When the PDX data was excluded, the mean net heat of combustion for all airports increases to 
18572 BTU/lb with a standard deviation of only 20. Therefore, the PDX value was unreasonable, 
and further investigation into the PDX revealed that there had been a switch in the reporting units 
from 08/04/15 to 08/05/15 that had not been noted. Once the proper unit conversions were done, 
the new mean value for PDX net heat of combustion was in line with the values reported by the 
other airports. For Detroit (DTW), extraneous net heat of combustion values that were several 
orders of magnitude too large resulted in an original mean value of 525,626 BTU/lb, nearly thirty 
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times the mean value. Without the ability to quickly and effectively process this data, fuel 
distributions for key physicochemical properties may be erroneous. Moving forward, it is 
recommended that property units are reported and verified for accuracy to ensure consistent 
property calculations for fuels currently in use.  
Table 6. Property data averages by airport and overall mean 
AIRPORT AROMATICS 
CONTENT [% VOL] 
DENSITY 
[kg/m3] 




DTW 15.618 814.27 18566 4.9904 
IAD 19.351 not reported 18595 4.7484 
LAS 16.896 not reported not reported not reported 
NY-area  16.250 804.17 18593 4.7943 
OAK  not reported 813.34 not reported not reported 
PDX  16.909 808.61 18576 4.4562 
RNO  17.449 816.00 18546 4.8690 
SAN  19.055 809.28 18555 4.6100 
SEA 18.249 not reported not reported not reported 
SFO  not reported 814.34 not reported not reported 
Mean:   17.472 810.96 18572 4.7447 
Density values < 200 kg/m3, Kinematic viscosity values < 0 mm2/s, and HOC values greater than 
10^6 BTU/lb were removed 
 When looking chronologically at the Metron fuel data for all airports, additional trends can 
be examined as well as quickly identifying erroneous data. Figure 8 shows monthly averaged heat 
of combustion data for all airports. From the original data, significant outliers are shown 
 
Figure 8. Heat of combustion monthly averages for all airports original (left) and corrected (right) 
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The property distributions in Figure 9 cover Metron fuel data by year alongside monthly 
averages for all airports. There is little data recorded for 2014, the first year of the project, and the 
majority of reported data comes from 2015 and 2016. Both years have a significant number of 
outliers for all properties with the exception of density in 2015. Again, the high number of 
consistent data points results in a narrow IQR for these two years on most of the properties, with 
more constrained outer bounds. Therefore, many data points lie outside the outer bound limits as 
outliers but remain within fuel specifications with the exception of the reported density value of 
880 kg/m3 for San Francisco on 12/12/15, above the 840 kg/m3 ASTM limit. Figure 9 also displays 
the specification values shown as minimum or maximum levels for each property for the monthly 
averages chart as black dashed lines. 
The mean distillation curve results in Figure 10 highlight an outlier value at the 70% 
recovery temperature for 12/2016 resulting from a reported value of 4011°F at SFO on 12/06/16. 
Additionally, low values are observed for 07/2015 particularly at the 10%, 20%, 50%, and 90% 
recovery temperatures. For the 07/2015 time frame, Portland (PDX) data represented the majority 
of the reported data. As these values were originally reported in °C but recorded as °F without 
proper unit conversion. When the SFO value was corrected to 401.1°F and the PDX data was 
converted, the mean distillation curves across all airports by month and year fall into closer 










Figure 9. (cont.) 
 
Similar evaluations were completed on the PQIS dataset from the 2013 fuel sampling report 
and are shown in Figure 11. This report contained fuel groupings by category: AF Gas, AF 
Kerosene, and Alternative Fuels. While the sample size for the alternative fuel category is 
significantly smaller than either of the other two groupings, it is helpful to see how the AJFs 
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sampled compare against the population of kerosene fuels. The compositional breakdown for 
HEFA fuels contained within the PQIS report indicate the highly normal and iso-paraffinic nature 
of HEFA fuels, with minimal cycloparaffins and negligible levels of aromatics. 
 
Figure 10. Mean distillation temperatures by year and month across all airports for Metron data 





Figure 11. PQIS dataset fuel property distribution results 
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3.2 Fuel Property Correlations 
The fuel data collected and made available through the AJFTD served as the primary 
resource for subsequent fuel physicochemical property analyses. With the relevant property and 
performance testing results extracted from original sources and converted into JSON files stored 
within the database, the fuel data was analyzed to extract meaningful correlations of key properties. 
The desire is that by using these property correlations, critical fuel properties regarding both fuel 
handling and engine performance can be predicted. These correlations can be used to pre-screen 
novel fuel candidates to establish which fuels show the greatest potential for meeting drop-in 
requirements and thus could benefit from a streamlined approval process. Accurate fuel pre-
screening can avoid and/or minimize the need for time and cost intensive experimental testing. 
The correlations could also be used to guide fuel specifications as a more developed understanding 
of the relationship between physicochemical properties and resulting performance can elucidate 
which current specifications require adjustment and which new specifications would be of value 
to implement in the fuel approval process. 
Currently, the ASTM standards governing aviation fuel specifications for both 
conventional, ASTM D1655, and alternative, ASTM D7566, fuels include two combustion 
properties: net heat of combustion and smoke point (SP). Both of these properties strongly 
correlatd with fuel H/C ratio, therefore, it would be useful to select H/C ratio as one of the pre-
screening measures.  Fuel aromaticity strongly influences H/C ratio as aromatics inherently have 
greater Carbon to Hydrogen content due to their cyclic structure, also thereby increasing fuel 
density and decreasing net heat of combustion. The H/C ratio of aromatics is approximately 1 
while paraffinic structures have greater H/C ratios around 2.2. As the two specified combustion 
properties for aviation fuels both relate to fuel structure, it is of key interest to examine and quantify 
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the appropriate relations between composition and performance using both data analysis methods 
as described in this and the subsequent chapter as well as experimental and modeling evaluations 
as discussed in Chapter 5.  
The net heat of combustion is directly calculated from the fuel’s constituent molecules as 
set by ASTM standards D1405, D3338, D4529, and D4809. Net heat of combustion is a key 
characteristic of the fuel, quantifying the amount of chemical energy in a given fuel available to 
be converted into useful work. Engine manufacturers and fuel customers use this value to 
determine fuel consumption levels and available flying range for a given fuel quantity and engine 
conditions. Fuels with lower net heat of combustion provide lower operating range for a given 
quantity of fuel. ASTM specification set the minimum net heat of combustion for aviation fuels at 
42.8 MJ/kg (18,404 BTU/lb).   
Several methods are defined by ASTM to calculate the net heat of combustion as the 
original test method described in D1405 is time intensive and can often give inaccurate results due 
to its inherent difficulty. Additionally, D1405 is an empirical method solely applicable for fuels 
derived from crude oil and produced via conventional refining methods [22]. This limits its use to 
fuels with established relations between aniline-gravity product and heat of combustion from prior 
experimental testing and therefore not appropriate for AJFs. The aniline-gravity product is defined 
as the arithmetic product of aniline point and fuel density, where aniline point is defined as the 
minimum temperature at which aniline, a highly toxic reagent, and the fuel under examination are 
miscible in equal volumes. The aniline point is inversely proportional to the aromatic content 
present in the fuel as aniline is an aromatic compound and, therefore, will more easily mix with 
highly aromatic fuels at lower temperatures. The empirical method used in D3338 is only 
applicable for fuels with net heat of combustion values in the limited range of 40.19 to 44.73 MJ/kg 
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(17,280 to 19,230 BTU/lb) and uses established correlations for net heat of combustion calculation 
using aromatics and sulfur content, volatility, and gravity measurements that are often already 
available at refineries [23]. When these values are not already known, an alternative empirical 
method, D4529, estimates the net heat of combustion by using the relationship between density 
and aniline point. This method is considered to provide an equivalent level of precision to the more 
difficult and time intensive D1405 method [24]. Discrepancies between test methods for net heat 
of combustion estimations can be resolved by following test specification D4809, which provides 
the precision method utilizing a bomb calorimeter to measure the temperature rise produced by 
burning a sample of fuel under specified conditions.  
Smoke point (SP) is the second measured combustion property for aviation fuels, specified 
under ASTM test method D1322, which details manual and automated methods for SP 
measurement, each with different precision levels.  SP is defined as the maximum flame height, in 
mm, achieved by a fuel without resulting in smoking and indicates the smoking properties of the 
fuel in diffusion flame. Fuels with greater aromatic content have a higher propensity for smoking 
and soot generation due to the availability of soot precursors as aromatics are consumed and 
therefore have lower SPs. For both conventional and alternative fuels, the relation between SP and 
aromatic content has been well established [25]. SP is an important fuel characteristic correlating 
the radiant heat transfer from fuel combustion to engine part durability, as this heat transfer impacts 
the lifetime of turbine components present in hot regions of gas turbines. The ASTM specification 
sets a minimum SP of 25 mm or 18 mm with a maximum naphthalene volume of 3%, as they have 
been shown to strongly influence SP in fuels even with low aromatic content [26]. 
With the exception of the two combustion properties described above, net heat of 
combustion and SP, the remaining ASTM specifications detail requirements for aviation fuels for 
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composition, volatility, fluidity, corrosion, thermal stability, contaminants, and additives. These 
categories reflect the additional considerations of fuel handling, storage, and operational safety 
and are described in detail in Chapter 4. The ASTM specifications do not seek to explicitly define 
fuel composition as aviation fuel is a highly complex mixture of components, but rather the 
specifications set values based on user experience from decades of use for conventional jet fuels.  
Moving forward, there is continued interest in developing quantitative relationships to 
support a priori fuel screening to minimize experimental fuel testing required in the early approval 
stages by fast tracking promising fuels and eliminating unviable fuels. There is also a desire to 
streamline the overall approval process so as to reduce the total fuel volume and testing apparatus 
required. One approach could entail employing fuel property guides, selecting a set of 
physicochemical properties indicative of fuel performance that can simplify fuel pre-screening. To 
determine this set of physicochemical properties, MLR analysis can be applied to performance and 
property measurements, identifying the respective sensitivities of performance metrics to 
individual physicochemical properties. This would provide a quantitative relationship between 
specification requirements and performance that is currently lacking in fuel certification. This 
philosophy has been applied in the National Jet Fuel Combustion Program’s (NJFCP) work 
investigating lean blowout (LBO) sensitivity to measured specification properties, where they 
identified DCN as the most important fuel property factor in determining LBO across several 
operating rig setups. As more alternative fuel options emerge, it becomes increasingly 
advantageous to develop certification standards that can accommodate this variety while limiting 
total fuel volumes, simplifying testing equipment, and providing early identification of fuels that 
are likely or unlikely to pass.   
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Part of the difficulty in developing these quantitative relationships is that the properties of 
conventional fuels, composed of hundreds of different species, have historically been easier to 
analyze experimentally rather than developing fundamental property-composition relationships. 
By targeting a few key properties, the aim is to identify those that can characterize overall global 
combustion behavior of both complex fuels and simpler fuel components. MLR was applied to 
selected properties to determine the dependencies between properties for various fuel categories. 
By establishing these relationships between properties and combustion behavior, performance 
indicators can be brought into earlier stages of the certification process without requiring extensive 
rig testing. MLR analysis was used on a subset of AJFTD fuels for which sufficient fuel testing 
data existed. The correlations across properties were evaluated to test for the linear dependency 
between fuel properties. Small correlation coefficient values indicate properties that are linearly 
independent, and thus can be used in further fuel characterizations. For dependent properties, one 
is selected for further evaluations as having both properties would introduce redundancies.  
Experimental data can be utilized to establish relations between fuel composition and 
specification properties. These correlations can then be applied to fuel compositional data that 
lacks sufficient experimental property data. By eliminating some of the required testing, novel 
fuels can be pre-screened for their suitability in meeting jet fuel specifications. Work by Al-Nuaimi 
et al. suggests utilizing property-mixing rules for the optimization of correlative models that can 
then be used for selected fuel properties [27]. Utilizing compositional and property data for AJFs 
in the AJFTD provides a wealth of information from which to develop and strengthen such 
evaluations. With these results, we can better isolate the influence of hydrocarbon classes on 
relevant fuel properties. Understanding the respective roles of these classes in determining fuel 
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properties can then be used to guide new fuel formulations by providing compositional parameters 
for fuel produces to achieve a specified property target. 
In addition to the four major compositional classes for jet fuels, conventional fuels also 
contain antioxidants, oxygenates, olefins, and other additives such as anti-freeze or static 
dissipators to meet additional safety and handling requirements. GTL fuels are a category of 
synthetic AJFs produces from non-petroleum sources including natural gas, coal, biomass, and 
shale gas. These fuels can be produced via FT synthesis or other routes, and GTL technology 
provides a means to utilize the vast domestic resources of shale gas. As a synthetic fuel, GTL fuels 
do not contain aromatics and sulfur, two fuel components known to increase emission production. 
However, aromatics are necessary for several important factors that include increasing fuel 
density, ensuring proper seal swelling in fuel line systems, and improving fuel lubricity. 
Understanding the impact of hydrocarbon classes on resulting fuel properties and 
performance is key to guiding the development of future alternative jet fuels. As AJFs are primarily 
composed of n-, iso-, and cyclo-paraffins, evaluating these specific hydrocarbon structures 
provides insight into their respective impact on fuel physicochemical features. Through the 
resources of the AJFTD, property-composition relations were developed for several AJF 
categories to provide valuable information for the fuel combustion research community as new 
fuels are optimized for development.  
Work to develop compositional fuel property correlations has been done for conventional, 
petroleum-derived fuels. Solash et al. studied the impact of coal, oil shale, and tar sands fuels on 
relevant fuel properties including flash and freezing points, heat of combustion, thermal stability, 
and viscosity [26]. In examining fuels from both petroleum and non-petroleum, it was observed 
that the average number of carbons on aromatic species was higher for petroleum derived fuels 
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than the other fuels. This means that the petroleum derived fuels had higher concentrations of 
naphthalene, a bicyclic aromatic with the formula C10H8, and a lower percentage of monocyclic 
aromatics, such as benzene. They found that additional refining processes would be necessary to 
ensure fuels from these alternative feedstocks would satisfy aviation fuel requirements particularly 
for freezing point, heat of combustion, thermal stability, and viscosity. Cookson et al. first 
examined kerosene fuels for correlating fuel composition with specification properties for fuels 
with similar boiling ranges and developed property-composition relations of the form: 
 𝑃 =	𝑎&[𝑛] + 𝑎+[𝐵𝐶] + 𝑎.[𝐴𝑟] (1) 
where n, BC, and Ar are the weight fractions of n-alkanes, branched and cyclic saturates, and 
aromatics, respectively, a1 to a3 are the corresponding coefficients derived from multiple linear 
regression, and P is the property to find. They found this three parameter model was well suited 
for relating fuel composition with smoke point, aromatic and hydrogen content, carbon and 
hydrogen aromaticity (percentage of carbon atoms forming aromatic rings and percentage of 
hydrogen atoms attached to aromatic rings, respectively), specific gravity, heat of combustion, and 
freezing point [28]. However, they warned against extrapolating these correlations to fuels with 
significantly different compositions, properties such as boiling range, or feedstock than those used 
in their evaluations. In a previous work, they also found three parameter models to be suitable for 
cetane index and smoke point correlations with fuel composition [29]. In developing the target 
compositional regions, the authors concluded that hydrotreatment would be a necessary upgrading 
process to ensure coal-derived fuels, high in aromatics and heteroatomic species, would meet fuel 
specifications, with the degree of hydrotreatment required determined by fuel n-alkane content. 
Cookson et al. further developed property-composition relations for both diesel and jet fuels with 
varying boiling ranges [30]. They employed two parameters to constrain their compositional 
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evaluation: n-alkyl carbon fraction, Cn, and aromatic carbon fraction, Car, both determined from 
carbon nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) spectroscopy [31]. Their use of MLR provides a 
method through which fuel test data can be used to generate useful relations for fuel categories. 
For most fuel properties, they employed a relation of the form: 
 𝑃 =	𝑎&𝐶1 + 𝑎+𝐶23 + 𝑘 (2) 
where P is the property value of interest and MLR is used to establish the coefficient values a1, a2, 
bi, and k. For properties relating to low temperature characteristics, freezing point for jet fuel and 
cloud and pour points for diesel fuel, additional parameters are necessary to account for boiling 
range properties and can be described as: 
 𝑃 =	𝑎&𝐶1 + 𝑎+𝐶23 +5𝑏7𝑇7 + 𝑘 (3) 
where the temperature at which i% of the fuel boils is represented as Ti, to account for fuels with 
varying boiling point ranges. They prepared these relations for aviation fuels with initial boiling 
points (IBP) from 150°C to 190°C and final boiling points (FBP) from 230°C to 250°C and for 
diesel fuels with initial boiling points (IBP) from 190°C to 230°C and final boiling points (FBP) 
from 320°C to 370°C. The fuel properties for both jet and diesel fuels examined by Cookson et al. 
covered composition and combustion specifications including aromatic and hydrogen content, 
cetane index and number, density, and aniline, cloud, freezing, pour, and smoke points. With the 
coefficients derived from MLR analysis of the fuel data, compositional ranges can be displayed as 
isochromats on ternary diagrams, guiding alternative fuel development to meeting specification 
requirements. Subsequent studies by Cookson extended this correlative approach to fixed boiling 
range, coal-derived fuels produced via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to identify suitable blend ratios 
for given blendstocks and resulting blend properties that for jet fuels included aromatic and 
hydrogen content, freezing and smoke points, heat of combustion, and specific gravity [32]. It is 
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important to employ a method for establishing composition-property correlations that is not 
chemically explicit, applicable only to a limited scope of fuel products processed via a singular 
refining route or sourced from a particular feedstock.  
Additional prior works studied the relationships between fuel chemical composition and 
measured properties. An early study by Solash et al. investigated the suitability of alternative jet 
fuels produced from non-conventional fossil fuel sources such as coal and tar sands with regard to 
their unique chemical composition and measured freezing point, heat of combustion, viscosity, 
and smoke point [26]. This work indicated the correlative nature of fuel composition factors such 
as aromatic and hydrogen content to resulting smoke point, net heat of combustion, freezing point, 
and kinematic viscosity of the fuel. To account for compositional differences when sourcing 
feedstocks from alternative sources, modifications to standard refining processes are required that 
includes hydrocracking that combines cracking and hydrogenation steps to convert high boiling 
point hydrocarbons into valuable lower boiling point products in the range of jet fuel. Affens et al. 
studied how fuel freezing point is related to the hydrocarbon composition of the fuel, focusing on 
higher carbon number straight chain alkanes in the range of C12-C17 [33]. The authors concluded 
that for single alkanes, there is good agreement of freezing point values with the Van’t Hoff ideal 
solubility equation shown in Equation (4).   







where X is molar concentration, DHm is heat of fusion, R is the gas constant, and Tm and Tm,0 are 
the measured and extrapolated freezing points. However, for tertiary solutions, i.e. solutions with 
more than one n-alkane in a solvent, they discovered possible solute interactions. For certain 
concentration mixtures, the resulting freezing point was found to be lower than either of the 
constituent alkanes at the same concentration. The authors attributed this to solute association, 
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forming dimers or trimers (composed of two or three molecules of the same substance) or 
solute/solvent compound formation. In a study of primarily Australian sourced diesel and 
kerosene, Cookson developed composition and property relationships employing MLR analysis to 
evaluate the applicability of hydrotreatment to upgrade synthetic fuels, and, specifically, the level 
of processing required to bring a certain synthetic fuel to specification requirements for cetane 
index (CI) and SP [28]. Cetane index does not have a minimum or maximum set value under 
ASTM specifications, but can be reported for compression ignition aircraft engines that require 
fuels which meet an acceptable range for cetane number. Cetane index is found with a four variable 
equation using distillation temperatures for 10%, 50%, and 90% recovery and density 
measurements and is described in D4737, but it is not considered applicable for jet fuels with 
synthetic components such as AJFs that fall under D7566. Fuel molecular weight (MW) has been 
historically estimated for petroleum-derived fuels based on implicit correlation between fuel 
density and the 50% recovery boiling point temperature. However, this correlation fails for AJFs 
and represents another case in which fuel testing procedures based on legacy fuels have limitations 
when considering novel fuel types. 
Properties that strongly correlate with relevant fuel physical, chemical, and environmental 
performance were included in the following evaluations. Kinematic viscosity is specification 
requirement as fuel provides lubrication of system components. To check fuel performance at cold 
temperatures, a freezing point is set that ensures fuel flow at low storage and operating 
temperatures. Flash point is another fuel handling safety consideration to prevent fuel autoignition 
prior to combustion. The net heat of combustion is an indicator of fuel energy density and must be 
sufficiently high to ensure fuel range given limited fuel payloads. Using fuel property test data for 
neat fuels and their blends, we established empirical correlations relating fuel composition with 
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physicochemical properties. These correlations are then able to inform fuel development decisions 
when property and performance targets have been identified.  
3.3 Multiple Linear Regression Data Analysis 
The following section details multiple linear regression (MLR) analyses performed on 
selected AFRL fuels from the AJFTD. Work in the past has been done on limited fuel data sets to 
correlate combustion properties such as Ignition Delay Time (IDT), Derived Cetane Number 
(DCN), and Lean Blowout (LBO) with fuel properties that include chemical functional groups, IR 
absorption ratios, and ethylene yields. Further discussion of these properties can be found in 
Chapter 5. Multiple linear regression (MLR) provides a statistical technique for predictive fuel 
property modeling by identifying the linear dependence across selected fuel properties to establish 
empirical correlations. Regression models minimize error between actual and model predicted 
dependent values with simple linear regression employing a cost function by which the error of 
the model is defined and measured [34]. The point that minimizes the cost function is found by 
using a gradient descent algorithm where coefficients (β) are iteratively updated as the weights 
assigned to the features or dependent variables. To account for the number of predictors (fuel 
properties) in the model, an adjusted R-square is used, reflecting model degrees of freedom. In 
MLR, multiple independent variables are present, and the regression equation takes the form [35]: 
 𝑦7 = 	𝛽C + 𝛽&𝑥& +⋯+ 𝛽1𝑥1 (5) 
Where yi represents the dependent variable, the predicted physicochemical property value. The 
independent variables, xn, represent the combustion properties with their associated coefficients, 
βn. Error in the model is defined as the difference between predicted and actual values, which can 
be evaluated by building a training set to set the model and using this model against a testing set 
to quantify the error. To optimize b, Ordinary Least Squares is used to minimize the sum of squared 
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errors. Feature selection can be used to refine the model since not all of the data is necessary to 
build the model. The selected variables must not be correlated among themselves. This process 
involves selecting features in the dataset that have the strongest contribution to the predicted 
variable and can thereby improve model accuracy by eliminating irrelevant features, reduce model 
overfitting to data from limiting useless data that impacts model noise, and shortens model training 
time by decreasing the features employed in the model. A model criterion is used for selection (R- 
square value, t-stat, etc.) that can be forward or backward selection. Forward selection starts with 
most significant predictor and adds variables for each step, while backward selection starts with 
all predictors and removes the least significant variable for each step. By utilizing feature selection, 
data features that are the strongest contributors to the prediction variables are prioritized, 
improving model accuracy by removing irrelevant features. This also addresses the issue of model 
overfitting that occurs when irrelevant features conceal relations in increased model noise. Feature 
selection also reduces model training time as fewer features are evaluated by the model. 
This can be done in various ways including recursive feature elimination (RFE), feature 
importance, univariate selection, and principal component analysis (PCA). RFE, as indicated by 
the name, recursively deletes attributes and uses remaining attributes to build the model. This 
recursive elimination process is achieved by using model accuracy to find the attribute 
combinations that have the strongest contribution to target attribute predictions. Feature 
importance utilizes groups of decision trees to calculate individual attribute importance. Another 
method, univariate selection, uses statistical tests to filter features by calculating relationship 
strength to the output variable. A final route to perform feature selection is PCA, wherein the 
dataset is reduced and compressed by selecting the number of dimension or principal component 
in the final transformed result. 
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In an earlier work by Won, MLR was employed to examine the sensitivities of pre-
vaporized global combustion behaviors to selected combustion property targets [36]. This study 
investigated six fuels including one conventional fuel, JP-8 (POSF 6169), and 5 alternative options 
and their 50/50 blends with JP-8. The alternative fuels included Shell SPK (5729), Sasol IPK 
(7629), HEFA- Camelina (7720), HEFA- Tallow (6308), and Gevo ATJ (10151). To analyze 
global profiles for oxidative species, a variable pressure flow reactor was used. Flame extinction 
and initiation events were examined using counterflow burner and spherical combustion chamber 
setups, respectively. Using these experimental devices, the authors evaluated critical combustion 
characteristics and related these to selected combustion properties including derived cetane 
number (DCN), fuel hydrogen to carbon (H/C) ratio, mean molecular weight (MW), and smoke 
point (SP). They identified the potential for establishing quantitative property-property 
relationships that reflect fundamental combustion behaviors. The authors note the need for further 
investigation to include a larger data set that encompasses a wider set of fuel types and blends. The 
validation of a method by which to link simple fuel property measurements to resulting combustion 
behavior is critical in advancing efforts to streamline the fuel approval process.  
For this analysis, fuels were selected based on availability of reported data that included 
measurements for DCN, H/C ratio, MW, and SP. A listing of the selected fuels including their 
POSF number and brief description are included in Table 7, an expanded set of 27 fuels from the 
original set of nine neat fuels used by Won et al. The regression plots shown in Figure 12 are 
examined for any non-linear relationships that may exist in the data. For relationships that are non-
linear, polynomical regression, where the maximum power of an indpendent variable is greater 
than one such as in quadratic regression, may be more representative of the data, such as the 
relation for kinematic viscosty with temperature. This will be expanded upon in Chapter 4 in the 
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discussion of the fuel correlations developed for AJFs and conventional fuels. For the current MLR 
analysis, properties with a high correlation coeffcient as indicated on each plot reveal properties 
with high dependency.   
Table 7. Listing of POSF number and fuel description for AFRL fuels used in MLR analysis 
POSF Number Fuel Description POSF Number Fuel Description 
4658 Jet A 7719 6169 + 6308 
4734 FT-SPK (S8) 7720 HRJ/HEFA 
4751 JP-8 7721 6169 + 7720 
5172 FT-Kerosene 10151 Gevo ATJ 
5699 JP-8 10153 6169 + 10151 
5729 Shell SPK 10264 JP-8 
6152 HRJ/HEFA 10289 JP-5 
6169 JP-8 10325 Jet A 
6308 Sasol IPK 11498 Gevo ATJ 
7629 FT-IPK 12223 Tri-methylbenzene/ IPK 
7695 Gevo ATJ 12341 Farnasane 
7717 6169 + 5729 12344 IPK 
7718 6169 + 7629 12345 Tri-methylbenzene/ IPK 
 
The MLR results indicate that, similar to Won et al.’s findings, SP is strongly correlated 
with H/C ratio and moderately with DCN, although the AFRL data indicates a weaker relationship 
than Won et al.’s results. There also is a moderate inverse relationship between MW and DCN that 
is slightly stronger for the AFRL data. Unlike Won et al.’s findings, the AFRL data also reveals a 
moderate inverse correlation for H/C ratio with DCN, suggesting that fuels with greater hydrogen 
to carbon content would result in a lower DCN. As current fuel standards specify both net heat of 
combustion and SP requirements, there is a redundancy as both of these properties strongly 
correlate with H/C ratio. Therefore, the specification requirements are actually specifying fuel H/C 
ratio, which is linearly dependent with SP based on the MLR results. Of the remaining properties 
once SP is removed, DCN, H/C ratio, and MW all have low correlation coefficients and are 
therefore linearly independent. By identifying the appropriate combustion property indicators, fuel 
combustion behavior in engine systems can be captured through property screening. This would 
enable prioritized screening methods to minimize required fuel sample volumes, reduce overall 
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costs by standardizing testing equipment and eliminating redundant testing, and accelerate fuel 
approval by quantifying the relations between fuel physicochemical properties and performance. 
 
 
Figure 12. Multiple linear regression results for selected AFRL fuels for H/C ratio, MW, and SP with correlation 
coefficients for indicated on plot as compared to Won et al.'s data with correlation coefficient shown in parentheses 
In evaluating the AJFTD dataset, nonsensical (null, less than values, non-numeric, etc.) 
values were removed, plots of remaining variables were constructed, and dependent variable 
redundancies were eliminated based off the MLR results. With the MLR results, selected fuel 
properties were used to test the model predictions using the independent combustion properties 
previously identified: DCN, H/C ratio, and MW. Tested fuel properties included flash point, 
freezing point, net heat of combustion, and kinematic viscosity. The fuel dataset used for the MLR 
analysis was reduced from 27 to 22 fuels after eliminating fuels that did not contain sufficient 
property data. This reduced dataset was then split into training and testing sets of 16 and 6 fuels, 
respectively, shown in Table 8 and  
Table 9. The fuels were split between training and testing sets to ensure that the various 
fuel categories (conventional, renewable, synthetic kerosene, and blends) were equally represented 
in the training set with four fuel samples from each category. 
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Table 8. Training data set for MLR analysis of AJFTD AFRL fuels 
POSF Fuel Type Combustion Properties Selected Fuel Properties 













4751 Conventional 45.9 1.94 161.56 50.40 -50.20 43.04 3.84 
5172 SPK 59.6 2.20 143.61 43.00 -54.20 44.13 2.27 
5729 SPK 58.4 2.24 138.30 46.00 -54.00 44.25 2.60 
6152 Renewable 53.9 2.17 156.16 42.50 -67.00 44.10 3.68 
6308 Renewable 58.1 2.18 163.70 55.00 -62.00 44.30 2.48 
7629 SPK 31.3 2.17 153.15 42.00 -81.00 43.84 3.15 
7695 Renewable 15.1 2.16 175.44 48.00 -60.00 43.93 5.37 
7718 Blend 40.0 2.10 151.80 44.00 -58.00 43.60 3.90 
10264 Conventional 48.8 2.01 151.90 42.00 -51.00 43.10 2.50 
10289 Conventional 39.2 1.89 167.00 62.00 -50.00 42.97 4.93 
10325 Conventional 48.3 1.94 158.64 48.14 -50.29 43.23 6.04 
11498 Renewable 17.1 2.16 178.45 50.00 -90.00 43.92 5.72 
12223 Blend 50.4 2.00 173.43 59.00 -44.50 43.60 1.45 
12341 Blend 47.0 1.97 179.55 66.00 -54.00 43.30 8.30 
12344 SPK 28.0 2.17 162.13 46.00 -61.00 43.80 3.90 
12345 Blend 39.6 1.92 135.41 44.00 -56.00 43.00 1.90 
 
Table 9. Testing data set for MLR analysis of AJFTD AFRL fuels with known fuel property values shown 
POSF Fuel Type Combustion Properties Selected Fuel Properties 













4658 Conventional 47.1 1.96 157.50 49.50 -47.00 43.20 5.37 
4734 SPK 58.7 2.14 154.50 49.00 -59.00 44.11 4.60 
5699 Conventional 49.3 1.94 154.50 48.50 -50.50 43.45 4.05 
6169 Conventional 47.3 2.02 153.60 46.00 -50.00 43.68 2.23 
7717 Blend 52.3 2.12 145.80 46.00 -60.00 43.80 3.20 
7720 Renewable 58.9 2.20 167.60 44.00 -54.00 43.79 7.20 
 
Table 10. MLR model coefficients 
Fuel Property β0 β1 β2 β3 
Flash Point 34.12 0.1497 -25.92 0.3902 
Freezing Point 16.80 0.4877 -49.17 0.0346 
Net Heat of Combustion 35.34 0.003780 3.635 0.003568 
Kinematic Viscosity -10.14 0.004741 -0.5214 0.0942 
 
 The training set generated model coefficients for y-intercept (β0), DCN (β1), H/C ratio (β2), 
and MW (β3), shown in Table 10. These coefficients were used to predict fuel property values, 
yMLR, for the testing fuels subset using the given combustion properties and the following equation: 
 𝑦HIJ = 	𝛽C + 𝛽&𝐶𝑃KLM + 𝛽+𝐶𝑃N/L + 𝛽.𝐶𝑃HP (6) 
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Where the combustion property values are given for DCN, H/C ratio, and MW as CPDCN, CPH/C, 
and CPMW, respectively. The resulting model predictions were evaluated against actual property 
values to determine overall model error, εi, calculated as: 




Where yObs is the observed fuel property value and yMLR is the predicted property value from the 
MLR analysis. These results are shown in Table 11, with the model accurately predicting net heat 
of combustion with errors of less than 1%. Upon closer inspection of the net heat of combustion 
results, β2, the H/C ratio coefficient, was approximately 3 orders of magnitude larger than β1 or β3, 
the coefficients for DCN and MW, respectively. The results suggest that net heat of combustion 
can be simply accounted for using solely H/C ratio, with higher ratios corresponding to increased 
net heat of combustion. This confirmed previous points discussing the relations between net heat 
of combustion and fuel composition, which is reflected in fuel H/C ratio. Flash point and freezing 
point model predictions showed satisfactory agreement with observed values and have errors of 
less than 10%. For both flash point and freezing point, the H/C ratio coefficient, β2, was at least 
two orders of magnitude greater than β1 or β3. While not indicating the clear relationship with H/C 
ratio as was seen for net heat of combustion, the flash point and freezing point results reflect the 
more complex nature of these fuel properties as discussed previously. As expected, predicted 
values for kinematic viscosity had significant error of 12% - 24% for all fuels. This demonstrated 
the unsuitability of MLR in analyzing nonlinear properties for which a multiple polynomial 
regression (MPR) analysis would provide more accurate results. Future evaluations with more 
extensive fuel data sets and MPR can further expand these relations to account for extreme 
property fuels and nonlinear properties. Regarding fuel types, there was no consistent relation 
between prediction inaccuracy and fuel category, suggesting that this approach is suitable for 
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estimating properties of both neat conventional and alternative jet fuels and their blends. This 
demonstrated that using a representative training set of various fuel categories to account for fuel 
property variability provides the robust framework to appropriately quantify fuel physicochemical 
and combustion property relations. 
Table 11. MLR model error for predicted results versus observed property values 
POSF Fuel Type Flash Point [°C] Freezing Point [°C] 





  yObs yMLR % εi yObs yMLR % εi yObs yMLR % εi yObs yMLR % εi 
4658 Conventional 49.50 51.80 4.65 -47.00 -51.14 8.82 43.20 43.20 0.00 5.10 3.89 23.7 
4734 SPK 49.00 47.70 2.65 -59.00 -54.44 7.73 44.11 43.89 0.51 4.60 3.57 22.4 
5699 Conventional 48.50 51.61 6.41 -50.50 -48.95 3.08 43.45 43.11 0.79 4.13 3.63 12.1 
6169 Conventional 46.00 48.76 5.99 -50.00 -54.13 8.26 43.68 43.41 0.63 4.23 3.49 19.1 
7717 Blend 46.00 43.82 4.74 -60.00 -56.98 5.04 43.80 43.77 0.07 3.20 2.73 14.7 
7720 Renewable 44.00 44.81 1.84 -54.00 -56.85 5.28 43.79 44.16 0.84 6.10 4.78 21.6 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
Simplifying specifications can be achieved by understanding the dependence of current 
fuel properties defined under fuel requirements. Cookson et al. describes the close relations 
between elemental hydrogen content, % H, and current specifications including smoke point, 
specific gravity, and net heat of combustion [14]. They concluded that a hydrogen content 
specification minimum of 13.8% by weight would enable the removal of corresponding aromatics, 
olefins, heat of combustion, and smoke point specification requirements. With appropriate 
understanding of fuel composition-property correlations, fuel blending options including 
blendstock choice and blend ratio levels can be established based off resultant blend properties to 
prioritize blends with a strong likelihood of meeting specification requirements while eliminating 
those that are unlikely to succeed.  
The desire to use fuel compound class composition in establishing aviation fuel 
specifications has been discussed for decades. By establishing the relations between fuel 
composition and relevant fuel specifications, current fuel specifications can be re-expressed as 
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composition constraints. These compound class target ranges that can then guide fuel development 
and approval. Fuel screening guides can be developed that incorporate the independent fuel 
properties identified through the MLR analysis. Utilizing the AJFTD resources, these guides can 
be integrated in the database site to provide both distributions of chosen parameters for currently 
used conventional fuels, as shown in earlier sections of this chapter, as well as how a new fuel of 
interest compares to the existing fuel experience base. Figure 13 displays a sample of this feature 
for three theoretical fuels whose density values are identified by the colored dots and indicate how 
they compare against the distribution of density values for conventional fuels. This can be 
integrated with ASTM fuel specifications that will be detailed in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 13. Sample screening guide: new fuels plotted against existing fuel distribution with specification indicated in 
shaded region 
Moving forward, it will be crucial to make use of shared fuel database resources to store 
and analyze fuel data as the properties of jet fuel in use become more regularly monitored and 
reported. With this wealth of data, fuel changes over time and by region can be isolated, providing 
insight into fuel variability, with or without AJF blending. The AJFTD provides a platform to 
disseminate fuel testing data and enables accelerated analyses for new AJFs through enhanced 
accessibility of current and past fuel data. The subsequent sections will demonstrate this potential 
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through an examination of physicochemical property variability, the development of 
thermophysical property correlations, and an evaluation of fuel performance features for neat jet 
fuels and conventional and alternative fuel blends. These components are all relevant to the 
successful integration of AJFs into current operations for aviation. 
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CHAPTER 4: PHYSICOCHEMICAL & THERMOPHYSICAL EVALUATION 
4.1 Introduction 
With the recent emergence of novel alternative jet fuels (AJF) including those from 
renewable, bio-derived sources, new approval and certification processes have been developed to 
accommodate the changing jet fuel landscape. Recent work within the FAA National Jet Fuels 
Combustion Program (NJFCP) has focused on elucidating the relations between physical and 
chemical properties and resulting combustion performance of conventional and alternative jet 
fuels. Advancing this understanding can facilitate the certification of emerging AJFs for use in 
blends with conventional jet fuels. AJFs can vary greatly in feedstock sources, processing methods, 
and local availability. To control for these differences, approval procedures were designed as each 
new fuel category came through the development pipeline.  
As new fuels undergo development, many are sent for testing to the Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB). Much of the work in the AJF 
landscape concerns feedstock and fuel production, life cycle economic and environmental 
analyses, and end use emissions and noise studies. With regard to safely and efficiently integrating 
AJFs produced from broadly varied feedstocks, understanding the relations between fuel 
composition and combustion performance is of utmost concern and has lacked significant study. 
Recent studies have suggested that rather than feedstock or processing method, chemical properties 
and fuel performance can be more accurately judged by considering fuel composition 
characteristics such as carbon chain length, hydrocarbon class, and branching level. The following 
sections address this area through a statistical analysis of the variability present in jet fuels for key 
fuel properties preceded by a discussion of the AJF certification process, providing a deeper look 
at key issues for AJF certification. Physicochemical properties and relevant thermophysical 
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property relations for conventional and alternative jet fuels were examined utilizing the resources 
of the AJFTD. The key results of this evaluation demonstrate that although significant variability 
exists in thermophysical relations for AJFs as compared to conventional fuels, expected ranges for 
the examined properties remain within ASTM D7566 specification requirements. These results are 
followed by a discussion focused on the various efforts to streamline new fuel approval. Successful 
routes to reduce the time and cost of bringing new AJFs to market will harness the capabilities of 
advanced fuel property prediction techniques that employ robust correlations developed from 
extensive datasets as discussed in this work.  
4.2 AJF Approval Process 
 AJF Specification Development 
The current jet fuel approval process for civil aviation in the United States is governed by 
three key ASTM International, formerly the American Society for Testing and Materials, standard 
specifications: D1655, D7566, and D4054. D1655, Standard Specification for Aviation Turbine 
Fuels, defines aviation fuel types that meet operating requirements for aircraft and engines. This 
covers the class of kerosene-type jet fuels considered Jet A (NATO F-24) and Jet A-1, which differ 
in their freezing point values, approximately -40°C and -47°C, respectively, with Jet A being used 
predominantly in the United States and Jet A-1 more common globally, therefore requiring a lower 
freezing point temperature requirement to account for global environmental conditions [37]. 
ASTM D6615 governs wide cut aviation fuel type Jet B, which has favorable properties for 
operations at low temperatures but will be excluded from further evaluations in this work [38]. For 
AJFs, D7566, Standard Specification for Aviation Turbine Fuel Containing Synthesized 
Hydrocarbons, details fuel property requirements that must be met before the fuel can be blended 
with D1655 approved fuels [39]. D4054, Standard Practice for Qualification and Approval of New 
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Aviation Turbine Fuels and Fuel Additives, guides novel fuel and fuel additive qualification and 
approval for use in aviation engines [40]. Similar fuel specifications exist for fuels outside of the 
United States and are detailed in the British Ministry of Defence (MOD) Defence Standard DEF 
STAN 91-91, covering most global fuels [41]. Some differences include a lower maximum total 
acidity, equivalent to the specification requirements for annexed AJFs under ASTM D7566, and a 
single maximum freezing point value of -47°C. Additional United States military specifications, 
MIL-DTL-83133 and MIL-DTL-5624, govern the approval of fuels for military use [42], [43]. 
Briefly, MIL-DTL-83133 details the specifications for JP-8 (NATO F-34), NATO F-35, and JP-
8+100 (NATO F-37) kerosene type aviation fuels. MIL-DTL-5624 covers JP-4 (NATO F-40), 
which was phased out of use by 1995 due to flammability and hazard concerns, and JP-5 (NATO 
F-44) aviation fuels. A description of these fuels is given in Table 12 but further discussion of jet 
fuel specifications will focus on ASTM D1655, D7566, and D4054.  
Table 12. Military grade fuels 
Grade NATO Code Description 
JP-4 F-40 Wide cut, gasoline type 
JP-5 F-44 High flash point, kerosene type 
JP-8 F-34 Kerosene type 
- contains static dissipater additive, corrosion inhibitor/lubricity improver, and 
fuel system icing inhibitor 
- may contain antioxidant and metal deactivator 
 F-35 Kerosene type 
- contains static dissipater additive 
- may contain antioxidant, corrosion inhibitor/lubricity improver, and metal 
deactivator 
- will not contain fuel system icing inhibitor 
JP-8+100 F-37 JP-8 type 
- contains thermal stability improver additive (NATO S-1749) 
 
As mentioned previously, fuel producers seek to develop AJFs that are considered drop-in 
fuels to ensure compatibility with existing engine architecture. Drop-in fuels mitigate the risks of 
cross-fuel contamination that could pose significant hazards for aircraft engine systems designed 
to operate with fuels meeting specific operability requirements [44]. Drop-in fuels provide fuel 
operators with the assurance that these fuels will not result in operating hazards or deterioration of 
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aircraft fuel and engine systems. The development of fuel specifications involves stakeholders 
from various groups in the aviation fuel sector including government, academia, and OEMs. These 
specifications then determine whether a fuel will be considered as a drop-in fuel for use in blending 
with conventional fuels. Over the past decade, flight tests of AJFs blended with conventional jet 
fuel have affirmed the drop-in viability of these fuels and are shown in Table 13 [45].  
Table 13. Details of AJF flight tests 
Date Airline Airframe Engine Feedstock Fuel 
Feb-08 Airbus A380 Rolls-Royce Natural gas Shell FT 
Dec-08 Air New Zealand B747-300 Rolls-Royce Jatropha UOP HEFA 
Jan-09 Continental B737-800 GE/CFMI Jatropha, algae UOP HEFA 
Jan-09 Japan Airlines B747-300 Pratt & Whitney Camelina, jatropha, algae UOP HEFA 
Oct-09 Qatar A340-600 Rolls-Royce Natural gas Shell FT 
Nov-09 KLM B747-400 GE Camelina  UOP HEFA 
Apr-10 United A319 IAE Natural gas Rentech FT 
Nov-10 TAM A320 CFMI Jatropha UOP HEFA 
Apr-11 InterJet A320 CFMI Jatropha UOP HEFA 
Jun-11 Honeywell G450 Rolls-Royce Camelina UOP HEFA 
Jun-11 Boeing B747-8 GE Camlina UOP HEFA 
Jul-11 Lufthansa A321 CFMI Palm oil, rapeseed, animal fats Neste Oil HEFA 
Jul-11 KLM B737-800 CFMI Used cooking oil Dynamic Fuels HEFA 
Jul-11 Finnair A319 CFMI Used cooking oil SkyNRG HEFA 
Aug-11 Aeromexico B777-200 GE Jatropha ASA HEFA 
Sep-11 Thomson Airways B757 Rolls-Royce Used cooking oil SkyNRG HEFA 
Apr-12 Porter Airlines Bombardier Q400 PWC Camelina UOP HEFA 
Jul-05 Azul Embraer GE Sugarcane Amyris FRJ 
Jul-05 Air China B747-400 Pratt & Whitney Jatropha UOP HEFA 
Jan-13 Qatar Airways A340-600 Rolls-Royce Natural gas Shell FT 
 
Figure 14 summarizes the multi-step approval process by which new fuels are approved 
and annexed in ASTM D7566. It begins with fuel property and rig testing, ultimately leading to 
the ASTM research report that is submitted for review prior to final approval and specification 
incorporation into ASTM standards. Over the course of this approval process, hundreds of 
thousands of gallons of fuel are used. In the initial phases covering Tier 1 (fuel specification) and 
Tier 2 (Fit-for-Purpose) properties, 10-100 gallons of fuel are required. Moving to the fuel 
performance testing covered in Tier 3 (rig and component) and Tier 4 (engine) testing, up to 10,000 
and 225,000 gallons of fuel are required, respectively [46]. 
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Figure 14: Summary of new AJF approval process 
D4054 details the route for fuel approval with the aim of streamlining the overall process, 
reducing overall time and cost involved. Figure 15 provides more detail into the approval process, 
showing the various testing requirements, review stages, and final ASTM balloting and 
specification addition procedures. 
 
Figure 15: Aviation fuel and additive approval process overview [40] 
Table 14 details the fuel specifications contained within D7566, cross-listing the 
requirements for approved AJFs with those for conventional Jet A/A-1. Many fuel properties 
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specified for conventional jet fuel are not listed for the AJF categories as these fuels had previously 
undergone more rigorous property testing through D4054 prior to becoming an approved annex 
under D7566.  
Table 14: Fuel specification requirements for conventional and approved AJFs [39] 
  Fuel Category 
Property  Jet A/A-1 FT HEFA SIP SKA ATJ 
COMPOSITION 
Acidity, total mg KOH/g Max 0.10 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 
Aromatics, volume % Max 25    20  
Aromatics, volume % Min 8      
Sulfur, mercaptan, mass % Max 0.003      
Sulfur, total mass % Max 0.30      
VOLATILITY 
Distillation—both of the following 





1. Physical Distillation 
Distillation temperature, °C: 
  * *  *  
10% recovered, temperature (T10) Max 205 205 205 250 205 205 
50% recovered, temperature (T50)  report report report report report report 
90% recovered, temperature (T90)  report report report report report report 
Final boiling point, temperature Max 300 300 300 255 300 300 
T50-T10, °C Min 15      
T90-T10, °C Min 40 22 22 5  22 21 
Distillation residue, percent Max 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Distillation loss, percent Max 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
2. Simulated Distillation 
Distillation temperature, °C:        
10% recovered, temperature (T10)   report report  report  
50% recovered, temperature (T50)   report report  report  
90% recovered, temperature (T90)   report report  report  
Final boiling point, temperature   report report  report  
Flash point, °C Min 38 38 38 100 38 38 
Density at 15 °C, kg/m3  775 to 840 730 to 770 730 to 772 765-780 755 to 800 730 to 770 
FLUIDITY 
Freezing point, °C Max -40 Jet A -40 -40 -60 -40 -40 
  -47 Jet A-1      
Existent gum, mg/100 mL Max   7    
FAME, ppm Max   <5    
Viscosity -20 °C, mm2/s Max 8.0      
Viscosity -40 °C, mm2/s Max 12      
COMBUSTION 
Net heat of combustion, MJ/kg Min 42.8   43.5   
One of the following requirements: 
(1) Smoke point, mm, or Min 25.0      
(2) Smoke point, mm, and 




3.0      
CORROSION 
Copper strip, 2 h at 100 °C Max No. 1      
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Table 14. (cont.) 
Property  Jet A/A-1 FT HEFA SIP SKA ATJ 
THERMAL STABILITY 
2.5 h at control temperature, °C Min 260 325 325 355 325 325 
Filter pressure drop, mm Hg Max 25 25 25 25 25 25 
Tube rating: One of the following 
requirements: 
(1) Annex A1 VTR, < 3 3 3 3 3 3 




















(2) Annex A2 ITR or Annex A3 
ETR, nm avg over area of 2.5 
mm2 
Max 85 85 85 85 85 85 
CONTAMINANTS 
Existent gum, mg/100 mL Max 7   7 4  
Microseparometer, Rating        
Without electrical conductivity 
additive Min 85   85 90  
With electrical conductivity 
additive Min 70      
ADDITIVES 
Electrical conductivity, pS/m  50-600      
Antioxidants, mg/L Min  17 17 17 17 17 
 Max  24 24 24 24 24 
LUBRICITY 
Lubricity, mm Max 0.85      
Values in red are additional requirements for conventional fuel blended with AJFs 
 Approved AJF Categories 
ASTM D7566-18, the most recent revision, lists five approved AJFs: FT, HEFA, SIP, 
SKA, and ATJ. These fuels differ in feedstock and processing methods shown graphically in 
Figure 16. The first AJF to be annexed under D7566 in 2009, FT fuels utilize fossil fuel feedstocks 
such as coal and natural gas that undergo gasification and reforming processes to produce a 
synthesis gas (syngas) of carbon monoxide and hydrogen [47]. Paraffins and olefins are then 
derived from this syngas via the Fischer-Tropsch process, which are then processed via 
hydtrotreating, hydrocracking, or hydroisomerization and additional refinery processes. Generally, 
FT fuels contain normal (n-) and branched (iso-) alkanes with little to no heteroatoms or aromatics. 
These fuels exhibit reduced combustion emissions and improved thermal-oxidative stability as 
compared to conventional jet fuels [48]. The second annexation was in 2011 with HEFA that has 
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feedstocks which may include renewable lipid sources such as animal tallow or plant oils. 
Previously termed Hydrotreated Renewable Jet (HRJ), bio-SPK, or green jet, these fuels are 
produced via hydroprocessing of mono-, di-, and triglycerides, fatty acid esters, and free fatty acids 
to remove oxygen [49]. Additional processing steps, similar to FT fuels, include hydrocracking, 
hydroisomerization, isomerization, fractionation, or a combination of these processes and other 
refinery processes and are used to break long carbon chains into the more desirable aviation carbon 
range. SIP type fuels, approved in 2014, cover those fuels produced from hydroprocessing of 
fermented sugars recovered from renewable lignocellulosic biomass sources such as sugar cane 
through hydrolysis into Farnesane. This is then hydrogenated and saturated, breaking the double 
carbon bonds. The SKA category of fuels is also termed SPK/A, FT Synthesized Paraffinic 
Kerosene plus Aromatics, was approved in 2015. SKA is different from the first classification of 
FT fuels as SKA fuels have aromatics deliberately added to increase the aromatics content, an 
important factor in ensuring the proper volume swell of elastomer seals utilized in current in fuel 
systems [50]. This is achieved via alkylation of non-petroleum derived light aromatics, such as 
benzene, with FT derived olefins. The most recently annexed class of AJF is ATJ, produced by 
fermenting sugars obtained through hydrolysis to obtain alcohol that is then processed through 
dehydration, oligomerization, hydrogenation, and fractionation steps [51]. The 2016 annexation  
only certified iso-butanol and ethanol feedstocks are allowed, but eventually the goal is to approve 
all C2 through C5 alcohols for production. ATJ is mainly composed of two iso-alkanes: iso-cetane 
(2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane) and iso-dodecane (2,2,4,6,6-pentamethylheptane). One of the 
main producers of ATJ, Gevo Inc., utilizes a proprietary microorganism to produce iso-butanol 
followed by catalytic dehydration to produce alkene monomers. These are then oligomerized and 
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hydrogenated to remove carbon double bonds and produce desirable aviation fuel carbon 
compounds. 
Table 15. Additional compositional requirements for annexed AJFs 
    
FT HEFA SIP SKA ATJ 
Hydrocarbon Composition         
Saturated Hydrocarbons D7974 Mass % min   98 
  
Farnesane D7974 Mass % min   97 
  
Hexahydrofarnesol D7974 Mass % max 1.5 
  
Cycloparaffins D2425 Mass % max 15 15 
 
15 15 




Aromatics D2425 Mass % max 0.5 0.5 0.5 20 0.5 
Paraffins D2425 Mass % report 
     
Carbon and Hydrogen D5291 Mass % min 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 
Non-hydrocarbon Composition 
        
Nitrogen D4629/IP 379 mg/kg max 2 2 2 2 2 
Water D6304 / IP 438 mg/kg max 75 75 75 75 75 
Sulfur D5453/D2622 mg/kg max 15 15 15 15 15 
Metals (Al, Ca, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, 
K, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, P, 






0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Halogens D7359 mg/kg max 1 1 1 1 1 
 
All the annexed fuels are approved for up to 50% by volume blends with conventional fuels 
with the exception of SIP that is limited to 10% maximum by volume blend, which will be 
discussed further in a later section. Additionally, all of the AJFs are required to have a maximum 
cycloparaffin content of 15% and a minimum of Carbon and Hydrogen content of 99.5% by mass, 
being virtually free of sulfur and aromatics. SIP is one exception and has other compositional 
requirements due to its unique formulation with long carbon chains resulting in high viscosity. The 
SIP specification includes a minimum mass percent of Farnesane of 97%. Even though it is only 
allowed up to 10% by volume blending with conventional fuels due to some of its undesirable 
properties, SIP benefits from a low cost production process, as hydrocarbon extraction from sugar 
resources is more widely available than the high FT process investment costs. SKA also has some 
different requirements than other AJFs, with specifications mandating a maximum of 20% by mass 
of aromatic content and a slightly higher density range of 755 – 800 kg/m3 due to the higher 
aromatic content. These property and composition specifications are detailed in Table 14 and Table 
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15. The ASTM D7566 fuel specifications mandate minimum levels for conventional and AJF 
blends to account for the lack of aromatics and lower energy density that are characteristic of AJFs. 
Blended fuels must have a minimum of 8% by volume aromatics, and they must meet a minimum 
net heat of combustion of 42.8 MJ/kg, the same as unblended conventional jet fuel. SIP fuels have 
an additional net heat of combustion requirement that must be greater than 43.5 MJ/kg.  
 
Figure 16: AJF pathways [adapted from Brown, 2012, ASTM D7566 Task Forces] 
 AJF Compositional Variation 
In examining the various AJF categories, data from the AJFTD was extracted to provide 
an overview of the current conventional and alternative fuel landscape that had not been previously 
reported. As shown in Figure 16, there are several pathways for AJF production that include 
various feedstocks and processing methods contributing to physiochemical variability. Of the 
many novel fuel types, five have been annexed under the ASTM D7566 standard specification. 
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Key chemical characteristics will be exhibited in the tables below for the aforementioned fuel 
categories. Standard aviation fuel is comprised of the middle distillate fraction from conventional 
crude oil, making up approximately 10% of the crude oil cut with the remainder used for gasoline 
and diesel production. As such, the hydrocarbons that make up jet fuel fall between the lighter 
gasoline hydrocarbons, which are more volatile, and the heavier diesel hydrocarbons, which are 
more susceptible to cold weather fluidity issues. Military JP-8 fuel is similar to commercial Jet A-
1 fuel but contains various additives including a static dissipator, corrosion inhibitor, lubricity 
improver, and a fuel system icing inhibitor as required by MIL-DTL-83133. This fuel primarily 
contains n-paraffins ranging from C8 to C16, but there is significant variation of JP-8 within the 
specifications listed, with conventional jet fuel containing hundreds of different hydrocarbons.  
Other main chemical classes include iso-paraffins, cyclo-paraffins (naphthenes), and 
aromatics As described in the SPK fuel research report, Petroleum Quality Information Survey 
(PQIS) data from 2006 reveals variability in aromatic content with 0.06% of jet fuel containing 
2.5% to 5.0% aromatics by volume versus 5.82% of jet fuel containing 22.5% to 25% aromatics 
by volume [52]. From the 2013 PQIS report, the minimum, mean, and maximum reported values 
for aromatic content in Jet A were 8.4%, 16.25%, and 23.1%, respectively [53]. These reports 
indicate that there is significant fuel compositional variability even when solely examining 
conventional jet fuels in current use. In the following sections, fuel data from the AJFTD is 
reported for a variety of alternative fuels and fuel blends to show the range of composition and 
properties present in aviation fuel. The data sampled is not a representative population of all 
available fuel types covering all fuel producers, processes, or feedstocks. These selected fuels were 
chosen for inclusion based on relevance in fuel approval reports and fuel test data availability. The 
following total ion chromatograms (TIC) provide the chemical class breakdown of the various AJF 
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blend stocks and 50/50 blends. Hydrocarbon distribution varies by feedstock and processing route. 
FT 1 is a narrow cut FT-SPK fuel with a high normal to iso-paraffinic ratio. FT 2 is a natural gas 
(NG) derived fuel produced utilizing gas to liquid (GTL) processes resulting in a wider cut fuel. 
FT 3 is coal derived iso-paraffinic kerosene (IPK) as can be seen by the lack of normal paraffins 
identified as the prominent peaks in the JP-8 TIC. Finally, FT 4 is a second NG derived synthetic 
fuel produced via a low temperature FT process that results in a fuel with a wide cut and overall 
composition similar to JP-8. The variable cut of FT fuels can be observed, with FT 1 and FT 3 
containing mostly C8-C12 hydrocarbons while FT 2 and FT 4 fuels have a much wider cut 
spanning C8-C16, similar to conventional JP-8. Some features to note are the lack of normal 
paraffins in the FT 3 fuel and the greater presence of C9 and C10 normal paraffins in the FT 1 fuel. 
Figure 17 illustrates the effect of 50/50 blending of FT 3 with JP-8, introducing higher carbon 
number species [54]. 
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Figure 17: Neat JP-8, FT and 50/50 FT3/JP8 blend TICs 
In Table 16 the compositional results for selected neat AJFs are shown, indicating the 
relative proportion of the dominant chemical classes in each of the AJF categories. The fuel 
identification number, POSF, as assigned by AFRL is included to facilitate cross referencing with 
other studies utilizing these same fuels. The ATJ fuel from Cobalt Technologies is nearly all 
paraffinic compounds at 98% mass percent with the camelina HEFA fuel from UOP containing 
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tri-cycloparaffins [55]. One feature common to AJFs, with the exception of SKA fuels, is low to 
no concentration of aromatics, a result of the various processing methods used. This feature of 
AJFs provides environmental benefits in usage such as a reduction in soot and particulate matter 
emissions, but it also reduces the lubricity and proper seal swelling of fuel line system components 
that are both critical to ensuring drop-in compatibility [56]. Thus, AJFs are only approved for use 
with blends of conventional jet fuel to ensure that aromatic content meets the minimum 
requirement of 8%. The AJFs have a consistent H/C ratio, containing approximately 85% hydrogen 
with 15% carbon, indicating a low content of other compounds including sulfur or oxygenated 
components.  
Table 16. Compositional Analysis for Neat ATJs 
Category FT FT FT FT FT FT HEFA HEFA HEFA HEFA HEFA HEFA SKA ATJ ATJ ATJ ATJ ATJ 
Manufacturer SAS SAS SAS SYN SYN Shell UOP UOP UOP UOP SYN SYN REN Gevo SB CN UOP  
Fuel GTL1 GTL2 IPK SPK S-8 SPK J/AG JAT CAM CAM SAL SPK NG iBUT Biojet ATJ5 iBUT MIX 
POSF 5976 5977 7629 4820 5109 5172 5675 5673 5674 6152 5470 5480 5698 7695 10302 9697 8319 9324 
HC Composition by Mass 
Spec  (D2425) [Mass %] 
Paraffins 97.4 92 87.5 91 91 96 96.1 94.8 85.8 92.4 87.9 90.2 89.8 88 83 98 87.8 90.1 
Monocycloparaffins 
2.6 7.7 11.6 9 9 4 3.9 5.2 14.2 
7.4 11.2 8.9 9 0.7 
17 0 12 9.73 Dicycloparaffins 0 0 0  2.7 
Tricycloparaffins 0 0 0  - 
TOTAL AROMATICS 0 0.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 1.1* 1* 1.2 <0.2 <0.2 0.7 0.19 0.188 
Carbon/Hydrogen (D5291)  [Mass %] 
Hydrogen 84.45 84.69 84.58 84.37 83.99 84.76 84.62 84.52 85.01 83.98   84.99      
Carbon 15.4 15.5 15.23 15.5 15.58 15.69 15.43 15.18 15.31 15.26   15.31      
Hydrogen Content (NMR) 
(D3701)  15.51 15.21 15.41 15.2  15.47 15.43 15.31 15.23 15.38 15.24  14.97      
Nitrogen Content (D4629) 
[mg/kg] <1 2 2 <1  1 <1 <1 <1 2   <1 <0.1  2 0.2 <0.8 
SAS: Sasol, SYN: Syntroleum, REN: Rentech, SB: Swedish biofuels, CN: Cobalt Navy, J/AG: Jatropha/Algae, JAT: Jatropha, CAM: 
Camelina, SAL: Salicornia, iBUT = iso-butanol 
 
In Table 17 the blends of additional AJFs with JP-8 or Jet A are shown, highlighting the 
changes to the chemical class composition for the blended fuels. Notably, there are significant 
increases to the proportion of cyclic structures, both in the cycloparaffin and aromatic classes. The 
fuels all meet the 8% minimum aromatic content requirement once blended with conventional 
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fuels. The blend ratios are also shown, with the Farnesane mixtures included at both 10% and 20% 
Farnesane blending levels to demonstrate the relative changes in chemical classes as blending 
ratios vary. As the Farnesane mixtures contain the highest levels of Jet A, the aromatic levels in 
both blends is significantly higher than the other 50/50 blends. 
 

















Blend 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 90/10 80/20 
POSF 5703 5704 5705 5536 6184 6406 10348 10349 
HC Composition by MS D2425 [mass %]       
Paraffins 63.5 58.1 64.5 70.7 67.6 74.5 50.2 56.1 
Monocycloparaffins 24.6 16.5 24.9 19 14.3 11 28.8 25.9 
Dicycloparaffins 0 11.2 0 0 4.6 3.7 0 0 
Tricycloparaffins 0 2.9 0 0 1.1 0.8 0 0 
TOTAL SATURATES 88.1 88.7 89.4 89.7 87.6 90 79.0 82.0 
Alkylbenzenes 7.3 5.3 6.4 6.1 5.4 5.5 15.4 13.4 
Indans/Tetralins 3.5 3 3.4 3.5 4.6 3.3 4.2 3.5 
Indenes 0 0.6 0 0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Naphthalene 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 
Naphthalene, Alkyl 0.6 1.6 0.3 0.3 1.4 0.5 0.9 0.7 
Acenaphthenes 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Acenaphthylenes 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Tricyclic Aromatics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
TOTAL AROMATICS 11.9 11.3 10.6 10.4 12.5 10 21.0 18.0 
Aromatic Content D1319 [vol %]       
Aromatics 9.3 8.7 9.1 7.8 9 9.4 17.2 14.5 
Olefins 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.3 1.5 1.7 
Saturates 90 90.6 90.4 91.7 90.1 89.3 81.3 83.8 
Carbon/Hydrogen D5291 [mass %]       
Hydrogen 85.49 85.5 85.5 84.94 84.7 85.29 13.93 14.07 
Carbon 14.56 14.39 14.58 14.64 14.56 14.57 86.23 86.02 
 
Table 18 details autoignition characteristics, namely derived cetane number (DCN) and 
ignition delay (ID) for a selected list of conventional and alternative fuels. DCN is a fuel reactivity 
indicator, with higher DCN corresponding to faster ignition and shorter ID. The fuel ID represents 
the time it takes a fuel to ignite under a given set of conditions, measured from the end of 
compression until ignition is observed.  It can be seen from the DCNs that the cetane number is 
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not only dependent on fuel type, but it is also fuel structure dependent. Sasol IPK lacks n-paraffins 
and has a low DCN, while Shell SPK has greater n-paraffin concentration, specifically in the C9-
C10 range, and a significantly higher DCN than the Sasol fuel. Weakly branched iso-paraffinic 
fuels, including Cobalt ATJ-5, Shell SPK, and HEFA, have higher DCN values, while heavily 
branched iso-paraffinic fuels, such as Sasol IPK and Gevo ATJ, have relatively low cetane values. 
This is in line with general combustion theory that attributes increased reactivity with straight or 
weakly branched components and retarded ignition for more heavily branched compounds. 
Research has also demonstrated a decrease in DCN attributable to methyl and gem-dimethyl (two 
methyl groups attached at the same carbon) branch points, whereas the majority ethyl-branch 
points for Cobalt ATJ-5 may contribute to increased DCN [57]. DCN is also shown to trend 
linearly as the 50/50 blends are approximately halfway between the two fuel blendstocks. 
Table 18: Autoignition characteristics for selected fuels [58] *(value for Jet A-1 is Cetane Number [59]) 
Fuel Blend POSF DCN ID [ms] 
Amyris AMJ 700/ JP-8  50/50 7708 43.4 4.8 
Camelina/ JP-8 50/50 5704 46.9 4.2 
Cobalt/ Navy ATJ-5 neat 9697 49.2  
Cobalt ATJ-5/ JP-5 50/50 NA 45.6  
Farnesane neat 10347 58.2   
Farnesane/ Jet A-1 10/90 10348 43.6 4.8 
Farnesane/ Jet A-1 20/80 10349 45.0 4.6 
Gevo IBF002 neat 7695 15.1  
Gevo IBF002/ JP-8 50/50 7700 34.6  
Jatropha/ JP-8 50/50 5703 47.6 4.2 
Jatropha+Camelina/ JP8 50/50 5705 48.1 4.1 
Jet A neat 10325 49 4.3 
Jet A-1* neat  42  
JP5 neat 10289 43.8  
JP8 neat 4751 45.9 4.5 
R-8 neat 7272 59.1 3.4 
R-8/ Jet A 50/50 5536 50.5 3.9 
Sasol IPK neat 7629 31.3 6.9 
Sasol IPK/ JP-8  50/50 5618 39.5 5.3 
Shell SPK neat 5172 59.6 3.4 
Shell SPK/ JP-8 50/50 5834 51.2 3.9 
Swedish Biofuel/ Jet A 50/50 7658 42.6 4.9 
Syntroleum S-8 neat 5018 59.9 3.4 
Syntroleum S-8/ JP-8 50/50 5171 51.7 3.8 
Tallow/ JP-8 50/50 6406 49.8 4.0 
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4.3 AJF Specification Properties Evaluation 
Prior to evaluating the properties of selected conventional and AJF fuels and their blends, 
a brief discussion of property relations is presented. It is important to note that while some fuel 
properties can be modeled as linear relations dependent solely on fuel composition, others are more 
complex and cannot be simplified to a purely compositional relation. These properties require 
detailed compositional analyses to identify fuel components that may influence resultant properties 
to a greater degree than other chemical compounds present in the fuel. Due to these complicated 
interactions, comprehensive fuel property data is required for accurate property evaluations. 
4.3.1 Linear properties 
Density can be represented by the model in Equation (8) where i represents an individual 
fuel mixture component, w is the component mass fraction, and r is the density of corresponding 







The component mass fractions can be directly related to the known molecular weight of the 
component, the molecular weight of the fuel (MW), and the component mole fraction in the fuel 
(x) through Equation (9). As density follows linear mixing behavior, it is often used to test fuel 





Net heat of combustion can be modeled as shown in Equation (10), where ∆𝐻^,7°  is the net 
heat of combustion for each fuel component [60]. Net heat of combustion describes the energy 
released by a given fuel quantity when complete combustion is achieved with all products in the 






4.3.2 Nonlinear properties 
Numerous studies have evaluated and developed prediction models for flash point as this 
is a fuel property of utmost importance when considering fuel handling safety. Flash point 
describes fuel volatility and is designated as the temperature at which fuel vapors will autoignite 
in air. Models can utilize fuel boiling point and composition, component molecular structure, or 
vapor pressure as input parameters for several methods. When making use of fuel composition or 
boiling point, empirical regression models or artificial neural networks (ANN) are applicable. 
ANN are trained using an initial data set to determine the connections between model elements, 
providing a high performance tool for nonlinear data analysis. Molecular structure is employed 
when using a quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR). Models use Le Chatelier’s rule 
when employing vapor pressure as an input parameter, and when accurate activity coefficients are 
used, these models are found to be the most reliable. A full evaluation of the available predictive 
models for fuel flash point estimations is provided by Phoon et al., highlighting the need of 
additional experimental fuel flash point training data to make ANN and QSPR models more robust 
[61]. Final model choice will vary according to system specifics and mixture type, and when there 
is insufficient data to provide a robust model prediction, it is useful to employ correlations 
developed between fuel composition and property data.  
Similar to flash point, freezing point is another nonlinear fuel property of particular 
importance for handling and performance considerations. Ensuring that fuels do not freeze in fuel 
delivery lines, pumping systems, or storage tanks both on the ground and in the air is crucial as 
fuels may experience extremely low temperatures during operations. Frozen fuel lines on the 
ground can mean significant delays in operations while freezing experienced during flight would 
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have catastrophic consequences. Beyond providing energy for combustion, fuels serve many uses 
in aircraft systems including component anti-freeze, heat exchange fluid, and system lubricant. 
Therefore, the fuel must maintain its fluidity throughout the system environment, beyond the 
favorable, high temperature combustion conditions seen in the turbine, in order to provide 
uninterrupted flight. As discussed by Elmalik et al., freezing point non-linearity is not clearly 
understood [62]. Some freezing point enhancement, i.e. a lower freezing point, is attributed to iso-
paraffinic content while an increase in freezing point was seen in samples containing greater 
concentrations of n-paraffins. As conventional fuels are complex mixtures of hundreds of 
components, simpler models of single component or binary mixtures are not applicable in 
predicting freezing point values. Additionally, blended fuel freezing points cannot be determined 
by the weighted averages of the blendstock freezing points, but are more accurately captured by 
composition-property relations [32]. Therefore, composition based property correlations 
developed from comprehensive fuel test data sets can provide the most valuable source of freezing 
point estimations and other nonlinear blend properties. 
4.3.3 WFS and AJF Comparison 
To ensure AJF compatibility with current aerospace systems, property specifications detail 
the fuel characteristics required to meet conventional fuel standards. Table 19 lists fuel identifiers 
used for data reported in subsequent graphs detailing relevant ASTM D7566 fuel specification 
requirements for both conventional and alternative jet fuels. Results are shown for fuels from the 
2006 Coordinating Research Council (CRC) World Fuel Survey (WFS) supplemented with data 
for alternative jet fuels from the AJFTD with the number of samples for the WFS fuels indicated 
in parentheses [25], [63], [64]. Fuel selection was prioritized based on data availability, inclusion 
in ASTM approval reports, and any instances reported in relevant literature. Further information 
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on the listed fuels is provided that includes a description of the fuel manufacturer and sourcing 
details. The specification properties evaluated below include viscosity, flash point, density, 
freezing point, lubricity, hydrogen content, acid number, distillation residue, electrical 
conductivity, olefin content, aromatic content, and net heat of combustion. These physicochemical 
properties are significant when considering combustion performance, low temperature fluidity, 
fuel volatility, and aircraft range. Combustion relevant properties include aromatic content, DCN, 
distillation, flash point, hydrogen content, net heat of combustion, smoke point, and viscosity.  
Table 19: Listing of AJFs with corresponding POSF, fuel type category, manufacturer, and additional information 
ID POSF FUEL TYPE MANUFACTURER DETAILS 
JP8 4751 JP8  WPAFB Flight line 
JET A 10325 Jet A Shell NJFCP A2 (average) fuel 
FT1 5642 FT Sasol Coal-derived IPK 
FT2 5172 FT Shell  
FT2_A 5729 FT + add Shell 5172 with additives 
FT2_A2 5832 FT + add Shell same as 5729 
FT2_B 5834 FT blend Shell 50/50 blend of 5832/4751 
HEFA 5480 HEFA Syntroleum R-8 with additives 
HEFA_B 5645 HEFA blend Syntroleum 50/50 blend of 5480/4751 
ATJ 7695 ATJ Gevo Jet blend stock 
ATJ_A 7699 ATJ + add Gevo 7695 with additives 
ATJ_B 7700 ATJ blend Gevo 50/50 blend of 7457/4751 
ATJ2 8438 ATJ Gevo Jet blend stock 
ATJ2_A 10151 ATJ + add Gevo 8438 with JP8 additives 
ATJ2_B 10280 ATJ blend Gevo 50/50 blend of 10151/4751 
SKA 5698 SKA Rentech GTL FT natural-gas derived SPK 
SIP 10347 SIP AMYRIS Farnesane 
SIP_B1 10348 SIP blend AMYRIS 90/10 blend of 10325/10347 
SIP_B2 10349 SIP blend AMYRIS 80/20 blend of 10325/10347 
 
Aromatics increase fuel density and viscosity and are of immense importance to aircraft 
fuel subsystems to ensure satisfactory swelling of elastomer seals such as those used in O-ring 
seals. Fuels lacking aromatics have been shown to cause fuel system leaks due to insufficient seal 
swelling [48]. It is also critical to distinguish the type of aromatics contained within the fuels as 
the effect of various aromatics differs significantly. Fuels with similar aromatic content by volume 
percentage but varying amounts of naphthene, compounds containing at least one ring of saturated 
carbon atoms also termed cycloalkanes, can vary greatly in their viscosity, a property enhanced by 
aromatic content [26]. DeWitt et al. demonstrated the effect of aromatics addition to FT fuels and 
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concluded that fuel naphthalene content, a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), is primarily 
responsible for the favorable swelling seen in O-rings made of fluorocarbon, fluorosilicone, or 
nitrile [65]. Others have also reported seal swelling enhancement of benzyl alcohol, containing a 
single hydroxyl (OH) group [66], [67]. It is beneficial to identify the compounds that result in the 
greatest seal swell enhancement to reduce the overall level of aromatics required, thereby reducing 
emission production and improving the fuel’s overall environmental footprint. Developing 
correlations using Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP) is one route to examine aromatic 
compound and elastomer seal interaction [68]. The Skaarup method involves comparing the HSPs 
of the compounds of interest, in this case various aromatics and elastomers, to determine the 
difference between the compounds of interest [69]. This is described in Equation (11), where d 
represents the and the subscripts D, H, and P signify the dispersion, hydrogen bonding, and polar 
forces, respectively.  
 (𝑅𝑎)+ = 4(𝛿K+ − 𝛿K&)+ + (𝛿e+ − 𝛿e&)+ + (𝛿N+ − 𝛿N&)+ (11) 
Compounds with the most similar attributes, the smallest difference between the respective 
HSPs, will likely then result in greatest interaction and seal swelling. The HSPs are calculated 
from the polar, dispersion, and hydrogen bonding forces contributing to the heat of vaporization. 
This method was utilized by Al-Nuaimi et al. in their study where they identified several aromatic 
compounds including acetophenone, benzaldeyhyde, benzyl alcohol, and methyl benzonate as 
being particularly influential in providing significant seal swelling [27]. However, as seen in 
Figure 18a, AJF blend stocks lack aromatics and could pose a hazard to fuel system lines if not 
appropriately blended. To ensure proper swelling, the AJF are required to be blended with 
conventional fuels which contain aromatics and the resulting blends can be seen to contain 
appreciable aromatic content [70]. However, a specification minimum for aromatic content has 
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not been set for conventional fuels. Additionally, when aromatics are lacking in AJFs, blend limits 
can be increased by selecting fuel additives that target those physical properties requiring 
enhancement such as density. 
Density is another crucial fuel characteristic as it impacts the resulting fuel load for the 
plane and is linked to additional fuel properties such as fuel atomization and dielectric constant 
[71]. Figure 18b indicates that AJF blends fall within the specified range for density. Some neat 
AJF blend stocks (FT2, SKA) fall below the specification minimum and thus must be blended with 
higher density conventional fuels to increase fuel density to meet the density specification 
minimum. This is partly due to the lack of aromatics in many synthetic alternative fuels resulting 
from the feedstock and processing methods employed. Due to their cyclic structure, aromatics, 
along with other cyclic structures such as cycloparaffins, increase fuel density with a high carbon 
to hydrogen ratio, and therefore, density is particularly sensitive to these fuel components.  
However, unlike the improvements to fuel density, aromatics decrease net heat of 
combustion as the cyclic structures increase stability and therefore have less potential energy to 
give off. Fuel net heat of combustion indicates the energy contained within the fuel and therefore 
is an important fuel property when considering aircraft performance and flying range. Fuels that 
do not meet the minimum value would require a greater amount of fuel to provide the same energy 
as a higher net heat of combustion fuel. For planes with limited fuel payloads, having a lower net 
heat of combustion fuel would result in a shorter flying range, impacting planned flying routes and 
posing serious safety hazards if it is unaccounted for. Figure 18c indicates that all the fuels shown, 
including AJFs, meet the minimum net heat of combustion requirement. Unlike the increase in 
density seen after AJFs are blended with conventional fuels, net heat of combustion is reduced 
when neat AJFs are blended with conventional fuels containing a higher percentage of lower net 
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heat of combustion aromatic components. Fuel heat of combustion is correlated to increase linearly 
with fuel hydrogen content, and therefore fuels with high aromatic content and lower hydrogen to 
carbon content will have lower heat of combustion [72].  
 
 






































































































































































































































































Figure 18. (cont.) 
Another fuel safety property is freezing point, important when considering cold operating 
conditions at high altitudes. Fuels falling above specification maximum could pose fuel line 
hazards as the fuel may solidify, plugging fuel filters or causing fuel lines to seize up. The freezing 
point is one of the low-temperature fuel properties that is controlled in the ASTM specifications. 
This specification ensures that systems can operate reliably in expected flight conditions. The 
freezing point is determined as the temperature at which visible solid fuel wax particles disappear 
on warming. It would more aptly be termed the fuel melting point, but freezing point has been the 
term used in literature to describe this phenomenon. As shown in Figure 19a, all fuels meet the 
specification maximum of -40°C for Jet A and -47°C for JP8. There is no general trend for freezing 
point changes on AJFs as blending with conventional fuel may increase or decrease the freezing 
point from the neat AJF value depending on the specific AJF category. For the fuels shown, 
blending with conventional jet fuel increased the freezing point for ATJ and SIP fuels while 
lowering the freezing point for FT and HEFA fuels. Dimitroff et al. evaluated freezing point 
differences across conventional fuels of varying compositions and found that the greatest effect on 










































































































































concluded that for some fuels, the aromatic fraction was also important in influencing fuel freezing 
point. Others found correlations relating freezing point to the cumulative concentration of the three 
longest straight chain alkanes [74]. In the work by Solash et al., they also found freezing point 
dependence on the presence of the largest n-alkanes but not total n-alkane content, plotting inverse 
freezing point against the log of the percent molar concentration of hexadecane (C16H34) [26]. 
Additionally, they saw freezing point dependence on average fuel aromatic molecule size, a 
function of the percentage of mono and dicyclic aromatics, but this dependence was lost when 
volume percentage of aromatic content is used. These complicated relations can be seen by the 
unique freezing behavior that occurs when mixtures of fuel molecules result in freezing point 
depressions as compared to single component freezing point values. While freezing point increases 
for n-paraffins with increasing molecular weight, the freezing point trend for aromatics varies as 
molecule size is increased, with molecule symmetry strongly influencing the resulting freezing 
point. Therefore, fuel freezing point is one of the key fuel properties that is affected to varying 
degrees by the compositional classes and the respective molecule size and symmetry present in the 
complex, multi-component fuel mixtures. 
The hydrogen content of fuels is used to establish the net heat of combustion, determined 
by subtracting the hydrogen content of the fuel from the gross heat of combustion. As shown in 
Figure 19b, this value is set with a specification minimum value of 13.4% for JP8, and all fuels 
shown meet this specification value. Hydrogen content also influences fuel combustion properties 
such as smoke and flame radiation, important factors when evaluating combustion performance 
and fuel economy [75]. As hydrogen content decreases, smoke and flame radiation increase, but 
molecule branching also plays a role with more heavily branched paraffins having lower 
luminometer numbers than straight chain paraffins [76]. However, these results were found in 
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conventional, petroleum-derived fuels and are not applicable for alternative fuels where behavior 
has been seen to deviate from these conclusions [26]. 
Fuel lubricity is an important property as aviation fuel lubricates fuel system components 
including pumps, engine controls, and servo valves and can also protect against corrosion. This 
fuel property is affected by physical and chemical mechanisms, particularly the presence of heavy 
aromatics including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) that are often removed during 
hydrotreatment processes for alternative fuels [77]. Fuels with high wear scar diameters (WSD) 
are considered hard fuels with poor lubricity. Poor lubricity results in high friction and metal-to-
metal contact causing high wear rates. As shown in Figure 19c, FT1 and HEFA fuel samples would 
be considered hard fuels with ATJ falling close to the specification maximum. The poor lubricity 
of these fuels is a result of hydrocracking and other severe refining conditions that remove natural 
fuel lubricants including aromatics. The blends of these fuels with JP8 fall below the specification 
maximum and thus meet lubricity requirements [78], [79]. Similar to identifying key compounds 
that enhance seal swell so as to minimize the overall negative effects of aromatic components in 
fuels, work has been done to evaluate the efficacy of fuel additives that selectively target fuel 
lubricity. In particular, it has been shown that depending on the class of additive used, a particular 
range of concentrations will result in lubricity improvements while concentrations below or above 
this range may not result in any additional enhancement [80]. Additional studies identified varying 
effects on lubricity enhancement from oxygenated fuel components depending on functional group 
with carboxyl groups having the greatest impact on reducing mean wear scar diameter (MWSD), 
thus enhancing lubricity [81]. In this same study, it was found that increasing chain length of fatty 
acid methyl esters (FAMEs) from C9 to C12 and above resulted in a significant improvement in 













































































































































































































































































































































































































Viscosity is a key fuel property when considering operations at low-temperature conditions 
found in the high-altitude environments where jet fuels are utilized. Fuel viscosity relates to fuel 
pumpability over the operational temperature range and fuel atomization in the nozzle spray. The 
specification max of 8.0 mm2/s is met by all fuels excluding farnesane (SIP) as shown in Figure 
20a. Due to its high viscosity, SIP fuels are limited to a max 10% blending level as annexed under 
D7566 Annex A3, but this blending level can be even lower in cases of viscosity exceeding 
permissible values due to the specific SIP that is blended [82]. As fuel viscosity relates to fuel 
atomization, fuels with high viscosity values will not properly atomize in the combustion zone, 
resulting in poor combustion stability. Fuel viscosity has been shown to increase as fuel distillation 
end-point increases, while hydrogenation processing steps can either increase or decrease viscosity 
depending on which fuel components are hydrogenated. Saturating monocyclic aromatics 
increases viscosity while the same processing on fused aromatic rings decreases viscosity [83]. 
This is a result of molecular structural changes as methyl group substitution on the benzene ring 
can result in restricted intramolecular motion that has been shown to increase viscosity [84]. 
Conversely, when fused aromatic rings are hydrogenated, viscosities decrease as the rigidity of the 
molecule is decreased along with increasing intramolecular motion. Fuel atomization is 
particularly relevant when examining combustion performance as fuel’s with poor atomization 
result in inconsistent fuel spray and droplet breakup. These create conditions in the combustor 
where fuel may accumulate and create localized high temperature regions, resulting in damage to 
the engine with continued use. Poor atomization also contributes to decreased combustion 
efficiency, resulting in greater emissions production as the fuel is not fully combusted. Studies 
evaluating spray formation and droplet breakup have shown the variation that exists across fuel 
types. Work by Le Clercq showed changes in the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) with an increase 
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of approximately 14% for FSJF and a reduction near 8% for HEFA fuels as compared to a 
reference Jet A-1 sample [6]. The fuels identified in the NJFCP program span conventional and 
extreme fuel properties found in current and potential aviation fuels. Specifically, category A fuels 
1 – 3 rank conventional fuels from best to worst with A1 (JP-8) being the best case fuel, A2 (Jet 
A) as the intermediate case, and A3 (JP-5) considered as the worst case fuel based on their 
combustion behavior resulting from their individual physicochemical properties including 
aromatic content, flash point, and viscosity [85]. Category C fuels encompass AJFs with both 
normal and extreme property fuels represented to elucidate the effects of particular fuel properties 
or compositions found in jet fuels or at the edges of the jet fuel experience base. In particular, C3 
is a high viscosity fuel composed of a 64% A3 and 36% farnesane (C15H32). 
In the first combusting fuel experiments conducted at Argonne National Laboratory using 
high speed X-ray phase-contrast imaging, A2 and C3 fuels were evaluated for spray breakup at 
varying flow rates and inlet preheat temperatures. Results from this work demonstrated the 
enhanced ligament formation and droplet diameters in the high viscosity fuel. However, the work 
also identified inlet preheat temperature as having a stronger impact on spray atomization than fuel 
viscosity, attributed to additional breakup mechanisms that are enhanced by heat release from fuel 
preheating and improved combustion efficiency [86]. Additional spray asymmetry resulted from 
coking buildup on the fuel injector nozzle. This resulted in poor atomization of the fuel spray, 
causing fuel buildup on rig optical windows and additional combustion instability. With fuel 
pooling on the windows, high temperature concentrations and accelerated sooting occurred, 
causing an eventual blow-out of the rig optical window. This demonstrated the importance of 
proper fuel vaporization and atomization on resulting engine operability and long-term usage 
considerations.  
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The flash point of fuels is another important characteristic when dealing with fuel safety 
and is the most widely used property when evaluating the flammability hazard of combustible 
liquids. As seen in Figure 20b, all AJFs meet the specification minimum of 38°C for fuel flash 
point. Fuels that fall below this value are considered hazardous due to their possibility of 
autoignition in air. The flash points of neat AJFs are slightly reduced when blended with 
conventional fuels but still remain above the flash point specification minimum. Flash point can 
be increased by increasing the initial boiling point of the fuel. As described by Affens et al., there 
is a conflicting impact of using smaller hydrocarbons to depress fuel freezing point as these 
molecules will also decrease fuel flash point, increasing fuel ignitability [33]. Specifically, for 
naval military fuels with a combined high flash point minimum of 60°C and low flash point 
maximum of -46°C, it is not optimal to produce this fuel cut from all available crude fuel supplies. 
Additionally, straight chain molecules, n-alkanes, have increased reactivity and therefore reduce 
flash point as compared to branched or cyclic molecules that are more resistant to ignition due to 
the increased stability of branched molecules. 
The electrical conductivity characteristic of fuels is an important specification as the range 
indicates a satisfactory level that can effectively enhance the relaxation of electrostatic charges 
thereby lessening the probability of hazardous static discharges. Figure 20c indicates the specified 
range for electrical conductivity bounded between 50 and 150 picosiemens for JP-8 or between 50 
and 450 piecosiemens for Jet A. For fuels falling below the specification minimum, a static 
dissipater additive is required to increase the electrical conductivity value. Without this additive, 
the low fuel conductivity can cause a serious hazard when handling aviation fuels.  
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Thermal oxidation stability is an important fuel property to consider as fuels must be able 
to withstand the high thermal stresses experienced during normal aircraft operations. Fuels that 
degrade will form solids that damage system components by coating surfaces and plugging filters 
and nozzles [87]. In particular, olefins were shown to increase deposit formation. Olefin content 
of fuels is a property controlled by thermal stability and existent gum requirements but does not 
have an explicit specification minimum or maximum. Olefins are more reactive than other 
hydrocarbons as they contain non-conjugated double bonds, with lower hydrogen-to-carbon ratios 
than paraffins. High temperature stability and storage stability suffer with increasing olefin 
content, and thus their use is usually limited in aircraft fuels to 1% or less. Figure 21a displays the 
values for selected fuels with most fuels having olefin content around 2% or less excluding 2 fuel 
samples from Africa and FT1 fuel. Distillation residue provides one of the controls of the 
distillation process with the other controlling factor being distillation loss. Figure 21c indicates 
that the AJFs all fall below the specification maximum for this requirement. The two fuel samples 
from Africa from the 2006 CRC WFS exceed the specification maximum, one example of the 
observed fuel variability based on geographic sourcing. Figure 21b indicates the acid number 
specification (also termed acidity) results for the CRC WFS fuels and the AJFs that are included. 
All the fuels included are well below the acid number specification max value of 0.015 for JP-8 































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4 AJF Variability Statistical Analysis 
Using AJFTD property data for neat conventional and alternative fuels, we established 
thermophysical property relations following the evaluation of fuel variability. Table 20 provides a 
statistical analysis of the variability of thermophysical property relations for Fit-for-Purpose (FFP) 
properties of selected AJF categories, where FSJF represents Fully Synthetic Jet Fuel [88]. These 
properties include speed of sound, viscosity, density, specific heat, and surface tension. The 
conclusion of D4054 FFP Review stated that overall trends for thermophysical property relations 
were qualitatively similar, suggesting that fuels behave independent of processing method. In this 
study, we sought to provide a quantitative analysis of the observed trends and found that significant 
variance occurs in all examined fuel properties excluding surface tension. Categories with 
significant variance (P<0.05) from conventional values, where WFS results are the hypothesized 
population mean, are indicated in bold font. All of the evaluated properties contained at least one 
AJF category with significant variance from the WFS mean, excluding surface tension. Additional 
slope results for hydrocarbon groupings (HC1, HC2) as well as CRC handbook values are 
included, but these categories were excluded from the analyses of slope deviation from WFS fuels 
as they do not represent AJF categories [89]. For fuel properties with set acceptable value ranges, 
expected property values using a 95% confidence interval remain within the specification 
requirements.  
Table 20: Statistical analysis results for slope variability for thermophysical property relations for AJFs 
Speed of Sound Slope Intercept T-test 
WFS -4.113 1403.7 
 
FT -3.974 1399.4 0.0686 
HEFA -2.748 1371.4 0.0010 
HCs -3.641 1339.6  
Viscosity [y=bmx] m b T-test 
WFS 0.9750 2.8487  
FT 0.9758 2.9994 0.7989 
SKA 0.9815 3.0912 0.0015 
HEFA 0.9777 2.8944 0.0137 
2nd Gen 0.9708 3.2623 0.3013 
HCs 0.9890 1.8502  
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Table 20. (cont.)    
Density Slope Intercept T-test 
WFS -0.7216 815.49  
FT -0.7376 777.68 0.0778 
SKA -0.7439 796.76 0.0239 
Renewable -0.7419 796.87 0.1694 
HC1 -0.8881 826.87  
HC2 -0.8651 825.48  
CRC -0.7723 817.66  
Specific Heat Slope Intercept T-test 
WFS 0.0036 1.5597  
FT 0.0030 1.7845 0.0466 
FT 2 0.0032 1.7732 0.0763 
HEFA 0.0037 2.0513 0.4214 
2nd Gen 0.0037 1.8663 0.8462 
FSJF 0.0018 1.5797 4.7E-06 
HCs 0.0042 1.7836  
CRC 0.0035 1.7233  
Surface Tension Slope Intercept T-test 
WFS -0.0751 27.407  
FT & HEFA -0.0741 25.921 0.8581 
SPK -0.0800 25.873 0.2261 
Renewables -0.0771 26.687 0.4125 
CRC -0.0443 15.971  
 
Thermophysical relations were then derived from the property slope variability results and are 
shown in Table 21. These relations for WFS, conventional fuels, and AJFs were used to compute 
95% confidence intervals for expected property value ranges for properties listed in the 
specification requirements and are shown in the subsequent section.  Not all AJF categories 
contained data for the properties examined, so results are shown where relevant data was available. 
These equations can inform readers as to the expected values for these properties over a selected 
range of temperatures when experimental data is not available.  
Table 21: Thermophysical property relations for AJFs 
Viscosity Equation 
WFS y= 2.849*0.9750x 
FT y= 2.999*0.9758x 
SKA y= 3.091*0.9815x 
HEFA y= 2.894*0.9777x 
2nd Gen y= 3.262*0.9708x 
HCs y= 1.850*0.9890x 
Density Equation 
WFS y= -0.7216x +815.5 
FT y= -0.7376x +777.7 
SKA y= -0.7439x +796.8 
Density Equation 
Renewable y= -0.7419x +796.9 
HCs 1 y= -0.8881x +826.9 
HCs 2 y= -0.8651x +825.5 
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Table 21. (cont.)  
CRC y= -0.7723x +817.7 
Specific Heat Equation 
WFS y= 0.0036x +1.560 
FT y= 0.0030x +1.784 
FT 2 y= 0.0032x +1.773 
HEFA y= 0.0037x +2.051 
FSJF y= 0.0018x +1.580 
2nd Gen y= 0.0037x +1.866 
HCs y= 0.0042x +1.784 
CRC y= 0.0035x +1.723 
Speed of Sound Equation 
WFS y= -4.113x +1403.7 
FT y= -3.974x +1399.4 
HEFA y= -2.748x +1371.4 
HCs y= -3.641x +1339.6 
Isentropic Bulk Modulus Equation 
WFS y= -10.715x +1629 
Boeing HEFA y= -7.957x +1720 
FT y= -9.864x +1603 
Surface Tension Equation 
WFS y= -0.0751x +27.4 
FT & HEFA y= -0.0741x +25.9 
SPK y= -0.0800x +25.9 
Renewables y= -0.0771x +26.7 
CRC y= -0.0443x +16.0 
Thermal Conductivity Equation 
Renewables y= -1.43E-04x +1.16E-01 
FT y= -4.72E-05x +1.34E-01 
FSJF y= -3.11E-07x +2.98E-04 
HEFA y= -8.52E-05x +1.05E-01 
 
Table 22 details the expected ranges for viscosity and density given the variability observed 
from fuel type data as listed in approval reports. Of the thermophysical properties reported in 
previous section, only viscosity and density are currently set in ASTM specifications for AJFs. 
The tables indicate the given fuel types meet specification requirements excluding FT and SKA 
exceeding density requirements. As these fuels only slightly exceed the listed fuel specifications, 
it can be safely assumed that for actual fuel production, fuel producers are able to meet the required 
values with slight modifications to the processing procedures. From these results, we conclude that 
although the previous thermophysical relations indicated significant variation from conventional 




Table 22. Expected AJF viscosity range @ -40°C and -20°C and density range @ 15°C 
Viscosity Equation Low Range -40°C -20°C High Range -40°C -20°C 
FT y=2.999*0.9758x y=2.6*0.9697x 8.94 4.83 y=3.4*0.9820x 7.01 4.87 
SKA y=3.091*0.9815x y=2.8*0.9789x 6.63 4.33 y=3.4*0.9842x 6.36 4.62 
HEFA y=2.894*0.9777x y=2.6*0.9760x 6.77 4.16 y=3.2*0.9794x 7.42 4.90 
WFS y=2.849*0.9750x y=2.7*0.9743x 7.73 4.59 y=3.0*0.9758x 7.93 4.86 
2nd Gen y=3.262*0.9708x y=2.5*0.9631x 11.39 5.37 y=4.0*0.9784x 9.55 6.18 
HCs y=1.850*0.9890x y=1.4*0.9881x 2.26 1.78 y=2.3*0.9899x 3.46 2.82 
Density Equation Low Range 15°C  High Range 15°C  
WFS y=-0.7216x +815.5 y=-0.7366x +807.2 796.1  y=-0.7067x +823.8 813.2  
WFSlight+heavy y=-0.7225x +815.5 y=-0.7367x +807.6 796.5  y=-0.7084x +823.5 812.9  
FT y=-0.7376x +777.7 y=-0.7459x +765.6 754.4  y=-0.7294x +789.8 778.9*  
SKA y=-0.7439x +796.8 y=-0.7543x +780.9 769.6  y=-0.7334x +812.6 801.6*  
Renewable y=-0.7419x +796.9 y=-0.7649x +788.7 777.2  y=-0.7190x +805.1 794.3  
HCs 1 y=-0.8881x +826.9 y=-0.9071x +791.8 778.2  y=-0.8690x +861.9 848.9  
HCs 2 y=-0.8651x +825.5 y=-0.8831x +790.2 777.0  y=-0.8470x +860.7 848.0  
CRC y=-0.7723x +817.7 y=-0.8118x +796.4 784.2  y=-0.7327x +838.9 828.0  
D7566 Limits: Viscosity@ -40°C – max: 12 mm2/s, @ -20°C – max: 8 mm2/s, Density: FT – 730-770 kg/m3, SKA – 775-800 kg/m3 
 
The correlations for AJFs and conventional fuels can vary significantly based on fuel origin 
and processing. Future examinations involving a large representative fuel dataset can establish 
commonly applicable property and performance indicators to quickly compare new fuels with 
fuels in the experience base. This evaluation of AJF specification property variability can be used 
when determining property constraints for new fuel blends as more variable properties can be 
appropriately controlled by specification limits. It is also important to note that certain ASTM 
standard property calculation methods have not been validated for AJFs. These test methods 
include net heat of combustion (D3338), hydrogen content (D3343), and cetane index (D4737).  
It is critical to evaluate both physical and chemical properties of fuels as performance 
dependence varies with temperature regimes. For high temperatures, combustion performance is 
dependent on fuel chemical kinetic properties described by DCN. In low temperatures, physical 
fuel properties determine performance as this region is dominated by the spray and evaporative 
regime described by fuel distillation properties as droplet volatility is an ignition predictor in the 
low temperature regime. The influence of temperature on fuel combustion performance will be 
examined in the following chapter through experimental and modeling efforts.  
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4.5 Evolution of AJF Certification  
Recent fuel certification discussions focus on pathways to streamline the multi-year AJF 
approval process by limiting fuel approval to final blend component composition. The ASTM 
Generic Annex had been proposed as a route to introduce alternative aviation fuels into the pipeline 
by establishing conservative blending limits that could ensure fuel properties were appropriately 
controlled. This method would ignore feedstock considerations and eliminate the need for 
prototype testing. The effort aimed to develop a controllable method by which to input blendstock 
properties and predict final blend properties. The blend level for alternative fuels was proposed to 
be capped at 10% by volume, much lower than the 50% blending limit allowed for AJFs annexed 
under ASTM D7566. This low blending level was targeted to control fuel property variability, as 
alternative fuels introduced at such reduced ratios would have little discernable impact on 
observable fuel properties. As a result, these fuels could forgo extensive rig testing, reducing both 
the time and cost for bringing such fuels into the marketplace. This would have significant 
advantages for fuel producers and investors who seek to mitigate risks involved with developing 
new alternative fuels, opening them up to increased markets even at low blending levels. 
After further discussions with OEMs and other stakeholders involved in the jet fuel 
marketplace, it was decided that the Generic Annex would be replaced with a less aggressive Fast 
Track proposal. This route would be an option that allows emerging AJFs, resembling 
conventional jet fuel in their chemical composition, to receive reduced fuel testing as part of the 
D4054 qualification process. Having a controllable method by which to input blend stock 
properties and predict final blend properties would support the goals of more readily introducing 
AJFs into the blended aviation fuel market. FCAST, the most extensive chemometric software on 
alternative fuels, developed by the Naval Research Laboratory, is one such effort aimed at 
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addressing this goal. FCAST predicts global performance parameters of fuels and their blends 
based on GCxMS and physical properties. This software utilizes Partial Least Squares (PLS) 
regression analysis for relevant fuel specification properties, validated on an extensive 
conventional fuel property library from the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). Preliminary testing 
of FCAST with AJFs from the AJFTD indicated that FCAST in its current format could not 
accurately predict fuel properties for the more extreme AJFs. These results are discussed in further 
detail in Chapter 5. Adapting the current format of the FCAST software to include datasets from 
AJFs will be a crucial step in validating its applicability for future ASTM AJF approval routes. 
The aim to streamline fuel certification through controllable fuel blend property prediction drives 
further software development. The advancement of fuel analysis techniques and their 
incorporation into fuel screening procedure and specification requirements will be another avenue 
to further streamline the AJF approval process. Utilizing two-dimensional gas chromatography, 
GCxGC, can be especially beneficial for alternative fuels as it is uniquely able to capture fuel 
compositional features such as cycloparaffinic and heavily branched paraffinic content [90]. 
Efforts to standardize GCxGC testing methods will be crucial to its inclusion under ASTM D7566 
specifications as currently methodology varies significantly from lab to lab conducting GCxGC 
analysis, reflecting the diverse fuel testing aims of the individual lab groups. 
4.6 Conclusions 
This work reviewed AJF certification, provided relevant fuel physicochemical data, and 
determined existing property variability for annexed AJFs under ASTM D7566. Although 
significant thermophysical property variance exists for AJFs, the variability was not so great as to 
result in expected property values outside of specification ranges. Additionally, most AJF blend 
stocks meet ASTM D7566 requirements, and all AJF fuel blends satisfy property specifications. 
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Valuable data supplied in this work supports future certification efforts aimed at reducing 
prohibitive costs of the approval process for experimental AJFs. Prior proposals, such as the 
ASTM Generic Annex, sought to control fuel properties through conservative fuel blend limits to 
open the door for fuel producers to bring new fuels online. Looking beyond these conservative 
limits, fuel producers seek to evaluate the impact of higher alternative blendstock ratios on overall 
blend properties. The knowledge that fuel properties can be predicted by fuel compositional 
features can improve AJF certification by removing the need for evaluations based on feedstock 
or processing method. As aptly stated, “hydrocarbons don’t know where they come from,” 
therefore it is more important to consider the fuel chemical makeup [88]. This knowledge can 
enhance fuel analysis tools that utilize chemometric analysis, such as NRL’s FCAST software, to 
provide property predictions for fuel blends. As new fuels are integrated into the aviation fuel 
pipeline, there will likely be a re-examination of specification requirements to more accurately 
control properties based on actual fuel performance metrics and not simply existing legacy 
concerns. Implementing new analysis methods such as two-dimensional gas chromatography, 
GCxGC, could also become an avenue for future specification modification. It is essential that fuel 
certification processes reflect the latest analysis tools to ensure efficient and effective approval 
methods are in place to accommodate the ongoing development of AJFs. 
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CHAPTER 5: ALTERNATIVE & CONVENTIONAL FUEL AUTOIGNITION  
With key fuel physicochemical variability quantified, further investigations were 
conducted into the compositional influence on combustion performance. To seamlessly integrate 
alternative fuels in blends with conventional fuels, it is important to investigate their autoignition 
characteristics over a range of operating conditions particularly at the edges of the operational 
envelope. Recently published chemical kinetic mechanisms were used to evaluate autoignition 
characteristics for conventional and alternative fuels at low to intermediate temperatures and lean 
combustion conditions. These kinetic models were examined for their predictive capabilities of 
ignition delay times and compared against measured experimental results from direct test chamber 
(DTC) rapid compression machine (RCM) tests. Cases were evaluated in the low to intermediate 
temperature regime for lean to stoichiometric mixtures at compressed pressures in the range of 10 
bar to 20 bar. These test cases represent conditions at the edge of the operational performance 
envelope for jet engines that are relevant for lean blowout (LBO) concerns and startup operations. 
Specific temperature, equivalence ratio, and pressure conditions will be detailed for each 
evaluation with brief conclusions summarizing the major findings at the end of each of the in 
subsequent studies.  
5.1 Introduction 
5.1.1 Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental results used to evaluate the kinetic models were obtained using an RCM 
that generates conditions relevant to real world applications. A full and cutaway schematic of the 
current DTC RCM setup at UIUC is shown in Figure 22. The DTC method for fuel charge 
preparation offers several advantages over the traditional bulk preparation method for RCM 
testing. The first is eliminating the need for an external mixing vessel as fuel is directly injected 
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into the test chamber, minimizing equipment and risks for additional thermal or fuel leaks in supply 
lines. Additionally, a lower initial charging temperature and pressure is required, reducing fuel 
pyrolysis that can occur when high temperature and pressure conditions exist prior to ignition. As 
the fuel is directly injected, there is greater control and precision over the fuel injection resulting 
in more accurate fuel mixtures for improved repeatability over the testing series. Further details of 
the DTC method are discussed by Allen et al. [14]. 
A synthetic dry air mixture of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen is used for the testing studies, 
and fuel is injected in varying amounts (15 – 100 mg) to provide the desired equivalence ratio with 
a Bosch fuel injector (model 1353 7591 623). The combustion chamber and cylinder are preheated 
prior to fuel injection, allowing sufficient mixing time (~4 minutes) after injection to achieve a 
homogenous fuel mixture prior to compressing the gaseous mixture. A pneumatically driven and 
hydraulically stopped piston, simulating a single compression stroke in a reciprocating engine, 
compresses the fuel and air mixture to achieve the desired compressed pressure (Pc) while 
compression ratio and stroke are adjusted to achieve the desired compressed temperature (Tc). 
Smaller compression ratios provide lower combustion temperatures, while stroke length changes 
achieve higher temperatures. Boundary roll-up vortices are minimized by using a creviced piston 
design to ensure the validity of the adiabatic core assumption as described by Mittal et al. [91]. A 
Kistler pressure transducer (model 6125B21) combined with a Kistler dual mode signal amplifier 
(model 5010) record the pressure trace from the RCM, followed by filtering through a 5000 Hz 
cutoff low pass Butterworth filter. Autoignition data including ignition delay (ID) and Tc are then 
derived from the measure pressure trace.  
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Figure 22. Direct test chamber rapid compression machine (DTC RCM) full and cross-section schematics 
5.1.2 Autoignition Calculations 
The compressed gas temperatures, Tc, are calculated at top dead center (TDC) at the end 
of the compression stroke. These temperatures are the reference temperatures when comparing 
RCM experimental data with subsequent autoignition simulations. As the creviced piston removes 
significant boundary roll-up vortices, an adiabatic core in the combustion chamber post-
compression can be assumed. This enables Tc calculation by the relationship: 
   (12) 
where γ is temperature-dependent specific heat ratio, P is pressure, T is temperature, and the 
subscripts denote initial (0) and compressed (c) conditions. Temperature-dependent specific heat 
ratios for all gas-phase species present during combustion must be known to compute Tc. As 
conventional fuels are complex mixtures of hundreds of hydrocarbon species undergoing 
thousands of reactions producing hundreds of additional intermediate compounds, the true fuel gas 














thermodynamic property approximations using more simplified fuel surrogates. The fuel 
surrogates are then used to model the fuel in chemical kinetics simulations. Tc calculation 
uncertainty derives from measurement error for pressure, temperature, and volume at initial and 
compressed conditions, injected fuel mass, thermophysical property data error. These errors are 
described by Min et al. and are attributed with ±1.25% error for Tc, or 8 – 9 K given the temperature 
conditions studied [92].  
RCM results are used to calculate fuel ID, defined as the time required for a fuel to 
autoignite following compression. For RCM tests, this time begins at TDC and ends at the ignition 
point when peak pressure rise occurs, calculated as the maximum in the first derivative of pressure 
with respect to time (dP/dt) as shown in Figure 23 for a sample RCM pressure trace. Figure 23 
displays a two stage ignition event where overall ignition delay (τ) comprises initial heat release 
from first stage ignition, defined as τ1, and second stage ignition heat release, τ2, which is 
considered the main ignition event. This multi-stage ignition is due to complex low temperature 
chemistry that will be discussed in the subsequent section.  
 
Figure 23. Ignition delay schematic with RCM pressure trace (solid line), first derivative of pressure trace (dashed 
line)overall ignition delay t = t 1 + t 2 and t 1 - first stage ignition delay, t 2 - second stage ignition delay 
5.1.3 Low to Intermediate Temperature Chemistry 
Multi-stage ignition events result from unique negative temperature coefficient (NTC) 
combustion phenomena. NTC behavior occurs in low to intermediate temperature combustion and 



























varies across fuel types. In this combustion zone, fuels exhibit increased reactivity with decreasing 
temperatures and reduced reactivity with increasing temperatures. NTC behavior occurs due to the 
opposing effects of low temperature chain branching and radical propagation pathways. Therefore, 
particular fuel reactivity will depend on the paraffinic bonding environment present in highly 
paraffinic fuels. Combined with low temperature reaction pathways, NTC phenomena results in 
complex intermediate temperature reaction chemistry. The first stage heat release results in higher 
intermediate temperatures that reverse the branching reactions and cause a sharp rise in pressure 
associated with the main ignition event.  
Much of the dedicated research into kinetic pathways has focused on the high temperature 
regime (above 1000 K), where the complex oxidation chemistry of hydrocarbons relevant for 
conventional fossil fuels has been the primary focus. At high temperatures, fuel species readily 
combust into alkyl radicals and proceed through fast high temperature kinetic pathways [93]. 
These pathways are similar across fuel types, and thus, comparable fuel reactivity was seen at high 
temperatures. Kinetic model reaction rates evolve from evaluating the rate constants of the 
elementary steps, dependent on pressure and temperature. These kinetic models, even for the 
oxidation of simple species such as methane, can include tens of thousands of reactions and 
species.  
However, interesting pathways evolve in lower temperature zones, resulting in unique 
ignition phenomena as one moves from high, into intermediate and low temperature kinetics. For 
low temperature alkane combustion chemistry, kinetic modeling attributes the chain branching 
reaction: 
 R + O2 ⇔ RO2 ⇔ QOOH (+O2) ⇔ OOQOOH → 2OH + products (13) 
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as the dominant reaction pathway [94]. Low temperature oxidation chemistry has been a source of 
much debate, as Zador described: “the complexity of this class of reaction alone has supported 
dozens of studies and engendered decades of controversy” [95]. The low temperature regime is 
inherently more complex than high temperature chemistry due to the number of competing 
reactions occurring, producing intermediates that can drive or delay ignition unlike the high 
temperature environment where autoignition proceeds rapidly. Mechanism generators have been 
developed to efficiently build low temperature kinetic models.  
However, there remain significant gaps in our understanding of fundamental n-alkane 
oxidation processes, specifically in the low temperature regime. The commonly cited low 
temperature chain branching model is an approximation that enables sufficient kinetic modeling 
without fully capturing the detailed chemistry [96], [97]. Isomerization (RO2 ⇔ QOOH) and 
equilibrium (R + O2 ⇔ RO2) reactions control the overall reaction rate. The presence or lack of 
aromatics and the level of branching in alkanes determine the availability of intermediate products 
that govern the reaction pathways. Aromatics have been shown to result in radical scavenging in 
intermediate reaction steps when they react directly with excess oxygen to produce peroxy radicals 
and bridged structures, slowing overall reaction rates. Meanwhile, fractions of remaining 
paraffinic groups influence the rate of H atom transfer and the stability of RO2 adducts occurring 
in the isomerization reaction of RO2 ⇔ QOOH, controlling global chain branching rates. 
Especially at low combustion temperatures, the proportion of n-alkanes present in a fuel determine 
the size of the radical pool that is produced during oxidative reactions as ignition occurs.  
5.2 Fuel Studies 
Previous works have evaluated applications of alternative and conventional jet fuel blends. 
Hui et al. [5] examined three FT-SPK and three HRJ (HEFA) fuels to determine relevant 
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combustion features including Derived Cetane Number (DCN), laminar flame speed, and ignition 
delay times. DCN indicates relative ignition propensity of fuels and relies on fuel physicochemical 
properties. There are several approved ASTM test methods for determining DCN, but the use of 
fuel Cetane Index (ASTM D976 and D4737) to determine DCN is not an accurate representation 
for synthesized paraffinic fuels. It relies on correlations that were developed for conventional 
petroleum-derived fuels for physical properties including density and distillation recovery 
temperatures for 10%, 50%, and 90% recovery. DCN is one example of a fuel combustion indicator 
that may not transfer to AJFs if based on historical correlations developed for conventional fuels. 
The results of the studies conducted over a range of fuel/air mixtures and compressed temperatures 
indicated that the highly n-paraffinic composition of alternative jet results in faster ignition 
compared to traditional Jet-A. Another study by Allen et al. focused on USN jet fuel, JP-5, and 
camelina-based USN fuel equivalent, HRJ-5. The lean, low temperature rapid compression 
machine (RCM) test conditions confirmed the enhanced reactivity of the paraffinic HRJ fuels as 
seen in prior studies [6]. 
Different approaches exist for developing surrogate formulations to use when modeling real 
fuels in chemical kinetics simulations. There are a number of chemical kinetics models available 
for use in the literature, varying greatly in the number of reactions and species, ranging from 
detailed mechanisms with thousands of species and reactions to simplified skeletal models with 
10 ~ 100 species and reactions. As real fuels contain hundreds to thousands of compounds, 
developing a simplified surrogate is necessary for autoignition simulations. In the early stages of 
fuel modeling, proposed surrogates reflected the philosophy of capturing as close as possible the 
various physicochemical characteristics of the fuels, such as chemical class makeup, combustion 
indicators, and physical properties. Surrogates often contained over 10 individual compounds in 
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order to match the many attributes identified in the real fuel. As fuel modeling research evolved, 
applications of kinetics modeling to real engine environments required vastly simplified surrogate 
formulations, limiting fuel modelers to a handful of species and reactions to describe the complex 
combustion chemistry. Some developed surrogates to reflect a particular feature of interest such 
as autoignition phenomena or sooting behaviors. For the following studies, the selected surrogate 
species reflect real fuel chemical features by representing the functional chemical groups found in 
the fuels. This enabled an examination of the prominent reaction chemistry responsible for the 
oxidation of the tested fuels. Much of the detailed chemical kinetics work found in literature 
focuses on short chain alkanes and, therefore, is not relevant to jet fuel with longer chain 
hydrocarbons in the range of C8 to C16. This is particularly important for low temperature 
combustion, where the fuel’s n-alkane fraction controls the availability of radicals for oxidation.  
Interesting differences appear between petroleum-based and alternative jet fuels as one 
moves from high to low temperature combustion regimes. At high temperatures, alternative and 
conventional fuels exhibit similar reactivity. In low to intermediate temperatures, unique features 
become apparent with enhanced reactivity for alternative fuels as discussed previously. 
Additionally, both alternative and conventional fuels display multi-stage ignition in lean mixture 
conditions (f= 0.25), unlike single-stage or two-stage ignition typically observed for richer fuel 
mixtures at similar temperature conditions. Multi-stage ignition consists of three main heat release 
points, with the second heat release event considered as the main ignition. In contrast, richer 
conditions experience a dramatically sharp main ignition, sometimes preceded by a less intense 
first ignition, which generally corresponds to entrance into the negative-temperature coefficient 
(NTC) regime. Low temperatures and lean fuel mixtures significantly strain the ignition process 
and can have a large impact on the performance of engines at the edges of their operation envelope 
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or near catastrophic blow out conditions. These unique autoignition phenomena are presented in 
the following fuel studies for both conventional and alternative fuels with further discussions of 
the impact of fuel compositional variability on reaction chemistry and combustion performance. 
Chemical kinetics simulation results provide insight into ignition chemistry intricacies occurring 
in lean fuel mixtures at low to intermediate temperatures, including the NTC region.  
5.2.1 JP-8/5 and HRJ-8/5 
In this first study, conventional military jet fuel United States Air Force (USAF) JP-8 and 
United States Navy (USN) JP-5 were evaluated with their AJF counterparts, HRJ-8 and HRJ-5 
[98]. Kinetic models were used to examine simulation agreement with observed experimental 
results taken at TC from 640 K to 710 K, PC = 20 bar, and lean fuel mixtures of ϕ = 0.25 and 0.5.  
Hydrotreated Renewable Jet (HRJ), now termed Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids (HEFA), 
was certified in 2011 for 50% by volume blends with conventional jet fuels [4]. HEFA is produced 
from hydroprocessing esters and fatty acids through a process of refining natural (plant or animal 
based) oils. Oxygen bonds and double-carbon bonds are first saturated with hydrogen, converting 
lipids to saturated hydrocarbons (HCs), or synthetic paraffins. The HCs are then selectively 
cracked and isomerized to produce primarily diesel, jet fuel, and propane.  
As previous studies indicated, HEFA fuels exhibit greater reactivity due to their highly n-
paraffinic composition, lacking aromatics present in conventional fuels [9]. Lightly branched 
paraffins in HEFA fuels also enhance reactivity, as prior studies by Ji et al. found a reduction in 
reactivity with increased branching [10]. They suggested decreased reactivity could result from 
propene, allyl, and iso-butene formation during intermediate reactions, providing unreactive, H-
scavenging compounds. C1 to C4 intermediates, whose quantities depend on initial fuel 
decomposition reactions, were also shown to exert influence on overall flame reactivity. 
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Several kinetic models were evaluated for their predictive capabilities of autoignition 
characteristics as compared to experimental results from Valco et al. [11]. Kinetic models from 
Ranzi [12], Dooley [13], and Aachen [7] groups were used to simulate conventional Jet A at the 
experimental conditions, even if these conditions were outside of the region specified by the 
model. Table 23 shows total species and reactions for the three mechanisms with their respective 
surrogates utilized in the initial evaluation.  
Table 23. Details of evaluated chemical mechanisms 
Mechanism # Species # Reactions Surrogate Component Mixture (mass %) 
Malewicki 2nd Gen. (UIC) 2080 8310 n-dodecane/ iso-octane/ 1,3,5-TMB/ n-propylbenzene 
(49.6/ 24.3/ 6.3/ 19.8) 
Ranzi (Politecnico di Milano) 328 9570 n-dodecane/ methylcyclohexane/ o-xylene  
(57/ 21/ 22) 
Aachen (RWTH Aachen) 118 527 n-decane/ 1,2,4-TMB  
(80/ 20) 
 
Figure 24 shows the measured experimental trace and surrogate results, indicating close 
agreement for both Dooley and Ranzi mechanisms while the Aachen mechanism failed to show 
ignition for both cases. The Dooley and Ranzi mechanisms replicated multi-stage ignition for ϕ = 
0.25 and single-stage ignition for ϕ = 0.5. Both mechanisms over-predict final pressure and under-
predict ID. Based on initial simulation results, the Ranzi mechanism was selected for further 
investigations of reaction chemistry in lean, low temperature conditions. 
 
Figure 24. Mechanism evaluation for ϕ = 0.25 (1st, 2nd, 3rd stage ignition indicated) and ϕ = 0.5 
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Fuel chemical compositions were examined using total ion chromatograms (TIC) shown 
in Figure 25 where peaks corresponding to n-alkanes have been labeled for reference. From the 
TICs, simplified blend components for use in autoignition simulations were selected. TICs for JP-
8 and JP-5 show that the conventional fuels are similar in class composition with JP-5 having a 
narrower cut (smaller carbon number range). In contrast, HEFA fuels exhibit a wider cut and 
greater branching shown by relatively equal peaks for n-alkanes and iso-alkanes, the peaks 
occurring between labeled n-alkane peaks. One additional feature to note is that HRJ-5 has a 
“hump” at higher carbon numbers, likely from fuel additives to meet USN specifications for 
elevated flash point due to increased fuel flammability risks on naval carriers. 
 
Figure 25. TICs for JP-8, JP-5, HRJ-8, and HRJ-5 
A more detailed fuel breakdown is shown in Table 24, displaying fuel chemical 
composition found by Morris et al. [15]. Conventional fuels contain a large portion of non-alkane 
species, mainly aromatics, whereas alternative fuels have negligible amounts of non-alkane 
species. HRJ-5 is evenly distributed between normal and branched alkanes, whereas HRJ-8 has a 
greater proportion of branched to normal alkanes. Table 25 displays the carbon number distribution 
of the fuels examined. All fuels, excluding HRJ-5, have greater than 50% in the C9 to C12 range. 
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HRJ-5 is unique in that its carbon number distribution is between C9 and C21 with the majority in 
the heaviest range (C17 – C21). 





Table 25. Carbon number distribution for tested fuels 
Fuel C5 – C8 C9 – C12 C13 – C16 C17 – C21 
JP-5 1.2 57.5 30.8 10.6 
HRJ5 <0.4 29.2 27.1 43.4 
JP-8 4.3 69.7 19.3 6.5 
HRJ8 0.8 71.6 23 4.6 
 
The Ranzi conventional fuel surrogate was used to represent both JP-8 and JP-5 because 
of the similarities seen in low temperature ignition between Jet-A and conventional military fuels 
in previous studies [6]. This work used simplified two-component blends for the HEFA fuels, 
aiming to capture general ignition features, rather than using complex multi-component surrogates 
to simultaneously replicate fuel features such as DCN, TSI, and varied hydrocarbon classes. This 
simplification facilitated examination of relevant reaction chemistry during multi-stage ignition 
events. The proportions of straight and branched alkanes in the blends reflected the light level of 
branching present in HEFA fuels. The selected components closely match fuel MW and H/C ratio 
as shown in Table 26, where fuel MW was calculated utilizing the methods of Rao and Bardon 
from which H/C ratio could be determined [17]. With 84% fewer species than the larger Dooley 
mechanism, component selection in the Ranzi mechanism was limited as the mechanism lacked 
lightly branched alkanes in the desired carbon number range (C9 – C12). From the available 
species, n-dodecane (C12H26) and iso-cetane (C16H34, 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane) in a 
60/40 mass percent blend were used for HRJ-5, because of the higher molecular weight. For HRJ-
Fuel Aromatics Olefins Saturates Heteroatomic 
iso-alkanes n-alkanes other 
JP-5 11.6 3 27.6 35.9 12.3 8.9 
HRJ-5 0.0 0.1 45.3 53.8 0.2 0.6 
JP-8 17.9 1.6 30.2 32.6 11.9 5.4 
HRJ-8 <0.1 <0.1 76.3 21.5 1.7 0.4 
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8, a lighter mixture is used with n-dodecane and iso-octane (C9H18, 2,2,4-trimethylpentane) in a 
90/10 mass percent blend. 





MW [g/mol] Molar H/C Ratio [Mass] 
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JP Simulation 
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n-dodecane  [90] 





HRJ-5 (Camelina Navy) 
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n-dodecane  [60] 






Figure 26 displays experimental and simulation pressure traces for conventional and HEFA 
fuels at TC  ≈ 660 K, PC = 20 bar, and ϕ = 0.25 and 0.5. Similar to the initial evaluation, both 
conventional and HEFA simulations over-predicted final pressure with respect to experimental 
results at both equivalence ratios. At ϕ = 0.25, the HRJ-8 simulation showed closest agreement 
with experimental results for first and second stage ignition, capturing both ID and pressure rise. 
Final third stage ID was accurately predicted by the model, but the model shortened the overall 
duration of this final ignition period. The conventional JP surrogate fairly replicated both delay 
periods between the three ignition events. The HRJ-5 simulation over-predicted the delay between 
first and second stage ignition, longer than even the conventional fuel results. This delay in ignition 
in the HRJ-5 simulation arose from the high branching level in selected blend components. The 
desire to match HRJ-5 carbon number distribution while maintaining the normal to branched 
alkane ratio depended on available mechanism species. As a result of limited branched alkanes in 
the mechanism in the correct carbon number range, iso-cetane, a heavily branched component, 
was selected to represent branched alkane composition in HRJ-5. This heavily branched alkane 
increased ID by reducing fuel reactivity via branching interference with favored six ring transitions 
during isomerization reactions [18]. One anomaly in the simulation results was that the magnitude 
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of first stage ignition of all fuels appeared to be relatively similar, also seen in subsequent 
evaluations. This is not commonly observed in experimental cases, where cyclo-alkanes and 
aromatics have been attributed to inhibit first stage heat release while normal and branched 
paraffins enhance low temperature branching pathways that occur at earlier ignition stages [19, 
20]. For ϕ = 0.5, the model predicted delayed ID as compared to experimental results for all fuels, 
with closest agreement for conventional fuel. The greatest discrepancy occurred for HRJ-5 due to 
reduced branched component reactivity as mentioned for ϕ = 0.25. The simulation predicted HRJ-
5 to have the latest ignition while experimental results showed HRJ-5 igniting earliest. 
Additionally, the model over-predicted final pressure by approximately 15 bar for all blends.  
 
Figure 26. Pressure trace results for ϕ = 0.25 (left) and ϕ = 0.5 (right) for simulations (solid line) using Ranzi 
mechanism and experimental results (dashed line) 
Figure 27 compares ID times for JP, HRJ-8, and HRJ-5 and shows that the simulation 
accurately replicated trends for HRJ-8 and JP at both equivalence ratios while over-predicting ID 
for HRJ-5, which had the longest ID shown above JP times. For ϕ = 0.25, the main ignition event 
is taken as the second stage ignition, and for ϕ = 0.5, the main ignition is considered at sharpest 
observed pressure rise. Additional ID times are defined for first and third stage ignitions of ϕ = 
0.25, but these times are excluded from Figure 27. Experimental results showed conventional fuel 
(JP) had longer ID across all TC as compared to HRJ-8. The simulation exhibited a similar 
difference in ID between alternative and conventional fuels and between the two equivalence ratios 
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as compared to experimental results. As expected, experiments and simulations both showed the 
leaner case with longer ID times for all fuels, and the delay between the richer and leaner cases 
were comparable for experimental and simulation results.  
 
Figure 27. Comparison of a) experimental and b) simulation results for ignition delay of JP, HRJ-8, and HRJ-5 
Species mole fraction charts are shown Figure 28 for ϕ = 0.25 and 0.5 with similar results 
observed across fuels. For ϕ = 0.25, peak carbon monoxide (CO) occurred just after second stage 
ignition. Formaldehyde (CH2O) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) plateaued between first and second 
stage ignition and dropped off sharply during main ignition. Formaldehyde is a HC combustion 
intermediate and a product of incomplete combustion. H2O2 consumption during and after main 
ignition was likely due to increased temperatures, enabling homolysis of H2O2 à 2OH, evident in 
the sharp decrease in H2O2 that coincided with a similar increase in OH during main ignition. After 
main ignition, a period of less intense heat release was designated as third stage ignition. Species 
profiles revealed that CO and hydrogen (H2) reactions were the major source of this final heat 
release. Allen et al. [6] showed similar results with CO peaking around the third stage ignition 
point, stating that approximately 60% of remaining system carbon was CO, making CO the critical 
species for continued heat release. Following third stage ignition, CO concentration dropped off 
sharply, consumed by destruction reactions. Pertinent reactions prior and during third stage 
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ignition for CO and H2 are evaluated in the following section. For all fuels at ϕ = 0.5, species under 
examination rose to peak levels just prior to the main ignition event and were partly consumed, 
achieving equilibrium levels following main ignition.  
   
Figure 28: Species mole fraction at ϕ = 0.25 (left) and ϕ = 0.5 (right) for HRJ-8, HRJ-5, and conventional jet (top to 
bottom) 
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Peak species mole fractions between the two equivalence ratios were comparable across 
the fuels. HRJ-5 had a more gradual species build-up for both equivalence ratios, whereas both 
HRJ-8 and JP blends exhibited more condensed species accumulation, with the most concentrated 
build-up for HRJ-8. This rate of species accumulation was in line with the pressure trace results of 
the blends. HRJ-8, with low branched alkane content, had quick species accumulation and 
destruction, resulting in rapid ignition. The species accumulation delay for JP was mainly due to 
aromatics that scavenge radicals and reduce the reaction rate. For HRJ-5, the species accumulation 
delay was due to the large presence of heavily branched iso-cetane as discussed previously. 
To better understand species formation for ϕ = 0.25, rate of production reaction analyses 
were conducted for CO and is shown in Figure 29, comparing HRJ-8 and JP simulations as these 
most closely captured experimental observations. In the secondary intermediate region (between 
second and third stage ignition), dominant CO reactions include opposing production and 
destruction reactions, resulting in the delay for third stage ignition rather than a main ignition as 
seen for the richer case. This delay from competing reactions was unique for the lean case and was 
attributed to CO as the other tracked species did not exhibit the slight increase in concentration 
prior to third stage ignition as seen for CO. Overall, the reactions were dominated by production, 
reacting from CO2, OH, and H. The OH radicals were then consumed during the final third stage 
ignition destruction reactions. The duplicated CO + OH à CO2 + H reactions result from 
duplicated reactions in the kinetic mechanism for varying temperature conditions, which were not 
clarified in the mechanism, with slightly different reaction rate coefficients. Without further 
mechanism information, it was not determined which of the two results should be included given 
the simulation conditions, and therefore, both results are shown. For HRJ-8 and JP, main CO 
production reactions, CO2 + H à CO + OH, CO2 + OH à CO + HO2, are the same. Other 
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production reactions vary for the two fuels with HRJ-8 showing some CO production from O2 + 
CH2CHO à CH2O + OH + CO and CH3CO + M à CH3 + CO + M. The conventional blend has 
some CO production from OH + C6H5CHO à H2O + C6H5 + CO. 
 
   
Figure 29. CO rate of production reaction analysis for secondary intermediate stage between 2nd and 3rd stage 
ignition 
Figure 30 indicates dominant CO reactions during third stage ignition, with production 
primarily from CO2 + OH à CO + HO2 and CO2 + H à CO + OH, causing a sharp increase in 
CO during third stage ignition as shown in Figure 28 for ϕ = 0.25. Reactions for both HRJ-8 and 
JP are similar, with CO2 + H à CO + OH providing the stronger route for CO production in both 
cases. Duplicate CO2 + H à CO + OH reactions result from the chemical mechanism as discussed 
previously. OH radicals produced in HCCO + O2 à 2CO + OH during the intermediate stage are 
now consumed, providing final heat release corresponding to third stage ignition. 
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Figure 30: CO rate of production reaction analysis for 3rd stage ignition 
Figure 31 shows relevant H2 reactions in the intermediate stage following main ignition 
and prior to third stage ignition. HRJ-8 and JP simulations had the same dominant H2 reactions 
with varying reaction rates. Overall, H2 destruction was greater than production, but because 
production is still occurring, the rate of destruction was slower than destruction during main 
ignition as evident in Figure 28.  The major reaction resulting in the destruction of H2 was H2 + 
OH à H + H2O. H2 production reactions include OH + H à O + H2 and CO + H2O à CO2 + H2. 
OH is consumed in both of these reactions, leading to third stage ignition and heat release. 
    
Figure 31: H2 rate of production reaction analysis for secondary intermediate stage between 2nd and 3rd stage 
ignition 
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Figure 32 displays important reactions during third stage ignition for H2, where both HRJ-
8 and JP fuels display the same contributing reactions. Based on the major H2 reactions, the final 
stage of ignition is attributed to equilibrium between H2O and H2. The primary reactions involved 
for both fuels are H2 production with H2O destruction via CO + H2O à CO2 + H2 and H2O 
production with H2 destruction via H2 + OH à H + H2O, with the second reaction greater than the 
first. Based on the rate of production results shown for ϕ = 0.25, CO−H2−O2 kinetics dominate the 
oxidation reactions in the final stage of ignition. 
   
Figure 32: H2 rate of production reaction analysis for 3rd stage ignition 
5.2.2 F-76 and HRD-76 
Further evaluations were completed to examine the effect of fuel chemical structure on 
combustion dynamics for various real-world engine applications. As discussed by Valco et al., 
improved reactivity was observed for HRD-76, a highly paraffinic hydroreformed Navy diesel 
(HRD-76) derived from algae feedstocks, as compared to conventional F-76 Navy diesel [99]. This 
enhanced reactivity for paraffinic fuels is partly due to the formation of less stable fuel 
intermediates that advance ignition. HRD-76 has a narrow cut spanning the C15 to C18 range with 
a greater percentage of branched alkanes in contrast to conventional, wide-cut F-76 spanning C11 
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to C22 with predominantly straight chain alkanes. The narrow cut of HRD-76 is clear from its flat 
distillation curve, indicating a narrow range of temperatures in which most of the fuel is distilled. 
Table 27. Surrogate composition for kinetic simulations shown in percent mass 
Species F-76  HRD-76  
n-heptane 0.306  
isooctane 0.597 15.5 
methylcyclohexane 4.7096  
1-octene 1.7554  
tetramethylhexane 6.657  
n-decane 2.8668  
m-cymene 1.2754  
cis-decalin 0.4612  
n-pentylbenzene 2.1796  
tetralin 1.583  
diisopropylbenzene 1.2754  
n-dodecane 5.0919  
naphthalene 6.4288  
n-tridecane 2.6585  
isocetane 18.127 15.5 
n-tetradecane 7.5444  
n-hexadecane 16.5383 23.1 
n-octadecane 7.3712 45.8 
phenanthrene 0.8777  
n-eicosane 5.7812  
n-heneicosane 5.9145  
 
To evaluate the enhanced reactivity for HRD-76 at intermediate temperatures, simulations 
were conducted employing multi-component surrogates shown in Table 27. Surrogates were 
chosen from those presented in previous studies with slight modifications as not all of the listed 
components were available in the mechanism used in the simulations [100], [101]. For F-76, 
hexadecanol was not available, so the 5.87% fraction was added to the naphthalene concentration 
to match the aromatic content of the F-76 fuel used in the study. The HRD-76 surrogate to best 
match physical properties and combustion metrics proposed by Prak et al. included four large 
straight chain alkanes from C15 to C18 and iso-dodecane. As the selected mechanism only 
contained even numbered n-alkanes hexadecane (C16H34) and octadecane (C18H38), the mass 
percentages belonging to pentadecane (C15H32) and heptadecane (C17H36) were allotted to C16 and 
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C18 n-alkane components, respectively. This decision was based on prior work showing minimal 
impact on ignition delay times for similar length n-alkanes [102]. The Prak surrogate allotted the 
31.1% branched alkane fraction to iso-dodecane, which was not available in the selected 
mechanism. Therefore, this proportion was split between iso-octane and iso-cetane following the 
results of Won et al. indicating a 50/50 mixture was a good iso-dodecane approximation [103]. 
When compared with experimental RCM and shock tube (from Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute) data for F-76 and HRD-76, the kinetic simulations did a fair job at capturing the overall 
ignition delay trends, particularly for F-76 at both stoichiometric (ϕ = 1.0) and lean (ϕ = 0.5) 
mixture conditions. As seen in Figure 33, the F-76 simulation matched experimental data in high 
and low temperature regions for ϕ = 0.5, from approximately 1080 K to 900 K and below 715 K. 
For both F-76 and HRD-76, the simulation predicted a more pronounced NTC region at 
intermediate temperatures, seen as the dip in the simulation ID trend as faster ID times are observed 
with decreasing temperature. There was a 47% ID time reduction on average at the highest 
temperatures that appeared to be more significant in intermediate temperature range from 715 K 
to 900 K, seen as simulation lines below experimental data points. The log scale used on the y-
axis visually intensifies this effect, but the reduced ID prediction times remained approximately 
the same with a 40% difference. For ϕ = 1.0, the simulation again slightly underpredicted ID times 
in high temperatures, resulting in a 39% average difference between experimental and simulation 
results. This underprediction likely resulted from the chosen surrogate, with only 12% aromatics, 
including alkylbenzenes and polyaromatics, versus the measured 29.5% aromatic content of the F-
76 sample. As discussed previously, aromatics retard ignition due to their more stable cyclic 
structure. The F-76 sample used in experimental testing contained a higher percent of aromatic 
species (29.5%) as compared to the F-76 fuel used by Ra and Reitz (8.75%). It is not clear as to 
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the reason for the low aromatic content in the F-76 sample used in the Ra and Reitz study as F-76 
fuels are reported to have aromatic content in the range of 20% to 30% by volume [104].  
 
Figure 33. F-76 and HRD-76 experimental and simulation ignition delay results 
5.2.3 NJFCP Fuels 
Low temperature autoignition chemistry was evaluated for NJFCP category A 
(conventional, petroleum-derived) and C (alternative) fuels using the RCM DTC approach. NJFCP 
category C fuels include fuels that mimic properties observed in alternative fuels and also target 
extreme properties to examine the influence of these features, such as high viscosity or a flat 
boiling curve. The conditions examined covered the low temperature region with compressed 
temperatures from 625 K to 735 K for lean to stoichiometric mixtures of ϕ = 0.25. 0.5, and 1.0 at 
a compressed pressure of 20 bar.  
Category A and C fuel descriptions, average chemical formulas, H/C ratio, and molecular 
weight are given in Table 28. Category A fuels include: A-1, USAF JP-8; A-2, commercial Jet A; 
and A-3, USN JP-5. Category C fuels were selected to highlight unique fuel features and include: 
C-1, isoparaffinic Gevo ATJ; C-2, biomodal 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (C9H12) and tetradecane 
(C14H30) blend; C-3, 2,6,10-trimethyl dodecane (C15H32, farnesane) and A-3 blend; C-4, FT IPK 
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and C-1 blend; and C-5, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (C9H12) and n-decane (C10H22) blend. C-1 has a 
low DCN (~17) with highly branched paraffins, both contributing to retarded ignition. C-2 focuses 
on C9 aromatic combustion chemistry and C14 iso-paraffins, present in many jet fuels. C-3 
presents a high viscosity fuel that is known to affect fuel atomization and spray evaporation. C-4 
is a fuel with a wide boiling range and therefore reduced volatility. Finally, C-5 represents a flat 
boiling range fuel with light components having the lightest MW at 135 g/mol, significantly lower 
than the other fuels in the range of 150-180 g/mol. The ninth fuel evaluated was farnesane, 
produced via direct sugar to hydrocarbon (DSHC) method.  
Table 28. Additional category A and C fuel descriptions, average formula, and molecular weight 
Fuel Description Blend Composition (% vol.) Average Formula H/C Ratio MW (g/mol) 
A-1   JP8 (best case)    C10.8H21.8   2.02 151.9   
A-2   Jet A (middle case)    C11.4H22.1   1.94 158.6   
A-3   JP5 (worse case)    C11.9H22.6   1.90 166.1   
C-1   Gevo ATJ  100% highly branched ATJ Fuel C12.6H27.2   2.16 178.5   
C-2   Bimodal fuel C14/TMB   84% tetradecane & 16% 1,3,5-TMB C12.9H26.8   2.08 181.9   
C-3   High viscosity   64% Jet A-3 & 36% farnesane C12.8H25.3   1.98 179.6   
C-4   Low cetane, broad boiling   60% isoparaffinic FT & 40% Jet C-1 C11.4H24.8   2.18 162.2   
C-5   Flat boiling   73% decane & 27% 1,3,5-TMB C9.7H18.7   1.93 135.4   
 
Category A fuels display wide cuts with carbon number ranges from C8 to C16 and normal 
alkane peaks indicated in the TICs in Figure 34. Conversely, category C fuels lack a wide 
distribution of HC components, with only a few selected components present as discussed above. 
From the distillation curves generated from the AJFTD in Figure 34, one can observe the flat 
boiling curve of C-5 resulting from its concentration of light C9 and C10 hydrocarbons that boil 
off within a narrow range of low temperatures. 
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Figure 34. Total ion chromatograms of NJFCP category A and C fuels (left) and distillation curves (right) 
Table 29 displays additional relevant fuel physicochemical properties, revealing several 
key differences between category A and C fuels. As AJFs inherently lack aromatics due to 
feedstock and processing, they have lower densities and must be blended with conventional fuels 
to meet specifications. Additionally, category C fuels contain a greater portion of branched 
alkanes as compared to conventional category A fuels that contain more evenly distributed 
normal to branched alkane concentrations. 
The experimental results for category A fuels exhibited slower ignition for leaner mixture 
conditions, as expected, with richer mixtures able to quickly consume increased fuel due to more 
readily available reaction advancing chemistry. Category A fuels have similar compositional 
profiles, and it is expected that their reactivity trends would be comparable as observed [105]. In 
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examining low temperature ignition profiles, it was observed that for equivalent compressed 
temperatures, Tc, there were significant differences in ignition profiles and peak pressure values. 
As the fuel mixture became increasingly rich, the ignition stages reduced to a single main ignition 
event. The leanest case had clear multi-stage ignition events that become compressed and collapse 
into a single main ignition as fuel fraction increased. This agreed with previous results from 
conventional (JP-8/5) and HEFA (HRJ-8/5) fuel results. Additionally, there was a peak pressure 
reduction of approximately one-third for each reduction in equivalence ratio from ϕ = 1.0 to 0.5 
and from ϕ = 0.5 to 0.25. 
Table 29. Physicochemical properties of category A and C fuels 











A-1 10264 40.4 42 0.780 26.82 39.69 20.08 13.41 
A-2 10325 47 48 0.803 20.03 29.45 31.86 18.66 
Table 29. (cont.)        











A-3 10289 47.9 60 0.827 13.89 18.14 47.39 20.59 
Farnesane 10320 - 110 0.770 0 100 0 0 
C-1 10262 17.1 50 0.760 <0.01 99.62 0.05 <0.01 
C-2 12223 50.4 40 0.782 5.16 77.51 0.07 17.05 
C-3 12341 47.0 63 0.808 9.17 45.19 31.72 13.61 
C-4 12344 28.0 108 0.760 0.23 98.94 0.43 0.39 
C-5 12345 39.6 118 0.770 17.66 51.58 0.07 30.68 
 
When examining low temperature autoignition data for category C fuels, observed 
differences were attributed to varying fuel chemical class compositions. C-1, with low DCN and 
highly branched composition, exhibited delayed ID times. Branched fuel components have been 
shown to limit forward isomerization reactions that require sufficient CH2 groups to follow the 
six-membered transitions present in low temperature oxidation [106]. For ϕ = 0.25, C-2 exhibited 
enhanced reactivity as compared to A-1, resulting from earlier entrance into the NTC region and 
thus faster ignition at reduced temperatures. High viscosity C-3 had ignition results between those 
of either of its constituent blend stocks, faster than A-3 and slower than lightly branched farnesane. 
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Compared to A-1, C-3 had reduced reactivity at lean equivalence ratios even though it has a 
slightly higher DCN. This could be attributed to a greater effect of branched components in 
retarding ignition in lean fuel mixtures. C-4 had similar ID profiles as conventional fuels for ϕ = 
1.0, with differences appearing in higher temperatures and leaner mixtures as the heavily branched 
C-1 component delayed the onset of ignition. The reaction of heavily branched iso-paraffinic 
components have been shown to produced high levels of stable iso-butene intermediates, slowing 
down overall ignition [106]. Narrow cut C-5, composed primarily of C10 iso-alkanes and C9 
aromatics, exhibited retarded ignition at all conditions due to high aromatic content. Farnesane 
was seen to have faster ID times than conventional A-3, the other fuel it is blended with to produce 
C-3. As a lightly branched long chain hydrocarbon, farnesane oxidation was enhanced at all 
equivalence ratios and temperature conditions examined due to the availability of secondary 
hydrogens for favorable six-membered transition state structures involved in isomerization 
reactions [107]. As shown in prior studies, the reactivity trends of fuel blends tend to converge to 
one of the blend stocks in the leanest conditions, suggesting the dominance of particular fuel 
components in these lean fuel mixtures [105], [108]. From these results, the effect of iso-alkane 
branching level and aromatic content was clearly emphasized with unique autoignition variation 
particularly in low temperature, lean mixture environments.  
5.2.4 Dodecane Isomers 
Factors influencing fuel reactivity include hydrogen to carbon ratio, hydrocarbon chemical 
structure, branching level, compositional distribution, and molecular weight [109], [110]. To 
further examine the branching level effect noted in the JP-8/5 and HRJ-8/5 and NJFCP fuel studies, 
three dodecane isomers (C12H26) were evaluated with JP-8 (POSF 6169) utilizing the RCM DTC 
method and subsequent kinetic modeling. The three dodecane isomers shown in Figure 35 
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included: n-dodecane, twelve carbon straight chain; 2,9-dimethyldecane, two methyl branches on 
the second and ninth carbons of a ten carbon parent chain; and 2,2,4,6,6-pentamethylheptane (iso-
dodecane) with five methyl branches on a seven carbon parent chain. Iso-dodecane is one of the 
major fuel components in Gevo ATJ, and therefore it was pertinent to study this fuel component 
as Gevo is increasingly blended with conventional jet fuel for commercial use.  
 
Figure 35. Dodecane isomer structure with increased branching level from left to right 
Due to the branching differences, these three isomers have significantly different attributes 
with DCN ranging from 78 for n-dodecane down to 16.8 for 2,2,4,6,6-pentamethylheptane [103], 
[111]. The JP-8 fuel has a chemical class breakdown of 17.7% aromatics, 21.6% n-alkanes, 33.5% 
branched alkanes, and 27.2% cyclic alkanes, and additional fuel properties are shown in Table 30. 
Similar to previous cases, the test conditions focused on low to intermediate temperatures from 
620 K to 710 K for compressed pressures of 10 and 20 bar in lean to stoichiometric mixture 
conditions of ϕ = 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. 
Table 30. Dodecane isomers and JP-8 fuel properties 
 
At Pc = 10 bar, iso-dodecane exhibited significantly delayed onset of ignition and strong 
NTC behavior with early entrance into the NTC region as compared to the other fuels. JP-8 and 
iso-dodecane only ignited at stoichiometric conditions, while the other two isomers of dodecane 
ignited at lean equivalence ratios across low to intermediate temperatures. The increased reactivity 
Species Formula MW [g/mol] H/C ratio Density [g/cm3] 
n-dodecane C12H26 170.3 2.17 0.749 
2,9-dimethyldecane C12H26 170.3 2.17 N/A 
iso-dodecane C12H26 170.3 2.17 0.740 
JP-8 (POSF6169) C11.9H23.1 166.0 1.94 0.798 
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for straight chain n-dodecane was enhanced as the fuel mixture became increasingly lean with a 
reduction in ID time of 13%, 16%, and 19% for ϕ = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively, as compared 
to 2,9-dimethyldecane. The reduction in ID time for n-dodecane versus 2,9-dimethyldecane is less 
pronounced at Pc = 20 bar with ID reductions of only 5%, 11%, and 17% for ϕ = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, 
respectively. While iso-dodecane did ignite at ϕ = 0.5, it failed to ignite at the leanest mixture of ϕ 
= 0.25. 
Similar to previous studies, multi-stage ignition was observed at lean conditions as shown 
in the experimental pressure trace results. Min et al. stated that the first stage ignition delay time, 
τ1, was insensitive to pressure and relatively insensitive to fuel mixture equivalence ratio [112]. ID 
time differences were attributed to first stage ignition, which is sensitive to initial temperature. 
Others have also shown an inverse dependence of first stage temperature growth with initial 
temperature that increases with increasing fuel to air ratio [113]. This was observed in this study 
as overall differences in ID times can be attributed to heat release achieved in the first stage of 
ignition that then creates varying conditions responsible for differences in second stage ID times.  
To examine these results further, chemical kinetics simulations were completed, employing 
the 2-methylundecane kinetic mechanism from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) 
by Sarathy et al.’s [114], [115]. The simulation results are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37 for 
dimethyldecane and 2-methylundecane. The models accurately captured overall ignition delay 
trends and clearly showed differences in multi-stage ignition due to compressed temperature 
variations, affecting first stage ignition times. This first stage ignition then controls overall ID with 
second stage ignition proceeding dependent on the overall heat release achieved following first 
and second stage heat release. Second stage ignition delay increases with initial temperature as 
first stage ignition delay decreases, resulting in a shorter total heat release for higher temperatures 
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and therefore longer second stage ignition delay. For lower initial temperatures, first stage ignition 
is retarded, generating increased heat release and faster second stage ignition.  
 
Figure 36. Pressure trace of RCM dimethyldecane  at Pc = 10 bar, ϕ = 0.5 
 
Figure 37. Simulation pressure trace of methylundecane  at at Pc = 10 bar, ϕ = 0.5 
Compressed temperature largely determined first stage ID duration, insensitive to initial 
pressure and equivalence ratio as discussed by Zhao et al. [113]. However, the change in 
temperature achieved during first stage ignition had an inverse relationship to compressed 
temperature. This intermediate temperature is then responsible for second stage ID as it determined 
the path of ensuing kinetic reactions for second stage ignition. Exothermic reactions, particularly 
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R + O2 ⇔ RO2, provide significant heat release that increase temperature. Higher compressed 
temperatures lead to faster intermediate reactions, smaller overall heat release, and a lower 
intermediate temperature. Lower compressed temperatures promote greater intermediate heat 
release over a longer time and, therefore, a higher intermediate temperature. For fuels with higher 
cetane numbers, the greater portion of easily reacting, long, straight chain alkanes provide ample 
alkyl radicals, the necessary reactive species to ensure fast ignition. To summarize, first stage and 
overall ID times decreased with increasing temperature while second stage ID time increased due 
to the conditions created following first stage ignition.  
5.2.5 F-24 and Gevo Blends 
Prior RCM studies show reduced fuel reactivity corresponding to increased branching 
levels for AJFs, including HEFA and FT fuels, and their blends with conventional military fuels, 
JP-5 and JP-8 [108]. Similar to the role of aromatics in reducing fuel reactivity, cycloparaffins 
generate stable intermediates that further retard the onset of ignition. The high concentration of 
lightly branched paraffins and lack of aromatics in HRJ-8 as compared to JP-8 resulted in enhanced 
reactivity for the AJF. However, a blend of 50/50 HRJ-8 and JP-8 converged to one of the neat 
fuel components as the fuel mixture became increasingly lean, in this case, approaching the HRJ-
8 ID trend. Conversely, 50/50 blends of HRJ-5 and conventional JP-5 converge to the neat JP-5 
ID trend. As HRJ-5 contains larger iso-paraffins, their enhanced reactivity may not be as dominate 
in the blend when aromatics are present, leading the 50/50 blend to follow JP-5 ignition reactivity 
in fuel lean conditions. These non-linear blending results led to an examination of autoignition 
characteristics in response to fuel blending.  
To elucidate the effect of fuel blending on resultant combustion performance, four fuel 
blends were prepared from two neat fuel blendstocks. The fuel blendstocks were F-24, the NATO 
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designation for Jet A conventional fuel, and Gevo, an ATJ fuel approved for blending up to 50% 
by volume with conventional fuel. While ASTM D7566 currently limits AJFs to a maximum 50% 
by volume level, with the exception of SIP that is limited to 10% by volume, the blends studied 
spanned the range from 20% - 80% in 20% increments and included neat versions of both Gevo 
and F-24. Gevo is an ATJ fuel produced by Gevo, Inc. that received approval for use in blends 
with conventional jet fuel with additional certification as an advanced biofuel under the Renewable 
Fuel Standard (RFS) by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 2016 [116]. F-24 is the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) designation for Jet A aviation fuel that has received 
additives to ensure operability for military specifications. These are the same additives used to 
convert Jet A-1 fuel into JP-8 (F-34), a fuel that the United States military has phased out in favor 
of the more readily available F-24. With the larger fuel supply chain in place to supply F-24, there 
are significant cost benefits as well as supply chain efficiency advantages. This conversion was 
completed at United States Air Force (USAF) bases in 2014, with other military branches also 
converting their fuel supplies. This conversion process was initiated in 2009 in response to several 
policy reform initiatives including the Defense Acquisition Reform and the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007. Fuel producers favored Jet A production over the costlier handling and 
delivery methods required for JP-8. In addition to minimizing infrastructure and providing supply 
flexibility, the fuel switch is estimated to save the USAF $0.02/gallon, or $25.5 million per year 
in fuel costs [117].  
Directly measured DCN values were fairly close to blend averages and estimations based 
on blend ratios, indicating minimal non-linear blending behavior for DCN. The fuels were tested 
in an RCM using the DTC method in low to intermediate temperatures (620 K to 730 K) for 
pressures of 10 and 20 bar at equivalence ratios of ϕ = 0.5 and 1.0. To examine the fuel reactivity 
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in more detail, fuel surrogates were developed based on published surrogates for F-24 (Jet A) and 
Gevo ATJ. Mechanisms from Lawrence Livermore National Lab for iso-octane and iso-cetane 
were combined using Ansys Chemkin-Pro Reaction Workbench in order to provide sufficient 
species for surrogate formulation. For the kinetic simulations, surrogates were developed utilizing 
the fuel chemometric tool, FCAST, and measured GCxMS data taken through an Agilent 
Technology Gas Chromatograph/ Mass Spectrometer (model 6890N/5973). Table 31 lists the fuel 
properties for neat F24, neat Gevo, and their blends. 
Table 31. F24 and Gevo neat and blended fuel properties 
  F24 F8G2 F6G4 F4G6 F2G8 Gevo 
Distillation            
Initial Boiling Point [°C] 151.1 155.6 159.2 161.9 166.7 169.0 
10.0% Recovery [°C] 176.5 177.1 176.5 176.9 177.1 176.0 
20.0% Recovery [°C] 185.2 182.7 181.3 180.3 179.4 179.0 
50.0% Recovery [°C] 207.7 201.2 195.3 189.8 186.0 184.0 
90.0% Recovery [°C] 250.6 248.0 245.0 241.0 235.5 235.0 
End Point [°C] 276.8 275.2 272.7 269.4 265.6 263.0 
% Residue 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 
% Loss 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 1 
Density at 15.56°C [g/mL] 0.8037 0.7950 0.7862 0.7770 0.7687 0.7600 
Flash Point [°C]   50.2 49  50.2 50 
Freezing point [°C] -58 -56 -60 -68 <-80 <-80 
Kinematic viscosity @ 40°C 
[mm2/s] 1.377 1.395 1.415 1.446 1.479 1.53 
Net Heat of Combustion 
[MJ/kg] 43.121 43.448 43.577 43.684 44.021 43.95 
Aromatics [% vol] 15.4 13.1 10 6.3 3.4 0.75 
Carbon [% mass] 85.84 85.67 85.43 84.94 84.92  
Hydrogen [% mass] 14.16 14.22 14.48 15.06 15.01 15.5 
Smoke Point [mm] 23.5 24.8 26.7 28.6 31.2 30 
Max pressure Drop [mm/Hg] 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ID [ms]  4.86 5.45  8.43 17.48 
DCN  42.8 38.7  27.1 17.1 
Cetane No. 48.5 42 35.5 29.4 <21.4  
 
Table 32 displays the distillation recovery temperatures predicted by FCAST compared 
with the measured values with the percent error of the FCAST results shown for each recovery 
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percentage. As the distillation points increased, FCAST was unable to capture the high recovery 
temperatures with NaN (not-a-number) errors for all Gevo values and final boiling point (FBP). 
FCAST was developed utilizing a fuel dataset of conventional navy fuels to generate composition-
property relations using Partial Least Squares regression analysis. As this dataset did not contain 
the unique fuel compositions typical for AJFs, FCAST does not accurately predict AJF properties. 
Future editions of FCAST seek to include extreme test fuel and AJF data as provided in the AJFTD. 
Table 32. FCAST and measured F24 and Gevo neat and blended distillation curves 
  F-24 F8G2 F6G4 F4G6 F2G8 Gevo 
Distillation IBP (°C) 161.00 165.10 170.90 170.60 175.80 NaN 
Measured  151.06 155.60 159.20 161.89 166.70 169.00 
% Error -6.58 -6.11 -7.35 -5.38 -5.46   
Distillation 10% Point (°C) 181.30 185.40 185.50 185.40 180.00 NaN 
Measured  176.50 177.10 176.50 176.94 177.10 176.00 
% Error -2.72 -4.69 -5.10 -4.78 -1.64   
Distillation 20% Point (°C) 194.10 187.50 187.80 178.00 172.20 NaN 
Measured  185.22 182.70 181.30 180.33 179.40 179.00 
% Error -4.79 -2.63 -3.59 1.29 4.01   
Distillation 50% Point (°C) 229.10 232.10 288.10 245.20 232.90 NaN 
Measured  207.67 201.20 195.30 189.83 186.00 184.00 
% Error -10.32 -15.36 -47.52 -29.17 -25.22   
Distillation 90% Point (°C) 447.10 485.50 471.90 471.30 507.10 NaN 
Measured  250.56 248.00 245.00 241.00 235.50 235.00 
% Error -78.44 -95.77 -92.61 -95.56 -115.33   
Distillation FBP (°C) NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 
 Measured  276.83 275.20 272.70 269.39 265.60 263.00 
In developing surrogates for F-24 and Gevo, several previous surrogates and mechanisms 
were consulted. For F-24, three iterations were used to refine the surrogate mixture to most 
accurately represent measured F-24 species concentrations from GCxGC analyses. The full set of 
species used for the various surrogate iterations are shown in Table 33 with the chemical structure 
shown below in Figure 39. These species represent the four major HC classes found in aviation 
fuels: normal, branched, and cyclic alkanes and aromatics within the C9 to C16 range.  
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Table 33. Descriptions of selected surrogate species 
Species Class Formula Full name MW Figure 38 ID 
nC11H24 n-alkane C11H24 n-undecane 156.31 a 
nC12h26 n-alkane C12H26 n-dodecane 170.34 b 
iC8H18 iso-alkane C8H18 iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane) 114.232 c 
iC12h26 iso-alkane C12H26 iso-dodecane (2,2,4,6,6-pentamethylheptane) 170.34 d 
hmn iso-alkane C16H34 iso-cetane (2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane) 226.448 e 
C9h18-1 cycloalkane C9H18 propyl-cyclohexane 126.243 f 
C10H20-1 cycloalkane C10H20 butyl-cyclohexane 140.27 g 
mC11h22 cycloalkane C11H22 pentyl-cyclohexane 154.297 h 
TMB124 aromatic C9H12 pseudocumene (1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) 120.195 i 
t135mb aromatic C9H12 mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) 120.195 j 
 
 
Figure 38. Chemical structures of surrogate species 
 
Species fractions for F-24, Gevo, and their blends for the successive iterations are shown 
in Figure 39 with the final Gen 2 surrogate blend species concentrations indicated in the table. 
From the initial to the final surrogates, the ratio of normal to branched alkanes was increased to 
better represent the n-alkane and lightly branched iso-alkane species found in the fuels. Simulated 





In selecting the final neat fuel surrogate species, the NJFCP surrogate for C-1 (Gevo) and 
GCxGC results for F-24 were used. The comparison of the real fuel and surrogate HC class 
composition with surrogate species are indicated in Table 34. For F-24, approximately 2% of the 
fuel included oxygenates, cymenes, spiros, alkynes, and other compounds. This 2% fuel fraction 
was distributed across the four major component classes. For Gevo, the NJFCP surrogate details 
and 85% iso-dodecane and 15% iso-cetane mixture. As the selected mechanism did not contain 
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Gevo F2G8 F4G6 F6G4 F8G2 F-24
RF3
c10h20-1 hmn ic8h18 nc11h24 t135mb
Blend Gevo F2G8 F4G6 F6G4 F8G2 F-24 
Gen 2       
c9h18-1 0.000 0.046 0.091 0.137 0.182 0.228 
hmn 0.575 0.460 0.345 0.230 0.115 0.000 
ic8h18 0.425 0.399 0.373 0.347 0.321 0.295 
nc12h26 0.000 0.081 0.162 0.242 0.323 0.404 
t135mb 0.000 0.015 0.029 0.044 0.058 0.073 







Gevo F2G8 F4G6 F6G4 F8G2 F24
Gen 2
c9h18-1 hmn ic8h18 nc12h26 t135mb
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Table 34. Neat fuel blendstock HC class distribution for real fuel and selected surrogate with surrogate species 
indicated 
 HC Class Real Fuel Surrogate Species Formula 
Gevo n-paraffins <0.01    





 cycloparaffins 0.05    
 aromatics <0.01    
F-24 n-paraffins 49.57 40.4 n-dodecane C12H26 
 iso-paraffins 10.93 29.5 iso-octane C8H18 
 cycloparaffins 22.11 22.8 propyl-cyclohexane C9H18 
 aromatics 15.46 7.3 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene C9H12 
 
The fuel distillation curves shown in Figure 40 indicated an interesting reversal in the order 
of distillation temperatures. At the initial boiling point (IBP), F-24 has a lower distillation 
temperature than Gevo and the blends fall between these in order. The distillation temperatures 
coalesce at 10% recovery and then reverse for the remainder of the recovery temperatures with F-
24 having a higher FBP than Gevo. The lightest fuel components determine IBP, and for Gevo, 
these components are heavier than the lightest fuel components in F-24. Therefore, while F-24 has 
a higher FBP due to having heavier components, its IBP is also lower than Gevo due to the 
presence of lighter compounds as well. The differences in IBP affected the simulated results for 
first stage ignition and will be discussed in the subsequent section.  
 
Figure 40. Distillation curve results for neat F24, neat Gevo, and blends 
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The simulation results are shown in Figure 41 for all three surrogate iterations at conditions 
of PC = 20 bar, TC ≈ 660 K, and ϕ = 0.5. While none of the simulations replicated the signification 
delay in ignition for Gevo, all three surrogate sets indicated two stage ignition as seen in 
experimental results. The first surrogate, ORIG, with a greater fraction of branched to straight 
chain alkanes for F-24 clearly did not capture the order of reactivity for any of the evaluated neat 
or fuel blends. In the second surrogate iteration, RF3, the ratio of straight to branched alkanes was 
increased, the aromatic species was changed from 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene to 1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene with more evenly distributed methyl groups, and other species did not change. 
While this blending set resulted in the reversal of first stage to second stage ID as anticipated by 
the distillation curves discussed previously, it still did not predict the reduced reactivity for Gevo 
as observed experimentally. The final iteration, Gen 2, employed similar HC class fractions as RF3 
but switched to heavier n-dodecane from n-undecane and changed to lighter propyl-cyclohexane 
from butyl-cyclohexane. These changes enhanced reactivity for F-24 and its blends to more closely 




Figure 41. F-24, Gevo, and blends pressure trace results for experimental (solid) and simulation (dash) for ORIG, 
RF3, and Gen 2 (top to bottom) 
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To evaluate the NTC region, olefin species evolution was tracked for F-24 and selected 
blends. Jahangirian et al. discovered significant olefin production for n-decane in stoichiometric 
mixture conditions near the transition from NTC to high temperature ignition around 830 K for a 
variable pressure flow reactor between 8.1 and 12.7 bar [118]. Olefins, also termed alkenes, are 
classified as unsaturated hydrocarbons, containing at least one carbon double bond. In the blends 
exhibiting NTC behavior, ethylene (C2H4), an intermediate species in autoignition, was tracked to 
evaluate olefin production in the intermediate temperature region. As shown in Figure 42, ethylene 
was produced in the NTC intermediate temperature range of 750 K – 950 K and peaked at the start 
of main ignition prior to rapid destruction during the main ignition event. These results indicated 
that ethylene is a key contributor to NTC reaction chemistry involved in the intermediate stage 
between first and second (main) stage ignition.  
 
Figure 42. Ethylene (C2H4) species production with temperature profile indicated 
5.3 Conclusions 
The focus of these investigations was to provide a deeper look at the particular combustion 
characteristics for alternative fuels as compared to conventional transport fuels. Alternative fuels 
generally have significantly different chemical compositions than conventional, petroleum-









































derived fuels due to feedstock and processing methods. In this work, several mechanisms were 
employed with various surrogates to model conventional and alternative fuel autoignition. The 
studies focused on low to intermediate temperatures for stoichiometric and lean fuel mixtures. 
These zones are of particular interest for emerging engine technologies seeking to optimize the 
environmental benefits of low temperature, lean fuel mixture reaction chemistry including reduced 
soot and NOx production. 
For the JP-8/5 and HRJ-8/5 evaluations, both Ranzi and Dooley mechanisms accurately 
captured unique multi-stage ignition observed at ϕ = 0.25. Two-component blends were developed 
for HEFA (HRJ-5 and HRJ-8) and a conventional jet fuel surrogate was used to represent both JP-
5 and JP-8. Simulations generally agreed with experimental results and indicated greater reactivity 
for mostly paraffinic HEFA fuels at both mixture conditions. Limited species selection impacted 
for HRJ-5, with significant discrepancies between simulation and experimental results. The HRJ-
5 blend failed to capture observed reactivity due to heavily branched iso-cetane, demonstrating the 
importance of matching branching level. The simulation accurately captured shorter ID times for 
HRJ-8 as compared to JP, seen in experimental results. CO and H2 reactions appeared to be the 
main cause of third stage of ignition for ϕ = 0.25, with similar reactions for both conventional and 
alternative fuels dominated by CO−H2−O2 oxidation kinetics. 
For HRD-76, kinetics simulations more accurately captured intermediate and low 
temperature regions, with only an average percent difference of 16%, a marked improvement from 
F-76 results. However, for high temperature conditions above 900 K, the simulation severely 
underpredicted ID times for both lean and stoichiometric mixtures. There was an average 86% and 
72% ID time reduction for ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 1.0, respectively. As the HRD-76 surrogate accurately 
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captured the complex region of NTC chemical kinetics, it could be used to further analyze reactions 
responsible for this changing fuel reactivity.  
Further ignition studies were done for the NJFCP category A and C fuels that span 
conventional and alternative jet fuels. The conventional A fuels have hundreds of components 
while C fuels isolate extreme features seen in AJFs. At the leanest conditions, category C blend 
fuels, C-3 and C-4, were observed to converge to either of the constituent fuel blend stocks, 
indicating the likelihood that particular fuel components are more dominant in lean reaction 
conditions. While lightly branched iso-paraffins had limited effect on fuel reactivity, heavily 
branched components significantly reduced reaction rates and increased ID times. 
As branching level was shown to strongly influence fuel reactivity in the JP-8/5 and HRJ-
8/5 and NJFCP fuel evaluations, three dodecane isomers were evaluated to isolate the effect of 
branching level. Experimental results for dimethyldecane were compared against simulation 
results using 2-methylundecane with the LLNL 2-methylalkane mechanism. The simulations 
accurately captured overall ID trends, clearly showing multi-stage ignition differences attributed 
to compressed temperature variations. From the simulation and experimental results, first stage 
and overall ID times decreased with increasing initial temperature. Conversely, second stage ID 
time increased with increasing initial temperature due to the conditions created following first 
stage ignition. As lower intermediate temperatures were achieved for faster first stage ignition 
resulting from higher initial temperatures, second stage ID increased. With lower initial 
temperatures, additional time for exothermic reactions favored in the stage preceding first stage 
ignition resulted in stronger heat release and faster second stage ID.  
A final evaluation of conventional and AJF blending was done to understand how blend 
ratios affect fuel properties and performance. Distillation differences for Gevo and F-24 affected 
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simulated results for first stage ignition as this stage is impacted by IBP for chemical kinetics 
models, determined from lightweight fuel components. Through successive iterations for F-24 
surrogates, improvements to the simulated results were achieved but still overpredicted ID and 
final pressure. While further improvements are necessary in mechanism reaction modeling for the 
more complex conventional F-24 and its blends with Gevo, the surrogate blends demonstrated 
changing fuel reactivity with blend ratio variation. Ethylene production was also tracked for 
selected simulated blends and F-24. It was found to accumulate in the NTC region and peaked at 
main ignition prior to being consumed. This confirmed its importance in complex intermediate 
temperature reaction chemistry where significant variability exists across fuel types.  
The experimental and modeling work in this section highlighted the role of varying fuel 
physicochemical properties in autoignition chemistry, particularly for alternative and conventional 
jet fuels and their blends. The models most accurately captured combustion features at 
stoichiometric and low pressure conditions, reproducing general ignition trends, but lacked 
accuracy in predicting ID times. Chemical kinetics simulations and reaction chemistry evaluations 
enhanced the study of fuel autoignition experiments by further revealing potential causes for 
observed ignition phenomena. Validating fuel modeling through experimental studies supports the 
successful integration of AJFs into existing and emerging engine architecture while advancing the 
understanding of combustion phenomena for novel fuels. 
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CHAPTER 6: CHALLENGES & OUTLOOK 
Moving forward, AJFs will continue to become an increasingly important fuel option for 
consumers to meet growing environmental mandates and protect against supply and price 
volatility. With new emissions monitoring and reduction mandates starting in 2019, AJFs offer a 
route for airlines to effectively reduce their emissions levels. While some promote carbon taxes to 
support the development of alternative energy sources, taxation would not guarantee a reduction 
in GHG emissions. Rather, capping emission levels and mandating reductions directly in targeted 
sectors or indirectly through the use of alternative energy sources elsewhere will ensure emission 
levels are successfully reduced. Additionally, AJFs can provide users with an economically viable 
way to meet these emission reduction targets while ensuring performance at or above conventional 
fuels. AJFs offer a route to simultaneously utilize wasted carbon resources, reduce emission levels, 
and enhance performance. 
Additionally, AJFs can offer localized fuel sourcing, independent of foreign petroleum 
resources. This not only provides more consistent pricing valuations as more controlled fuel 
supplies reduce price volatility, but also offers more protection against supply interruptions from 
international events. Further development of AJF will necessitate new analysis and approval tools 
utilizing property relations and performance data as provided in this work. To support continued 
AJF approval and integration, this work established a resource to incorporate new fuel data from 
various points along the development pipeline, addressing some of the challenges outlined below. 
6.1 Challenges 
While AJFs have the potential to meet several needs, challenges remain that hinder greater 
widespread deployment. These challenges center on process scale-up, fuel certification, 
operational costs, feedstock sourcing, and market acceptance. Current AJF research production 
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processes often lack scalability as developers may have little expertise in refinery and production 
scale-up processes. The appropriate equipment to scale-up R&D processes are often not cost 
effective or do not maintain efficiency as system size grows. Ensuring that AJF production 
processes are integrated with current systems would mitigate some of these risks, further 
improving market confidence. Related to production scale-up, more skilled operators are needed 
to support larger production systems, and training requires further investment of time and 
resources. The operational expertise, including trained technical staff, and multi-year operational 
data from successful AJF production processes would further reduce risks from scale-up 
operations.  
Production processes must be scaled-up sufficiently prior to AJF certification as approval 
requires significant fuel volumes for the various stages of property evaluation and rig testing. For 
fuels early in the production stages, it is difficult to produce these volumes in a timely and cost 
effective manner, creating further risks for investors as a new fuel may not receive certification. 
This research enables more streamlined approval through pre-screening steps that employ 
physicochemical relations to predict fuel suitability. Pre-screening thereby reduces required fuel 
volumes in early stages, enabling more efficient evaluation and reducing investment risk.  
Once approved, challenges remain regarding operational costs for specialized equipment, 
catalysts, and maintenance. Many catalysts used in bench scale tests are not affordable or available 
at increasing scale-up step sizes, particularly in the intermediate pilot and demonstration stages 
between small scale laboratory tests and full commercial production system. Systems would be 
further improved by advancing separation methods specifically developed for various alternative 
feedstocks, not simply replicated from traditional petroleum-derived systems. Advancing 
feedstock agnostic processes would enable more effective conversion systems and further reduce 
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risks stemming from feedstock variability and supply availability. These systems require increased 
availability of operational data that could be integrated on the AJFTD. 
Quality feedstock sourcing is another critical challenge facing AJF viability. Limited 
availability due to low crop yields and hesitation from farmers to enter new crop markets result in 
high AJF feedstock costs. There are no current feedstock specifications to guide production and 
optimize process yields. These guidelines would address the high variability across biomass 
resources coming from crops and waste streams. Supply chain logistics are a second issue for AJF 
feedstocks as biomass handling, storage, and pre-processing vary significantly from established 
fossil fuel delivery mechanisms. Infrastructure to support AJF supply streams must grow to allow 
further expansion and integration of AJFs. AJFs can become more cost competitive with low cost 
traditional fuels once supply expands through yield improvements and farmer acceptance and 
logistics systems mature to deliver feedstocks. Both of these aspects would benefit from increased 
distribution of related field performance and supply chain data on a resource such as the AJFTD.    
A final hurdle for AJF remains in the fuel markets where well established pricing 
mechanisms already exist for conventional fuels. Without sufficient financial analyses 
demonstrating AJF economic viability, necessary capital to grow production systems remains 
difficult to acquire. This work provides experimental data as well as a means to disseminate related 
work showing the performance benefits of AJFs, useful for subsequent financial evaluations of 
AJFs. With enhanced accessibility to fuel performance data, producers can clearly define the value 
added by AJF blends. Flexible production systems also mitigate financial risk as they can adapt to 
changing market demand. Employing integrated processes with existing systems further reduces 
the required capital investment, opening up AJF production to a wider net of investors.  
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6.2 Outlook 
As AJF production systems continue to expand, several new fuel pathways are currently 
awaiting evaluation under ASTM D7566 that include the following: 
• CCS-APR: catalytic conversion of sugars by aqueous phase reforming 
• CH: catalytic hydrotreatment of lipids (catalytic hydrothermolysis) 
• HDCJ: pyrolysis (hydrotreated depolymerized cellulosic jet) 
• CATJ-SKA: catalytic upgrade of alcohol intermediates (catalytic ATJ-SKA) 
 
There are also potential expansions of current categories including ATJ and HEFA to additional 
feedstock sourcing. The most effective of these options will entail bolt-on technologies that are 
integrated with existing infrastructure while employing flexible production processes that can 
utilize various feedstocks and generate additional co-products. With this flexibility, processes can 
adapt to changing market conditions to provide the most valuable product, ensuring economic 
viability. These systems would benefit from expanding available process data from current 
facilities to establish baseline metrics for future analyses. Process data would also enable more 
robust system modeling to advance current technology and optimize development with regard to 
feedstock consistency, scale-up yields, catalyst stability, and overall process variability over 
extended hours of operation.  
The AJFTD enables the dissemination of relevant jet fuel research to those in the aviation 
industry and research communities. Additional stakeholders critical to successful AJF integration 
can make use of these groups and the shared knowledgebase to create new opportunities and 
identify valuable partnerships. As blended AJF use continues in daily operations, technical 
uncertainty will lessen as  public awareness and industry acceptance grow, further supporting 
future AJF capital investment. While government policy can accelerate this process, constant 
change in federal and state mandates mean that producers cannot rely on subsidies or other policy 
measures as guaranteed support. Certification is one area in which regulations can become more 
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consistent, as streamlined approval that ignores feedstock and instead focuses on chemical 
composition and physical properties using baseline distributions from current fuels can alleviate 
some of the variability that currently exists in approval methods. This work puts forth a database 
through which additional fuel related data can be assembled and disseminated. For upstream 
stages, feedstock growing and tracking data can identify optimal feedstocks with regard to 
availability of delivery infrastructure, distance to processing facilities, and overall growing 
suitability. Downstream, fuel analysis data from airports currently employing AJF blends can 
guide further integration of AJF blends while increasing public acceptance. Additional 
performance data can further alleviate liability risks for engine manufacturers stemming from 
potential impact on engines. Continuing to expand the AJFTD to encompass these relevant AJF 
data categories will further strengthen collaboration across various federal agencies, national 
groups, and international initiatives.  
Utilizing the resources of the AJFTD, a statistical analysis of the variability present in jet 
fuels for key fuel properties was conducted. This work quantified the variability present in recently 
approved jet fuels and determined physicochemical and thermophysical relations for conventional 
and alternative jet fuels. While significant variance for thermophysical relations was found AJFs, 
expected property remained within current specifications. Continuing this research to evaluate fuel 
chemical composition beyond general properties in newly approved AJFs enhances the 
development of future fuel pathways. Data on fuel HC classes, carbon chain length, branching 
level, and other pertinent chemical characteristics can clearly indicate favorable fuel features for 
pre-screening efforts. Predicting fuel properties by these features enables streamlined AJF 
certification by removing unnecessary evaluations for new feedstocks or processing methods. With 
continued AJF integration, improved specifications will build on fuel property and performance 
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correlations and incorporate new fuel analysis such as GCxGC. As fuel research continues down 
many pathways, it will become ever more important for certification to stay abreast of the latest 
analysis methods to successfully deploy AJF into current systems.  
Subsequent experimental and modeling studies evaluated various autoignition 
characteristics to better understand the performance of AJFs, conventional fuels, and their blends. 
This is particularly important as fuel producers seek to understand how alternative blendstock 
ratios impact overall blend properties. For fuel mixtures at stoichiometric and lean conditions, ϕ = 
1.0, 0.5, higher temperatures after first stage heat release rapidly accelerated the main ignition 
event. Meanwhile, experiments at the leanest conditions for ϕ = 0.25 revealed interesting three 
stage ignition results which were examined further in kinetic simulations. A significant AJF 
behavior observed was the effect of iso-paraffin branching level. Lightly branched iso-paraffins 
had similar reactivity to n-paraffins and enhanced autoignition at low temperatures and lean 
conditions, while highly branched species significantly reduced fuel reactivity and increased ID. 
Kinetic models were used to elaborate on three stage ignition behavior noted at low-
temperature, lean combustion of conventional and alternative jet fuels. For conventional fuels, 
AJFs, and their blends, surrogates employed in simulations were selected to replicate major species 
based on carbon number, branching level, and molecular weight. Generally, selected fuel 
surrogates utilizing various mechanisms were in close agreement to experimental results with 
respect to capturing first order correlations of ignition profiles. While simulations captured overall 
ignition trends, differences were often apparent in the prediction of ignition delay times. 
Simulations also exhibited a similar inverse relationship between second stage ignition delay and 
initial temperature. This demonstrated the significant role of first stage heat release in determining 
subsequent autoignition chemistry responsible for accelerating or retarding the main ignition 
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event. As the unique ignition profiles were captured by the mechanisms, further reaction analyses 
were performed to investigate relevant chemical kinetics. These analyses indicated that 
CO−H2−O2 kinetics are the driving force for third stage ignition seen in the leanest mixture cases 
with equivalence ratios of ϕ = 0.25. For surrogate fuels, aromatic species clearly influenced 
ignition with reduced reactivity and longer delays due to radical scavenging. 
For reasons including energy security, price certainty, and environmental benefits, research 
continues to grow in evaluating alternative transportation fuels that can meet combustion 
performance requirements in existing engine architecture. Improved AJF approval must reduce the 
certification timeline, required fuel volumes, and testing costs of bringing new AJFs to market. 
This work provides crucial AJF property and performance data to support certification efforts and 
increase AJF utilization. Successful AJF deployment will rely on increased interaction between 
fuel producers and engine manufacturers. Many have prioritized using extensive fuel testing data 
to build models relating fuel composition and performance to accelerate evaluation for current 
specifications. The AJFTD established in this work provides a new platform for stakeholders along 
the AJF development pipeline to share and obtain the data necessary to advance AJFs in today’s 
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